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blem, if the Compt de Chambord could
be induced tb waive his scruples. In
short, the festival was so ostensibly non-
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MORNING

we

political, an entertainment given in honor

of the Exhibition, and with a special view
to the gratification of foreign guests, that
the old parties could not with any grace

decided by way of change to try some
upland locality, in quest of fresh air and hold aloof altogether from
the celebr ation,
pure water,this latter advantage especial - though they reduced their
share iin itto a
ly, as it is not always duly appreciated ; minimum.
for disease, if nct death, often lurks in
Terms :1—$3.00
per
year
if
aid strictly
The Bois de Boulogne portion of the
IN ADVANCE, $2.50.
4
y See: th
Sth page of
cups other than those replenished with fete was universally proclaim
this paper.
ed the great
intoxicants. While casting about in mind hit of the day. The islets on the lakes,
| for such a place, we quite unexpectedly
with their frigges of footlights and their
received a somewhat more than cordial profusion of lamps arranged
in the most
invitation from the pastor of the White- fanciful designs were surpassin
gly grand ;
field, N. H., church, an Alumnus of the
_WEDN DAY, JULY 31, 1878.
and though I have seen more elaborate
theological school, to visit and rest in that fireworks, I have
seen none so effective
goodly region over against the Franconia by reason of the felicity
of the site. The
and White Mountain ranges. Of course rockets lit up the lakes and fell
in spray
Dim shadows gather quickly round, and up the
it did not require along time or much of colored stars upon the trees,
misty stair they climb,
while the
effort to accept, as I had long desired and waters were skimmed
The cloudy stair that upward leads to where the
by boats richly
closed portals shine,
intended to visit that very spot.
©
detked with colored lamps. The trees,
Round which the kneeling spirits wait the opening
SNATCHES BY THE WAY.
| moreover, not only onthe islets but over
of the Golden Gate.
The ‘Grand Trunk, as all railways a considerable area of the Bois, were
And some with eager longing go, still pressing forred paper globes
must that intersect the hill country, winds lavishly hung with
ward, hand in hand,
its way along a valley with its water containing lamps, which had a very strikAnd some, with ‘weary step and slow, look back
where their Beloved stand ;
streams affording many
instances of ing effect, Coming back to the city from
Yét up the misty stair they climb, led onward by
pleasant scenery, “made up of high hills, this scene of enchantment one was scarcely
the Angel Time.
prepared to do justice to the private
capped or streaked with clouds, and farm
illuminati
ons, brilliant as they were; but
patches, and cozy habitations of men.
As unseen hands roll back the doors, the light that
the
Place
de la Concorde enforced admirfloods the very air
Sometimes the valley opens into broad
Is but the shadow from within of the great glory
ation
so
layishly was it lit up. The
acres of cultivated fields and gardens,
hidden there:
Place Vendome was also very brilliant,
although
agricultural
pursuits
along
this
And morn and eve, and soon and late, the shadows
pass within the gate.
route do not generally promise very en- and the Opera and other public buildings
couraging results. Upon remarking to were most effectively illuminated.
As one by one they enter in, and the stern portals
In our age when most prestiges scarcethe conductor, that the dryness of the
close once more,
pastures, and the scanty growth of the ly hold water, it is remarkable that the
The halo seems to linger round those kneeling
prestige of the dancing gardens does not
closest to the door :
crops, indicated the need of rain, he,
The joy that lightened from that place shines still
showing that he knew a thing or two be- diminish. It must rain in torrents in
upon the watcher’s face. i
all letters on business, remittances of
To whom a should be addressed, at iv. sey N. H.
A All communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editor.

The Worning Star,
THE GOLDEN GATE.

sides running a railroad train,

The faint low echo that we
seems to fill
The silent air with love and

hear

of

far-off

fear, and

the

music
world’s

clamors all grow still,
4
Until the portals close again, and leave us

toiling

on in pain.

Complain not that the way is long,—what
.

road

is

weary that leads there ?

But let the Angel take thy hand and
And

the misty stair,
then with beating heart await

lead
the

thee

up

opening

of

the Golden Gate,
y

—Adelaide
Pa

A. Pp roctor,

REV.

C.

A;
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BICKFORD,

the cause of sad

At least
one short
editorial paragraph, in

e,-have

es

8

tion—to

the common habit ‘of uttering little untruths in conversation, a habit from
which very many scrupulously moral and
religious people seem not free, and
which grows through carelessness re
garding details, or that weakness which
may be called the passion for exaggeration..
That imaginative preacher who
was justly

blamed

it might be of advantage to them.
MOUNTAIN SCENERY.
Coursing our way around through that
portion of Now Hampshire which lies at

ive point of our journeyings at present.
Here, for the first time in our route, we

failures; but the truth thus expressed is
of vast importance in its bearing upon
human morals and the formation of personal character.
article, and one

shiftlessness, would take a hint from this,

“we reach this goodly village as the object-

No one will ‘allow that there is anything new in the remark that inattention
to small things is often the occasion of

large deficiencies and

dryly remarked, that they needed fertilizers even more than rain. If farmers,
who ascribe their scanty crops to the
weather, and bugs and one of ‘a thousand
other pestilences, instead of to their own

“the north and west of the mountain ranges
Eteset

SW

TELLING THE TRUTH:
BY

somewhat

get a view of some of the chief hights of
these celebrated mountain ranges, among
which stands in peerless grandeur Mount
Washington. The impression made by
mountains differs from that produced by
ocean scenery. The ocean when quiet is
grand merely from its illimitable extent.
When maddened by storm, it rages and
roars, and assuming the offensive, dashes
in pieces the stoutest vessels, and breaks

through

the

best

constructed

embank-

ments, both natural

and’ artificial.

mountains

stand

grandly

silent

and

motionless,

seemingly conscious of

inert

resistibility,

defiant of the shock

While

of half

a continent in metion.
This illustrates
an clément of character than which,none
is more essential to the permanence und
success
of both churches and states. There
uttering bits of.
is often need of aggressiveness, onslaught,
for the purpose
dash ; but at times one needs but to stand,

for

‘‘extemporized history”
of illustration, really did essentially no
worse thing than do those persons who,
relating in conversation a partly remembered event,draw freely on their imagina-

tions to supply the forgotten -circumstances.
And
essentially the same
condemnation that attaches to the telling
of a full-faced falsehood, is also connected

—with the adulteration of a truthful narra-

“having the loins girt about with truth,
and having done all, to stand.” It was
the sullen, dogged imperturbabilityof the
British colnmn at ‘Waterloo, that withstood the shock of the imperial guard,
which went to pieces
hy the sheer
resistance it met like a potter’s vessel

dashed on solid rock,

Some

well, are splendid on a charge,

tive or discourse by the introduction of do ot stand well

men fight
but they

an onset when the

such plausible exaggerations, for what- enemy assumes the aggressive.
We
ever purpose, as tend to decoiVe and mis- want in the churches the activity and
lead the hearer. Of tourse, something | aggressiveness of the ocean, and "at the

must be granted

to the

the caricaturist,

but

rhetorician

even

they

and

have

no

moré moral right to be real deceivers.
Something also depends upon the speaker's intentions, but'the existence of an Intention to convey only the truth is best
proved by the utmost caution.
This
caution; however, needs hot always to be
openly expressed or ostentatiously reveals
ed. “He talked to me with serious con-

same time the firmness and inert resist
ence of the mountain.—J. 1.
;
TT
> ore

fete of last week

a certain female friend’slaxity of narration

was the most successful event of the kind
perhaps in the annals of France.
If the
object of the half million franes- readily
granted by the Chamber, and somewhat

and inattention

reluctantly by the Senate, was to show an

cern,”says

Boswell of Samuel

to truth.

Johnson, “of

I am as much

vexed,’ said he, ‘at the ease

with

which

she hears it mentioned to her, ay atthe
thing
itself.’ " On another oceasith,
Joknson gave a very earnest recommendation of what he himself ‘practised
With the utmost ‘conscientionshess:
«I
mean a strict attention

tthe Tost minute
your

children,

to

‘truth, even In
particulars. ¢ Accustom

says

he,

“constantly

to

this : 1f a thing happens at one window,
tind they, when ‘relating it, say that it
happéred at another, do not lct it pass,
but instantly check ‘them ; you do not

know where ‘deviation from truth will
‘end.’ Our lively hostess, whose fancy
was impatient ‘of the rein, fidgeted at
- this, ‘and ventured to say, “Nay, ‘this is
too much.

If Mr. Johnson

should forbid

me to drink tea, I would comply, asI
should feel the restraint only twice a day;

‘but

little

variations

in

narrative

must

happen a thousand times a day, if one is’
Jot perpetually
watching.’ “Johnsen:
‘Well,

madame,

and

you

ought

te

be,

-pettpetually watching. It is more from,
carelessness about truth than from inten‘tional lying, that there

hood in the world,’

is so mich Hlse

to make

Mabille

empty, and even

when the garden is inhabitable
the
covered saloons are full. Mabille is the
first word that strangers announce when
they arrive in Paris. There or atthe
cafes chantants in the Champs Elysees
you are sure to find your Canadian,
American and Russian friends. Similar
gardens exist in their respective countries
butin their imagination the marvels of
Mabille are unequaled. It ‘is the Paradise of the Prophet transported to the

banks. the-Sein
of
e—1It-is—quite—n—sight

CHICAGO,

JJULY

Rouciere le Naury, Senator.
Marshal
Mac Mahon, President of the Republic,
awas represented by Commandant Baron
Longsdorf, and among those present were
M. de Lesseps, M. Broch, “formerly
Minister of Marine of Norwiy,
and
Madame Canrobert, wife of the Marshal.
On his entrance to the hall Mr. Stanley
was received

with loud

cheers.

& Reading Railroad Company, and forms
part of the exhibit made by that company,

Since

my last letter the work of the

manufacturer and general

Pres. Chadbourne, of Williams

see his way out of the present stagnation,
which’ ¢auses 5Q much sufforing In this
part of the

formed

country.

of the

Some

idea may be

Far reaching extent

to

Pennsyl-

vania may be affected by this undertaking
“whendt is known that the Reading Railyoad and the Coal and Iron Company together have 23,08 employes, thus making , at a fair estimate, 100,000 people:
dependent upon them.
:
The exhibit, which has been brought |
over in the Pottsville, one of the

newest

colliers of the Company, comprises samples of coal of all sizes and kinds taken
from the Schuylkill collieries, trom pea
coal to lump size. The design of the
Company is to illustrate practically the
advantages of using, both for manufacturing and domestic purposes, the hard,
clean coal of the United States in prefer| ‘ence to the soft, bituminous coal, of
Europe, where anthracite is not found and
is almost unknown.
Twelve hundred and sixty-nine Communists, who had earned indulgence by
‘‘contrition, submission and diligence,”
have been allowed remission or commutation of punishmentin honor of the fete.
Since the present Cabinet ‘took office 890

own customs, hostile to everyfhing foreign, passionately fond of hunting, splenBut
did horsemen, and born robbers.
there is one infallible remedy for all the

couraging extent. Articles of ladies’ cloth
ing are not desired, nor to a great extent
works of fine art,as these would bring the:
new organization into competition with-

others already doing successfal work in-

these lines ; but other than these, *all kinds of goods, useful and ornamental, the more :_
ment. The strong hand of Austria will skillfully and artistically made the better.
teach these desperadoes that respect for | These must be presented to the society
by
law and order which they could never or through a manager or contribut
er to
have learned under the capricious" tyran- the fonds, and a feo of ten
per cent. on
ny ofthe Porte. Roads and railways will sales is charged.
Among the articles
gradually extirpate brigandage, as they sent in are
laces ‘and embroideries,
have already done in Italy and the Pyre- many
forms of house decoration,’ hanging
nees. The quaint old capital of Bosna-. baskets, dolls,
oil and water-color pietdisorders of

Bosnia,

viz.,

firm

govern-

PRIDE.
Pride is a great hindrance to the:cause

Rev. Drs.

Newman and

Fowler,

College, ‘becoming Christians and members cf the
of New

York; on topics relating to Sundayschool teaching by Rev. Edward Eggleston, of Brooklyn, Rev. Dr. Pierce, -Editor
of Zion's

Herald,

and] Dr.

Vincent;

one

on Bible Manners and Customs, by A. O.
Van Lennep, of New

York.

As

a relief

to the severe work of the session we have
had Talmage, of the Brooklyn Tabernacle, in his brilliant lecture on “The
Bright Side of Things,” an illustrated
lecture by Frank Beard on “The. Mission
of Humor" two Interesting lectures on
“Microscopic Wonders,” finely illustrated

dates

and

characters.

Fifty-five

ladies

trader in the
will

population, nearly onerditird are Bosnians
of the genuine breed—tenacious of their

Assembly has gone steadily forward with
a manifest increase of interest on the part of Christ. Itrears its hydra head
in many
of teachers and classes. The work of the places, and attempts to retard
the adNormal class
has touched
important vance of Christian principles in
innumerpoints in respect to Bible History and able ways.. Its capabilities for
evil are
Chronology and the Geography of Bible | numerous, active, and powerful, and
its
Lands. It is really surprising that so baneful influence is felt in every part of
much could have been done so well in so the gospel vineyard.
short a time. Very able lectures have
Pride of birth, no matter how shallow
been delivered on Biblical subjects by the claim may be,
keeps many from

and gentlemen pmssed the examination
successfully, and afterwards organized
with a view to opening up a European
market for American anthracite coal, and themselves into the “Round Lake Alumni
by relieving the - overstocked home sup- Association ” and henceforth the “Round
Lake Assembly” may be regarded asa
plies, alleviate the long continuéd depresfixed
institution, at least until some better
sion and suffering in the coal trade and
its kindred interests. This endeavor to .way can be found or devised for doing
the work now undertaken by these sumfind a trade with Europe is’ watched with
the greatest interest throughout the whole mer Normal Schools. There are many
other things of which I may speak in
coal region of Eastern Pennsylvania.
another letter if desired.
Not only the destinies of the Reading
G. C. WATERMAN,
Railroad Company promise to be affected
Round Lake, Cie fi26.
by it, butevery operator, miner, laborer,

region, if the enterprise succeeds,

NO. 31.

31, 1878,

After M. William Auber had read a
report on the prizes awarded by the
society, the President presented the grand
gold medal to Mr. Stanley in recognition
of the services rendered by him to science
and humanity. In doing so the President,
who spoke in good English, said it was a Serai, (‘‘Bosnia’s Inn,”) still denominatures, ete., with some articles of Jewelry,
duty of which'he was proud to be com- ed by this citadel which repulsed Prince plate,
china, and thé like, which of course
missioned by the Geographical Society to Eugene himself in 1697, may yet become, are
not made by the ladies offering them,
deliver to Mr. Stanley their gold medal, with its central position, its population but
were heirlooms that they were comthe highest award of their association. of 50,000, and its rising manufactures of pelled
to sell for the means of living. As
In returning thanks, Mr. Stahley ex- jewelry and hardware, the nucleus of a might
naturally be expected, the enterpresseda hope that we would soon see flourishing traffic.
Whatever may be prise has already brought
to the manthe time when Central Africa would be as thought of the justice of Austria’soccupa.
agers’ knowledge—in no case do they rewell known as Senegal or Algeria.
tion of the two Provinces, there can be no
veal thre identity of their clients—cases of
question that, if resolutely carried out,
Louis.
pathetic
interest. One Jady who has long
A
it will prove an incalculable gain to both.
enjoyed the luxuries of a home of wealth
ROUND LAKE
SUNDAY- SOHOOL AR- —N. Y. Times.
and refinement, has long been spending
Fd
SEMBLY.

for a philosopher on life to see them press
open eyed and open mouthed around the
by Prof. Starr, of New Jersey; and two
quadrilles that are sheltered by the famous
by E. Warren Clarke, Esq., entitled reszinc palm trees of Mabille behind their
pectively “A town in Japan,” and <A
fan, With the liereditary curiosity of the
town
in India,” both superbly illustrated
daughters of Eve they take the liveliest
by
the
stereopti¢an. The ‘entire course
pleasure in finding it abominable. Now
of lectures has been of a very high order,
one may find numbers of foreign ladies,
not at all inferior in point of scholarly
some of them of high station in. the world,
finish and solid work to the best lyceum
visiting this abode of lightness on the
arm of their husbands or ‘brothers. “Itis courses, though of course, somewhat
On Thursday
strange, bug, if you go yourself you will ‘Special in its character.
the
25th
inst.,
a
written
examinatio
n of
find-it-to-bedty ties
A curiously built locomotive attached those studying the Normal lessons was
held, at which fifty questions on ‘he subto the Pullman Palace. car and placed
jects
studied were submitted for answers,
outside the Champ de Mars, built in
an
extended
exercise in Biblical Geograthe western avenue, is the object ofa good
of
deal of attention on the part of the public. phy was required and a scheme
Chronology
was
filled
out
with
its
proper
This engine belongs to the Philadelphia

which the prosperity of Eastern

PARIS CORRESPONDENCE,
Hote DU LOUVRE, Paris, {
July 13, 1878.

The grand national

order

AND

‘BOSNIA.
The territory of Bosnia, or -Bosna,
which includes Bpsnia proper and Herzegovina, is, like other Turkish

a valuable property

provinces,

rendered useless by

neglect.
The hills—which cover twothirds of its surface, rising on the western border to a hight of nearly 7,000
feet—abound in fine timber, and contain
stores of coal, iron, and lead.
Competent authorities declare that the Bosnia
horses require nothing but careful breedingto make them a match for any in
Eastern Europe.
The small portion of
the ¢entral plain which is under cultivation yields excellent wheat, maize, and
hemp; and the facilities for trade are
abundant were they but turned to ac-

church, because certain persons of low
degree belong to the same organization.
They do not wish to meet with persons
whom they esteem beneath them,socially,

sixteen hours out of the twenty-four in

embroidering for the supportof an inva-lid husband, herself, and their child. To
such a woman, ready to work to the ut-most of her ability, the oppertunity to dis.
pose of her beautiful handiwork, without
publicity, is a blessing indeed. The ben-

efits of the organization are not to be con~
fined to this

city.

Goods

have

already

been received from the Pacitic Coast, the
far South, and the State of Maine:
@or-

respondents may ‘address Mrs. B. F.
Thurber, 4 East 20th St., New York.

EXCHANGE NOTES AND QUOTES.
The heart is the gate of true knowl- 4
edge.— Zion's Herald.
When all the relics of ¢ church and
state” shall be eliminated from our politi-

in the various church relations, and will
neglect their own salvation, and lose the
benefits of church fellowship, just for the
baseless pride of undue self-esteem, and cal system, then the tax exemption of
lose their precious souls, and finally clergymen and of church property wilk
receive their portion in everlasting perdi- disappear.— Independent.
tion, where no favor will be shown them
One of the greatest needs of - the Chris‘on account of the fortunate circumstances tian church to-day, is that more emphathat gave them social prominence amongst sis be laid upon the idea of righteousness:
the people of earth.
in the lives [of its members. —Congrega;
Pride of riches, office, and talents has tionalist.
much to do with the slow progress of the
Were it not- consciously weak in mo-gospel of Christ, and proves to be an tive and purpose, the poetry of action
almost insurmountable obstacle to Chris- would possess for us but little: charm.
tian purity, and a blameless walk before The heroic in others would arouse small
God in humbleness of spirit and a contrite enthusiasm, were we their aly —Chrisheart.
tian Intelligencer.
May God in his mercy take away all
9
pressing needs of our busy
sinful pride from the hearts of the people, men, in our large cities particularly, is and give them the spirit of Christ Jesus, more, and more persistent, recreation.
that all may become servants of the true It is not simply the brief summer holiday,
and living Soirio Messenger.
nor even the trip to Europe when the
system is almost at the point of breaking
down. There is need of daily recreaHYMN READING.
What is the use ot reading the hymn in tion—an hour when cave shall be thrown
to the winds, and work exchanged for
divine service ? That is a question sometimes asked in this day when “Hymnals,” play, and the bentand tense bow be anstrung.
‘“ Books of Praise,” and
Gospel Songs”
everywhere abound.
Why not sing as

soon as the number of the hymn is given
by the minister and found by the con gregation? These questions were answered
in one case very aptly by one Who was
listening to Mr. Nettleton :
¢¢ Mr, Nettleton gave first, attention to
reading and praying, in their place; and
because he was so careful to read impressively a familiar hymn on one occasion, at a meeting in a country church

among

the hills “of New

England,

the

truths of that hymn went home to the
heart of a little boy among his hearers as
nothing in his sermon did; and fifty

years later that boy looked back over a
long period of usefiilness in the Christian

ministry to thank God that one clergyman

‘What better for this than

¢ the

-

children’s hour”? How it will ' freshen
the worn man, his play or his talk with
his children, his getting down—no his :

getting up into the child’s atmosphere of lightheartedness

andghenjoyment

passing moment! - How it will

of the

fit: him.

for further labor when the sportis ended’
and the hour of work again comes round.
— Il. Christian Weekly.
But we are not of those who fear. that
truth has fallen in the streets, or that

the

faith of the. ministry in the word of God
has grown feeble or failed. Error is so

much more rampant and: noisy’ than the
truth, we are often made to believe. tha

the world and the church botly are: going
to perdition, but when the smoke: slears
away we are glad to find that few are here
and nobody is killed. Just now the ene

had felt that the reading of the hymn was emies of the truth are very jubilhmt) ate 1
the great thing in the service—while the the love of many has become cold, . but *
hymn was being read.”
‘| the church moves onward in the cloud !
But let every one remember that reading and the storm, strong: in her salvation
a hymn well does not come by nature. and majestic in her mission, ‘destimed to
The man who leaves this important part subdue the world. Christ Crucified, to:
of the service to thé hazard of the moment the Jews a stumbling block and to the
without preparation, might as well sit reeks foolishness, is the wisdom» of God
down when he has announced the number and the power of God~—N ¥, 0bsc rver.
of the hymn.—Presbyterian.
It is important that farmers of this
country shouldbe right. If property’ is to be assailed they hold a majority of the
HELPING THE NEEDY,
We clip the following interesting ac- property. labor is to be helped, they
count of arecently organized charity in represent a majority of the labor.: Co- -Op-*
New York, from the New York corres- erative farming is not necessarily ‘bad;

tastere Republic, which,through a variety
of circumstances has pushed even to an
extreme the avoidance of anything theatricount.
But the timber is little utilized,
cal, could for once sui pass the splendors
the mines, where they are worked at all,
ofthe old Monarchy ‘and the pomp of the
are wholly dependent upon foreign enter- pondence of the Congregationalist :
Empire,the end has been fully attained.
“The 30th of June was selected because
prise and foreign capital ; the horse-rearBrief allusion has been made in one of
ing is in the hands of the Turks; the lit- these letters to the ¢“ New York Exchange
it recalled no event which could hurt the
tle trade that exists is in those of the Jews for Woman's Work.”
susceptibilities of any French party or any
It is a plan deforeign nation ; but the success of the fete
and Armenians; and the chief manufact- vised by a few ladies’ here for doing a
inevitably swells
the prestige of the
ures of the Province, significantly enough, beautiful thing in a quiet way—the kelpRepublic, dnd from their own point of
are fire-arms, sabers and knives.
The
ing of respectable women pinched by the
view Legitimists and Bonapartists can
factis that, partly from its intractable long-continued hard times, by sickness in
nature and partly from its not having their families, etc. This help is not in
scarcely be blamed for the anger they
heen annexed till 1528, Bosnia hag always
have ill ‘concealed af seeing the Republic
the way of charitable giving, but by openretained more of its original character ing salesrooms for the display and sale of
borrow their most cherished engine of
European provinces of such useful or ornamental work as these
popularity. Still it must be allowed that prisoners had previously been objects of than the other
the Government has done its utmostto clemency, 435 of them receiving full Turkey. The great outbreak of 1851 women can make. The plan, ‘though only
;
avoid treading on their corns. The initials ‘pardon.
| was only an enlarged specimen of what two months old, has now so far ripened.
! In the presence of a large and brilliant has been. going on for centuries among that the ladies engaged in it feel confident
“RUF. (Republique Francaise)figured,
indeed, on every public building, but the assembly of the s¢ientific and fashionable
these steep, craggy ridges and gloomy of guccess, and are giving more publicity
tveiling of Clesinger’s statue of the society of Paxis, Mr. Henry M. Stanley, forests. The Morlaks of Herzegovina are to it." The rooms are at No. 4 Kast 20th
Republic. at the Exhibition was studiously the African explorer, was on Friday, still as fierce and untamable as when our Street. One lady pays the rent fora year,
inserted in the least conspicuous part of evening last, presented with a grand gold forefathers, the terrible - ¢¢ Croats” of and others have fitted up and furnished
of ‘the French
the the room for their purpose. They have
the official programme, and though the medal
Geographical : Count Tilly, swaggered through
‘Tricolour appeared
every where, the Society. The ¢eremony took place in the | burning streets of Magdeburg, in 1631, already 200 subscribers at five dollars a
1 straightest Legitimist would: thankfully
Amphitheater of the Sorbonne, under the with’ living infants on their spear-points.
year, have something like 400 articles on
[ aggept it to-morrow as the national em- presitency of Wice-Admiral Baron de Ta ‘Out of the one and a quarter millions of exhibi tion, and have made sales to an en-

{ but it fnvolves a change

in:
i thierownersiip

of the farms which have been created by
immeasurable’ patience and toil. Those
who have laboriously created, and those
who hold from them, imagine that they ,
have some rights which the State will’ d¢fend.
A Socialistic revolution makes.
war upon rents

as well as upon interest;

it strikes at farmers as well as bondhold
ers.—N.

Y. Tribune.

The Ten Commandments are eyually:
| admirable now as a code for the nursery

|

or the Five Points; for children; and’ for
men who in the moral life are but chil-

‘dren. But'a man may obey them all and!
be a rascal ‘whom motlern society wouldl
spew out oftits drawing-reoms.

He may

‘not be dy

godless;

op

and may

be

hg may n
0 God's name in vai, and
may be profane; he may not be an adulterer, and may: be libidinous ; he may not.

steal, and may. be unchivalrle, ungoitie-

manly, dishonorable, a liar and
drel.— Christian: Union.
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not feel unworthy,

1I.

(Sabbath - School Lesson.--Aug.
QUESTIONS
(For

AND

NOTES

Questions

BY

see

PROF.

Lesson

J: A. HOWE.

Papers.)

THE CENTURION'S

to

“ According

TEXT:

your

Matt. 9: 29.

Jaith, be it unto you.”

Luke 7: 1-10,

Notes and Hints.
« Ended all his 3ayings.”

ceding chapter shows that the Sermon
on the Mount is meant. Luke does not
give so full an account of those sayings
as Matthew.
*¢ Audience of the people.”

‘He enter-

‘ed into Capernaum.”
Matthew gives an
account of the healing of a leper after
and

mount,

the

from

Christ came down

before he entered Capernaum. = The supposed place of these sayings is a hill,
called the Home

south-west

of

of

Hatin,

seven

Capernaum.

miles

¢ CaperLake

naum” was situated on the shore of
its

Genesaret, near

boundary.

northern

It was in the neighborhood of other cities
beautiful

a

on the lake, and commanded

view of the water and the neighboring
hills. During his public life, this city

‘was the home of Jesus, so far as he had
a home.
« Centurion.”

Commander of a com-

due to our appreciation of his worth, and
sense of loss at his removal.

ENGLISH SUNDAY-SCHOOLS.
by a correspondent

of

It is stated

the

S.

S.

Times

that the cause of Sunday-schools is mak-.
ing rapid progress in the Church of
England. There are now more than two
hundred Church Sunday-school associations in England, each comprising ten or
twenty schools, and each holding monthly or quarterly meetings for conferences,
normal classes,

model lessons, etc.

The

Institute has four deputation .agents, two
clergymen and two laymen, who are constantly traveling about the. country, organizing schools and associations, and
conducting special services and meetings
for teachers and scholars, especially in
those districts where the association system is still incomplete. Nearly five hundred meetings were conducted

by

them,

or by members of the Committee during
last year, one-fifth of which were in our
The income of the Institute

Jesus.

centurion

This

variation

In the recent death of Mr. E. H. Besse,

being

five

times

what it was six or seven years ago; ‘and
its publications were circulated during
the year to the number of nearly a million and a half.
At the re¢ent anniversary, some seven thousand teachers as-

sembled in St. Paul's Cathedral for the
annual festival service, and about three
thousand in Exeter Hall for the general
meeting.
Last winter normal classes
were regularly held at several centers in
London, being the first of the kind estab-

does not essentially affect the incident.
See what the account aims to teach, and
both writers will be found to teach «it:
viz., the appeal to Christ of this Gentile,
his faith, his reward by the Lord. *¢ The

lished, and they were attended
than two thousand teachers.

him.

right

by more

Mr.

Besse

was

twenty-seven

years of

age when he died. He had been out of
college and in the Theological School
less than a year.. Fearing that he could
not support his family and meet the expenses of the regular three years’ course,
he chose to enter the middle, instead of
the junior class. ‘While in the school
and in college, he supplied the pulpits
of neighboring churches.
:
‘Superior mental gifts it was evident he
possessed. His powers, as the result of
college discipline, were developed and
trained. He learned easily. He thought
well. Language lent to his thoughts its
choice terms.

Special

aptitudes

for the

pursuits of the naturalist were shown by
him.

His mind,

however,

was

synimet-

rical. The discussion! of moral truths or
the investigation of the great doctrines of
the Scriptures awakened his eager interest.
:
On meeting him, a stranger would be
first impressed by the sweetness of his
character. It lighted up his countenance,
gave delicacy to it, made it pure and
winning.

Genial

in

spirit, with a hand

warm to grasp, and firm to hold his
friends, he was deservedly popular and
beloved.
Many natural ‘adaptations to the ministry were in that dear life. - It had, as
well, the essential qualities of grace.
At the last conference meeting in the
school which

he

attended,

his piety was noticed

the fervor of

by all.

He spoke

with much originality and feeling of his
faithin prayer. Those remarks were typical
of his constant loyalty to Christ. . They
showed that his character rested on the
true foundation.
:
;

BrinGING It Up To IT. The National
Sunday-school Teacher says :
elders.” Distinguished men, who, with
A negro woman in the West Indies,
the priests and scribes, composed the after dropping her own gift into the misDeath, the great test, proved the same.
Jewish council of seventy that ruled the sionary collection, put a coin into the With ealmness and triumph he parted
nation in religious and civil matters; but hand of her two-year-old toddler, and with his loved ones, sent messages to
ruled as subject to Rome. At Caper- guided it, also, to the plate. When the absent friends, bade farewell to earth,
naum; the rulers were both magistrates collector becgme a little impatient at the lvoked up and was welcomed home.
and leaders ofsociety, They were sent delay caused by this, she said to him:
His funeral was held in the cemetery,on
to Christ because the centurion thought « Hab patience, broder, I want to bring
the
first: Sabbath in June. The college
they would have more influence with de little ting up to it.” She had just the | -ehoir-sang--over—his—grave
some of his

Ru

So

t instantly.” = Earnestly.
« Besoughhim

" « That he was worthy.”

A great

admis-

sion for Jews to make of a Gentile,

possibly a pagan.

The

Gentiles

and

were

not clean to the Jews,
were not dear.
Here, then, was a remarkable confession.
“ For he loveth our mation.”
This Ro-

man loved the Jews in respect to their
peculiarities. These were a high moral
tone, worship of one God,

the

tion of idolatry, and religious
naanallad

characte

The

repudia-

works

Roman

of
may

idea.

The

children

must

be

brought up to giving to the missionary
cause, if they are te be generous givers

to that object when they become men and

women.
If they are not brought up to
it now, they will never come up to it
then as they should. = The way to reap a
harvest of dollars from them by-and-by,

is to reap a harvest

of cents

now.

FAILURE.

The ancient

the East never aecord the

kings who

erected

them.

fiom

them

monuments
failures

The

of

of the

Bible

is

fall of failures.
Elijah, Jeremiah, Ezehave become a proselyte; if not, he kiel, and many others. We thank God
frankly confessed Be eased Jews thys
Girfysostom, ‘Calvin, Wesley, someth

in their faith.

* Bult us a s

The synagogue was a place of Jewish
worship. That this Roman should build
such
a place shows that he was not a
bigot, that he

took

an

interest

in

the

zeligion of the Jews, that he wished
them well. He could still be a pagan
and do thisi - His spirit is a rebuke to

Shi

times failed.

How gracious of the King

of kings, our King, to have written for us

the

record of his

failure.

His sermon

was Scriptural, interesting, pungent, full
of gracious words. Yet it failed to
touch hearts, and only roused tempers.

‘We should

not

be easily discouraged

favorite hymns ; his teachers, by remarks
and prayers, sought to gather up the
lessons of his death.
:
Thus ended

more

than

seven years of

preparatory study for the ministry. For
a young man to die there, so near the
close of a long and faithful apprenticeship,
and before entering on the calling to
gain fitness for which this effort was put

It added

minds full of traditions, false interpreta-

cial gatherings can

rior is to be

be held.

The

exte-

of Philadelphia pressed

tions and‘ other rubbish, had not, this brick and Belleville stone. The Henry
Street front will
nt a broad gabled
om. *‘ Not in Isr .? For rea- wall broken by pilasters, and pierced by
fis

ns just before named. Christ comes to

child-like
hearts, welcomed without dis-

trust. To hearts that, before him, do

‘rose and lancet windows. Inthe center
of it will rise a. spacieus porch. The

building’ will cosf
:

about $32,000.

,

>

Ah,

my

soul,

whence

this

disquiet ?

thy gloom-enshrouded way.
To thee
thought has come that this sorrow is
the chasteningof the Father, hence
rebellion against thy lot, rebellion
soon followed by doubts, darkness

the
not
thy
so
and

Let us

to be throwing one another into hopeless
confusion, yet it is only the gathering of
the materials that we see. We shall find
all builded into harmony at last, and that

nothing that has been given in truth and
kindness can fail to fit finally to the very

¢ cant,’

manifests

itself through "them

world in

every form

perience.

to the

of Christian

ex.

Men may philosophize upon the need
of humanity, but if they produce anything-that is not based upon repentance,
and believing on the Lord Jesus Christ,
as God's only plan of redemption, it will
be a failure, as all others have been
that have not been this founded.
What
the world really needs, is not a new re-

means, suppose that one is
piety,or use a sepulchral tone
speaking of common,or religTrue and intelligent piety

ligiong but the religion of the Bible exemplified in a more Christ like manner
by those who claim to be its believers.
This done and the

world

will cease

to

seek after, or even desire a new religion.
Tell me the old, old story

|

Ofunseen things above,
Of Jesus and his glory,

Of Jesus and his love.”
mind, inclining us’to ignore God in life’s
affairs, one of the most ruinous of habits,
It is not charity, nor should it’ be deand a cause of multitude of sins.
Prove |
charitable to support
to me, my friend, that this is not so, and | manded of the
that to use the terms referred to with | churches and institutions for the berefit

disapproval, and others of the sort, is not [of people who are abundantly “able
their own pew-rents, to edanti-seriptural, and Iwill not mention the {to pay
| ucate their
own
children, and buy
subject to you again.”
|
their
own
Bibles
and
Testaments and’
would permit one wave of unnecessary
td
A
ei
papers and books.* Yet these things are
trouble to pass over his beloved. WHAT IS RELIGION ?
constantly being done.
If pew incomes
. Again you think, “If I am one of the
are not sufficient, a few liberal souls
beloved, why are such punishments necBY REV. BENJ. MOREY.
must make up the deficiency. A church
essary?” Remember, ‘so He bringeth
In James 1: 27 we find this, ¢“ Pure re- contribution
is taken - for the Bible
thee to the desired haven.” Let this sufligion and undefiled before God and the or Tract Society, after a warm
appeal
fice, and pause not to ask why ‘so ?”
Father is this, To visit the fatherless from the pulpit, and then the
Society is
The Father knows why, and when the
and widows in their afiliction,and to keep asked to donate to
that very church
waiting time is past,
thou too mayest
himself unspotted from the world.”
for its Sunday-school books, equal in
know.
Till then,trust and endure.
This is a text that many of us learn value to the half or perhaps
to the whole
Has not Christ again and again shown
by heart, and often quote to our own ofthe charitable
(?) contribution!
And
himself nearest when the hedge about
gratification. We quote often as though so on through the whole range
of benevthee was thickest? Has not his arm been
that, as well as the subject matter,
con- olences—a great many
peop:le
give exstrongest to uphold when thy step was
tained all there was to religious life. pecting to get back the
value of their
most feeble ? I remember when the!
James does not say that thisis all there donation in some way
for their own
autumn storm on the mountains
had
is to religion ; but in many places in his uses.
These may be new revelations to
risen to its hight, and angry cloudscame
letter he intimates that there are other some of our readers, but they can be fully
down almost to our heads, while fierce
winds were moaning through the forests, things to do besides visiting; yet he substantiated by well known facts.—
and wildly rushing torrents lifted their would not have usto be unmindful of Christian Intelligencer.
blackened waters to our very doors ; then this duty. And when we recognize the
*ro-+e
presence of God, it is pure religion.
But
it was that, sudden as the lightening’s
TO
BE
NOTHING.
there are many that can quote this text,
flash, the darkened clouds burst asunder,
The Christian Statesman has the folyea, and visit the fatherless and widows
the glorious bow of promise spanned the
in their afflictions;
and if they find them lowing very timely and truthful things
mountain-tops, and the swollen stream
to say which can not ‘be too generally rewas illumined with a light from heaven's needy will perhaps give ‘a little some- peated :
g
thing, then go home and cheat some one
own depths. All through the gloom and
A
very
popular
and
favorite hyn
is
peril, the glory has been nearer than we else out of enough to make up the ~ gift. that one which begins after this fashion:
thought. Not for an instant had it perish- Are we still to understand the visit to ii
Oh, to be nothing, nothing,
be an act of pure and undefiled religion?
ed. It wasonly hidden.
Only to lie at his feet,
~So- Christ

maybe

very

near;

even

in

the clouds which oppress thee, and when
for thee he sees the dawn to be better
than darkness, this vail will be removed,

and oh, how divinely glorious
morn appear.’
HB”,SS

“I WAS
BY

VERY
D.

D.

do

you

will

that

'k

LUCKY.”

TAPPEN,

in

getting in my

mean

by

that,

my

Has not the virtue in the

“ Why don't you know! I was in good
luck; i. e. it happened nicely.”

been out of this

world

it, and I know well

since

I came into

enough

what

is so

common.
But, I don’t believe in ‘‘luck”
or ‘‘chance,” as these terms are often

visit.

posedby the lateract ¥. We do

been.

des

not

say

FX

BIOReN Bid Silipted vessel,

|

For the Master's use made meet.

but that such a person may have conform- ||

ed to the letter of the text,but ofthe spirit,
the life, he knows nothing.
The letter

of this text points to the formal visit, the
spirit of the text points to. the comfort
and consolation one may be able to give
under the influence of the spirit of God
working in your heart; and iit is only
thus

that one can

carry comfort

to

for it

is

only

thus

the

generally,

class-

how

can

the

minority

and

stimulated

to

energetic

conflict with the spiritual adversaries that
beset us all: and the sentiment expressed
in such hymns as the one we have quoted is apt to exercise rather a soporific.
influence over the conscience in many
cases.
.

ed as areligious act. If we get a right
definition of the word religion, it signifies
or rebind-

outside

who are willing to obey promptly whenever duty calls. People need stirring up,

prayers in public, and appear (o be much
of a saint. Such men or women aim to
serve self more than they serve God;
and it is to be questioned if any act of

Now

are

up. There is a vast amount of moral laziness in the church,

this text will, for ‘a pretense, make long

any one be said to be binding

there

to be entirely emptied—and never filled

¢ before God and the Father,” when not so
performed we have not God in our hearts.
The man who lives up to the letter of

torebind, or bind again.

for

comparatively few who would sing it in
Just the frame of mind which inspired it.
TS raany people would be only too will
ing thus to lie—and never get up again;

performed

theirs, with such motives, is to be

We do not doubt that the author of
this wrote it in a spirit of deep humility
and submission, desiring to be thoroughly devoted to the service of God. But we
question the propriety of placing it in a
collection for general use,

mourning hearts. And it is only thus that
the act is one of pure and undefiled
religion,

« In good luck,and it happened! Please

the adorableness of its Creator.

alsp

through the spirit of truth, which evidence

all of them to call you a fool?”
“I, by no
to parade his
or manner in
ious things.

are

given the evidence of such acceptance,

Yet, if God did not send thy sorrow, he
must have permitted it, and he never

explain.”
¢ Why, where have you been all these
years, not to understand language which
everybody uses? ”
¢¢ Not quite everybody, my friend, but,
no doubt quite too many.‘ I haven't

food for thought.
The life that now is,
the natural world, the whole creation
opened like a book of God, before him.
He saw the wonders of the universe and

nothing so much as

they are not only accepted, but

desolation.

he

Thus

hate

Where now are the mountains of gladness on which thou didst rest, even when "is simple and natural. But it certainly
sorrows loomed around thee, because of does induce a suitable, and suitably full
the precious assurance of thine acceptance and frequent recognition of the true God.
with God?
To use the heathenish terms referred to,
Can it be thou art doubting, that thou and others like them, such as, ‘I thank
wouldest dare to doubt the kindness of fortune,’ *I thank my stars,” &c., has a
the Father, because for thee the bitter bad effect upon us, if we use them, and
part hath been appointed?
Perchance upon those who hear us. It tends to exeven here may be solved the mystery of clude just ideusof the true God from the

and acquired

to his soul.

when we seem now and then to fail in beware of counting as nothing that which
that class of Christians who can not tol- our blessed employ. It is enough for the enlarges manhood, and of crying out,
erate other Christians of different de- ‘servant that he be as his master. Let us when one dies where this brother died,
nominations. Let uncharitable believ- be sure that our teaching is like his, our as if all his years of study were lost.
ers go to this pagan, consider his ways words and tones gracious. The result
belongs to him. We are content—are Lost! they are treasures laid up in the |
and be wise.
:
we not?—to suffer with him, and as he soul forever.
There they yield invalu« I am mot worthy.”
Very true, and did.
Failure is often tite foundation of able harvests.
Hence, reason and reyet, not every one who asked favors of success. ’'Tis worth while to stumble ligion. forbid us to lament the departure of
be bruised, if it lead us to take more
Jesus felt so; and net every one who felt and
firm hold on the Almighty Hand. Fail- this life, as a waste. To die where Mr.
this humility spoke of it so freely. It is ure should not discourage, but lead us to Besse died is gain.
fitting speech in the mouth of all who the Master.—Ch. Union.
fin
agE—— A
pray. * Let another man praise thee,
SUNDAY-SCHOOL NEWS.
TRUST.
not thine own mouth.” ‘ Enfer under
The Sunday-schools connected with the
my roof.” Simon did not feel so. Zac- Presbyterian church in Canada, contrib“
BY
B. F. H.
cheus did not. Jairus did not. Mary uted for mission purposes, last year, the
Often,
when
her
lifgfle son has been
3
and Martha made no such confession ; but sum of $11,586.12.
tucked in his crib for the night, and the
The Chinese Sunday-school of: the mother has answered questions, and
this man was right. What house is pure
enough for the Lord? But he is needed First Congregational church, of San listened to his imaginings till his eyelids
Francisco, lately celebrated its tenth anunder our roofs,—to heal,to purify, to niversary.
About two hundred and fifty | begin to droop, and she is silently waitkeep the life elevated, holy, heavenly.
Chinese were present. The Stockton ing for him to drop off altogether, has
“ Say in a word.” Givethe command. Chinese school has had sixty-foui schol- she heard as the last question,” “are you
there,mamma?”’
And then, being assured
To whom? To all forces and powers. ars during the year.
The eighteenth annual convention of that she is still by—without so much as
They all obey his voice, and not less toMichigan State Sunday-school’ Asso- consciously saying to himself, ¢ then
day, than of old. *‘Setunder authority.” the
ciation was held at Flint, in the Court
. « Placed under authority.” The expla- Street Methodist Episcopal church, on nothing can harm for she will take care
nation that follows makes this to mean Tuesday, Wednesday, and. Thursday, of me,” without remembering the times
«by the authority of those above me, I June 25, 26 and 27. Among the sub- when, not hearing that ‘response, he has
am given authority over others.” He jects considered were,‘ The qualifications cried out in loneliness and terror—with a
the primary teacher;” ‘° Who shall restful feeling of perfect security from |
meant, then, to imply that God had plac- ofcontrol
the school?” and ¢‘ The State and
«ed Christ in authority, just as the <Ro- the Sunday-school.” One session each all dangers, real or imagined, he falls
May not
man general had him, the centurion. was given to the primary department, into sweet unconsciousness.
« I say unto one go.” The discipline of the superintendents’ department, and the this represent one beautiful - phase of the
Bible-class teachers’ department.
life of faith? Is it not just resting in the
the Roman army was one element of the
The Church of the Pilgrims, Brooklyn, assurance that our Heavenly Parent is
imperial power which conquered the
.world.
Here is an illustration of it. (the Rev. Dr. R. S. Storr’s,) has begun ‘“‘there”—that nothing can come to us,
to build a new Shady ssliool building
The centurion thought that all things and mission chapel on Henry Street, for that must not first pass his almighty
would obey Christ in the same way.
the work of which Mr. George A. Bell vigilance and love,—to feel that no mur« He marvelled athim.” With gratifi- has the general superintendency. The murings of an unjust conscience are
building will be about one hundred feet
cation and astonishment, Christ mar- square, and will seat twelve hundred per- preventing us’ from hearing, at any time,
Roa
pagan,
a
was
man
velled. This
sons, the school-room proper having ac- bis sympathizing, “I am here my child.”
Nothing makes us strong like the
man, ignorant of the Prophets and of commodation for between five and six
Moses, yet a true child of nature. His hundred. On the sides of this, sixteen consciousness of the divine sympathy,
rooms for the larger classes It makes us earnest to give our best to
mind was not paralyzed. by prejudice, orare seventeen
so arranged as to be separated, or ‘each moment of life’s opportunityor permust
Christ
what
of
idea
own
his
by
nor
thrown in with the main portion. The
"* be and do, nor by fear that Christ would entire building will be well ventilated, plexity as it comes. And, sure, then that
‘not agree with some metaphysical prom- cheerful and light. The windows are to he takes care of results, each deed or
be filled with Cathedral glass, and the decision, however littleit be, is a block in
ise ofy his own creed. He knew: the works«| walls
décorated.
A
kitchen will be.
of Chris
and believed
t on him for their placed nearI the large parlor, i .where , so- “Grod’s building,” and however now they
may seem to jostle together wrongly, and
s scribes, with their
iseeand

sakes. Phar

exhortation which biddeth thee ‘‘not to
despisé the chastening of the Lord, nor
faint when thou art rebuked of him?”

“What
friend? ”

learned the art of thinking,

‘by the

ceptable in his sight, and therefore, when
men work in harmony with that plan,

Fainting now? So soon cast down and and do you think it wise and right to disdespondent? Forgetting the blessedness [ gust these people, and make yourself a
of being owned as his child in the same laughing stock to the others, and!tempt

to die there, than elsewhere.

more.

who

blessing of Providence,’ and the Lord
O MY helping, I did so and so,” we should be
laughed at by some; and ‘we should rivet
‘| the prejudices of others against religion.

Many

© “I was very lucky
hay before the storm.”

After a

which some affect,

are so distressingly pious,such as,

MARILLA.

forth, seems, at first, an irreparable loss.
But better for Mr. Besse at twenty-seven,

well-spent period of study he died, but
every year of study was his gain. It bore
fruit in his own being. It made him

the usual style of speaking, and use those
sanctified terms

Far

BY

make faith easier (o us than to any other
class of men; (4) that it is the simple and
childlike that enter the kingdom of
God.

£15,730,

to

HOWE,

which still lingers there—was, however,

our churches,

last year was

Matthew says the

J. A.

should

and

ing suburbs.

himself, came

PROF.

other

OAST DOWN,
80UL?"

our Sabbaths

army. * Servant was sick.” * Sick of
the palsy,” says Matthew, who also says
instead of
ready to die,” ‘ grievously
tormented.” ¢ When he heard of Jesus.”
‘When he learned of the wonderful works

unto him.”

BY

to all

| “WHY ART THOU

THE DEATH OF A THEOLOGICAL
:
STUDENT.

Jews; (3) that our privileges, our Bibles,

immense metropolis, and its ever-widen-

which he spake ‘and of the wonderful
character which he possessed.
‘¢ Sent

&
*

the Theological School, at Léwiston,
suffers its first bereavement. The shadow
cast on our spirits by this event—and

pany of one hundred men in the Roman

which Christ did, of the wonderful words

place where its relations
things make it the best.

@ommunacations,

that

pre-

The

In the hearingof the people.

are ~wise,,

show a charity for each other, superior
to that which this pagan showed for the

FAITH.

pe

GOLDEN

that

know what Christ: should be and do.
Christ is not so readily, nor cordially
welcomed. So pagans may sometimes
be more ready than Israel to believe.
The lessons to be enforced are (1) that
the religion of the Jews was superior to
all paganism;
(2) thatChristians should

.

; S. 8. Department.

I

ASKING FAVORS.

;

If you wish to be happy and independent, avoid asking favors of others so
far as possible. It is more blessed to

ing inthe harvest iield, when he is only
used.”
“You don’t? You know I bought that going through the motions. Such is only
place very cheap when real estate was so .the shadow, and you can not base a living | give than to receive ; and though we may
If, as Paul says, receive with thankfulness that which is
low here. - It was sold at auction, as you faith upon shadows.
will remember. Well, a day or two be- faith is the substance of things hoped freely offered, yet anything which apfore the auction, I was far

no prospect
it happened
turn that I
and secured

away, and had

of getting here in season, but
that my business took such a
got here in the nick of time,
the place at a great bargain,

thus

proaches beggary or expectency is quite

faith being a substance must be shown by

likely to cause us sorrow. To bé refused a favor is exceedingly unpleasant,
and perhaps more than half the persons

for, the evidence of things not seen,
substantial. works,

that is, works.of

same nature as the faith, and“of
of which faith is the evidence.

the

that

- ‘We have often heard religion spoken
wasn't it of as a somethingto get, as some article

I could not afford to build then,but wanted

a home

very

much.

Now,

lucky that I got here in time? ”
¢ Not at all.” .
;

| of mgrchandize, perhaps... But is it not
rather something to do?
We
may

.

«Well, wasn't it a happy chance?”
‘No; no chance at all.”

.

“Don’t you understand that we use
these terms when we gpean well enough?
Excellent people, as good as you are, use
them. There is good Mrs. John Smith,
I heard her say last Thursday afternoon
that she had good luck in making her
soap ;—and Mrs. William Brown said,
only yesterday, that she had good luck in
churning. These are both members of
your church, and good members, too.”

« I know, my friend, that good people,
being imperfect, say and;do things that
are not to be defended. Ido not profess
to be as good as the worthy sisters you

without him, and bids us commit all

our

concerns to him—that we ought not to
attribute either our good or.ill success in
life's affairs to,—nobody knows what —
but to God’s Providence. The strain of
Scripture is in full accord with the
tetxs

to

who

or

which I have

what

is

luck,

referred.

or

But,

chance?

Does anything exist without a cause, aye,

in our own name, but keep

ever before

us this text, ‘‘ I can do all things through

Christ which strengtheneth me,” and this
“I can of my own self do nothing.”

There are many kinds of

professed

religion, but only one pure and undefiled

religion before God and the Father upon
which to base our faith in the Lord Jesus
Christ, and this religion bears

evidence

to a living faith in the most unselfish
manner,and in brotherly love. It is endowright kind as
see James 3:17, * But thé wisdom that is

Why, if we depart from

Do. what you can

those who desire to give to the really
needy, are perplexed

instead of good.

lest they do

harm

God never makes

a

mistake. What he sends to us surely
we may accept with gladness, and if we

carry to him the story of our needs there
will be no mistake about their supply.
He knows our ways and our wants. ¢* Be
careful for nothing, but in every thing

by prayer and supplication, with thanksgiving, let your request be made known
unto God.!—The Christian.
0-0
--b
rere

from above is first pure, than peaceable,
Don’t call on your pastor in the morngentle and easy to be entreated, full of ing, unless it’ is absolutely necessary.
mercy and good fruits, without partiality, ‘When you must call, be brief in your
stay’ But this application will not meet
and without hypocrisy.” Pure r
the eyes of those who need it most. Alas,
no! We had better put the advertisement
on the front door, for there goes that bell!
fashionable society, or vain popularity, —Christian Intelligencer.
|
|
as anywise advantageous to a religions
I pity the unbeliever—one whose intellife, or that will enable him to serve God

with any greater degree of love.

an intelligent cause? And, will you say
Men are writing and. talking very
that luck and chance are such? But if) much in thesé days about the necessity
you don’t mean anything in using such for a new religion, just as though God did
terms, why use them? Sensible people not understand best how all men could
shouldknow what they are talking about.” serve him ia one harmonious plan. ‘Here
.. “Oh, well ; youseem tomake quite a fuss lies the secret of the success: of Christiani-

about trifles.

are sorry for the act.

for yourself, and when your own efforts

do not avail take your request to God in
prayer. Your own crust is better than
get the love of God in the heart by heart- another’s sumptuous meal ;your dinner of
ily and with godly sorrow repenting of herbs will taste better in your corner of
our sins, and believing on the Lord Jesus the house-top, than a stalled ox
eaten
Christ, but thisis not getting religion, it at a table where your welcome is not asis only getting into shape to do religous- sured. The world is . full of coveting,
ly, which we may not even attempt to do begging, and complaining, and even

have named ; yet, perhaps,I have received
more light on this matter than they. It ed with wisdom of the
is clear to me, since God's Word directs
us to acknowledge Him in all our ways,
and teaches that not a sparrow] falls

who ask favors, when they have done so

lect the light of revelation never pene-

trated ; who can
moon and stars,
and imperishable
nificently above

gaze
and:
sky,
him,

upon the sun ‘and
upon the unfading
spread out so magand say all this is

the work of chance.— Chalmers.
‘What thou art in the sight of God that

ty. It is the ome plan of God, therefore ac- thou surely art.— Thomas a Kempis.
AR

\

|

important source of income.
often mere pastime

distraught
the first to

i

to be wisely recommended.

These Silences, commingling each with each,
Made up the perfect silence that he sought

prayed

And

quent injuries,

at times he

and wherein

for,

ground.

The life to come, and in whose thought ant
word
The spiritual world preponderates,
Hermit of Amesbury, thou, too, hast heard

the gates,

And speaketh only when thy soul is stirred.

—Longfellow.

ob
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PERSONAL ENDOWMENT.
BY

REV.

J.

A,

ex-

LOWELL.

[An address read at the late session of the
New Hampshire Yearly Meeting and published

by request.]

sometimes

Quite fre-

maiming,

and

Both

this game and the

Indian

game of lacrosse, involves exertion too
violent for even the personal safety of
the participants. And in some of the
English student communities the game of
foot ball has come to be exceedingly
obnoxious for like reasons.
h
Whereas from useful manual labor one
returns to his studies, his stated labor,
with invigorated muscle, with a pecuniary
compensation, and with his moral nature
cheered and sweetened by contact with
the purity of the natural world, and the
heart rendered happy from the consciousness of such a use of the good gifts of
God, as in every sense is right and profitable. Itis exceedingly wise to learn

O Thou, whose daily life anticipates

-

full

occasionally even fatal consequences,
have been reported from the base ball

caught

Mysterious sounds from realms beyond our
reach.

Voices and melodies from beyond

in

sioning outlays of money for which there
is no pecuniary return, though there may
be physical advantages, if the pastime be
not inordinately indulged in.
Certain amusements are too dangerous

Three Silences there are: the first of s eech,
The second of desire, the third of t ought:
:

But
one

penses such as he can illy afford, occa-

THE THREE SILENOES.
This is the lore a Spanish monk,
With dreams and visions, was

involves

!

The primary meaning of the word “educate,” is to lead out of, to draw forth
from. Tt is therefore a first inquiry,
“How am I endowed?” What capabilities bas the wise Creator placed within

from the book of nature.

What

frequent

in the form of a self-investigation. For
let one’s outside helps or surrounding ad-

reference is had in the discourses of Jesus, to the common events of agricultural
life. And did not his personal participa-

vantages be whatever they may, if he be-

tion in

comes well educated, this result will
low his own ‘personal well-directed
deavors. Books, teachers, schools,

speaking so pertinently and forcibly, and
illustrating so wisely the truths which he
wonld have the common people around
him clearly comprehend ?
And in & right education there must
needs be a seeking and intermeddling
with all secular knowledge, all attainable
wisdom. Knowledge is the mind's ali-

me P

This questioning may well

cuniary resources,

and

leisure

be

to

put

folenpe-

study,

are all desirable ; but they will not ensure
real scholarship—a well-trained intellect.
If the capabilities of the man are to be
developed, unfolded, so as to be used efficiently and wisely, the man himself—his
voluntary action will be the principal
factor in the product.
It is manifestly suitable that what is
now said should pertain to the education
of the preacher, the pastor, the minister
of the gospel ; for our denominational Ed-

originally précisely

other man. That system prepares, and is
intended for, action, toil, labor, employment. And who may rationally hesitate
to believe that the purpose of the wise
Creator is that it should be useful employment—employment connected mediately
~ or immediately with the bread that is eaten, and

thus

with

the

physical

life,

its

support, its continuance; and also with
the mental life and activity, which are
most intimately connected with the condition of the body.
It is assuredty proven
by experience, that when the muscular
system is properly exercised, all the powers are invigorated. The right use of the
muscles gives them vigor, and there is no
other way of gaining it. Is. a man to
walk, to speak, to study or compose,

act-

ing in either employment efficiently, muscular exercise must nseds precede such
effort. Walking or speaking is a using
of muscles ; and they need strength so as
to respond in sustained action. Studying
and composing depend upon a ‘healthful
condition of the nerves of the body. But
that healthfulness comes from a healthful
play of the muscular organism. Many a’

student, many a mifiister, from the viola-

tion of this primal law of his nafure, as
he studies and writes, hastens to the grave
with speed and certainty.
It was just now intimated that, it the
divine purposes should be heeded, manual labor would be useful labor; and a kind
of usefulness is referred to, beyond the
advantage to the body. If the farmer removes the surface rocks from his arable
field, and with them erects an enclosing
wall for the guarding of that fteld, he performs a service which is remunerative in
a two-fold sense—that field is twicelprofited, and thisis a double stimulus for
. 8uch remunerative labor. I urge that the
manual effort of they, young man, the
scholar, the minister, be some kind

munerative effort, some useful

of re-

labor,

as

on the farm, in the garden, at the mechan-

ics bench, at the wood-pile, even with the
saws,

or

that

exceedingly

health

and

strength favoring implement, the woodman’s axe. Much is said in commendation of mere play, or recreative and
amusing efforts for the student and the
scholar. But most young men need Jthe
Pecuniary reward of useful effort, as

well as the physical effect of such effort.
And the double incentive of both physical

and Pecuniary profit, to a wise

and con-

siderate young man, will impurt to useful labor largely the quickening impulses
which are claimed for the recreations: of
~ ball playing, boat rowing, and other similar kinds of pastime.
Many forms of pastime ars espec
ially
liable to attract fo inordinate muscu
lar
effort, as the game

matches, the

of base-ball,

Indian

game

_ Wrestling, skating, and even

fishing expeditions.

Whereas

rowing

of lacrosse,
hunting and’

useful la-

bor, being unattended with the deep ex-

citement of these and similar amusements,
does not induce so surely the effort,

being too violent and

too prolonged,

comes unhealthful and injurious.
labor may

add

much

that,

needed

be-

Useful

means

of

support, and may be made a reliable and
.

in

him

for

trade,—is

|

perseverance are very noteworthy. His
native mental abilities are far above the
average of human beings. The gift of
the Holy Spirit's power is also to be
mentioned: And his skill to plan, and to
give practical direction to, the evangelistic measures he supervises, and in large
measure personally executes, this skill is,
it may be, more wonderful than any other
man’s. But together with these explanations of his efficiency, there is to be noticed,
his wonderful familiarity with the Word
of God. And this is his testimony, that
for many years, he has read and studied
the Bible, and in addition only those writings which have promised to aid him in
the attainment of Bible knowledge. And
hence the ability he posseses to make use
of the Word of God—such ability, may it
not be said, as the most eminent divines

of the world fail to exhibit? Now as regards the help which books give to the
minister of the gospel, are we not to confess that the hidings of his power are

within the lids of the Holy Bible?

that

the furnishings for his success are thence
supplied, and that in comparison with
the Bible, all other

books,

as

Therefore, in the studies

of each

day, the searching of this sacred Book,
with severe mental application, with the
aid of the Holy Spirit, with earnest prayerfulness, must be regarded

as

essential

to the most successful preaching of the
gospel of the Son of God. And the aid of
commentaries deserves our notice, books
which learned divines have compiled,
having first employed many years in Biblical studies,

devoutly

striving to attain

the thought, the Holy Spirit intended to
convey.

Such

men

as

Albert

Barnes,

and our own J. J. Batler, and many
others, have written what may be said to
shed a flood of light upon the pages of the
sacred writings. Objections have indeed
been made

to the

aids in Bible study.

employment

of such

.

But in their use there need be no surrender of one’s independency in judging
the probable meaning of such passages as
appear intricate or doubtful. Let the opinion of these writers be readily rejected
whenever it is needful and right todiscard
them.

the work

our Lord

Yearly Meeting,

assigns

us.

10PER CENT. NET.

In this

are there churches

that

Kansas, Missoun1 and Iowa Improved Farm
First Mortgage Coupon Bonds guaranteed. We
u arantee, as an assurance, that we loan not to
exceed one third of the actual value. In over
Bix years’ business never lost a dollar; never
delayed a day on inferest or principal, No investor through us ever did or ever will getan acre
of land under foreclosure. Send for particulars

do notaid this Society in its noble work?
Are there pastors among us who heretofore have failed to present with lively
interest its urgent claims? Shall not
the coming year witness.their taking up
of this department of.gospel work, in
personal effort, in the prayers that shall
be offered to Ged, and in the money that
shall be contributed? Is there in’ this
commonwealth any

one

and references.

J. B. WATKINS & CO., Lawrence, Kan.,
Or Henry Dickinson, Manager, 243 Broaaway,
New

York.

DOCTOR PIERCE'S

of our churches,

ora single pastor, who can afford to
ignore, to neglect this work which .the
Lord has‘ made ready for their hands?
An English poet thus advises a young
man:
;
Go
“Art thou to marry a wife of thy youth?
She isnow living on the earth,

Therefore pray for her weal.”

there

fol-

Or Sugar-Coated, Concentrated, Root
and Herbal
Juice, Anti-Bilious
Granules. THE ‘“‘ LITTLE GIANT»
CATHARTIC, or Multum in Parvo
Physic.
:
The novelty of modern Medical, Chemical, and
Pharmaceutical Science. No use of any longer
taking the large, repulsive, and nauseous p:
composed of cheap, crude, and bul
ingredients, when we can, by a careful app ication of
chemical science, extract all
the
tic and
other medicinal properties from the most valuable roots and herbs, and concentrate them into
a minute Granule, scarcely larger than a
mustard seed, that can be readily swallowed
by those of the most sensitive stomachs and fas-

1y49

:

ALT. EXT.on.

.

:

The churches of our Zion will,
years, be asking for pastors
furnished and prepared for
ministry. How suitable that,

in scoming
thoroughly
the gospel
from this

tidious tastes. *Each little Purgative

apt to suppose that thoy are harsh or drastic in
effect: but such is not atall the case, the different

day, these churches should ask continually

active medicinal principles of which they are
composed being so harmonized and modified,
one by the others, as to produce a most
sedrehing and thorough,
yet gonuy
and kindly operating, cathartic.
$500 Reward is hereby offered by the pro-

the great Head of the church to call and

But is it not simply a most reprehen-

there may be men to

hear

and respond

prietor of these Pellets, to any chemist who,
upon analysis, will
find in them any calomel or
other forms of m@reury, mineral poison, or in-

to such requests.
Now, in brief,

what

are we to do,

jurious drug.
!
Being entirely vegetable, no

but

render unto God the things that are God's.

Constipation, Impuré Blood, Pain
in the Shoulders, Tightness of the

mm

physical labor, that there may be-the
largest hope of long and beneficent service such as he shall graeiously ask at
our hands. Letthe mere child play, let
the youth profit by a due amount of rewhen

he

let him put away

things.

for healing the sick, than were ever before combined in one medicine. The evidence of this fact

The

But first,

chiefly, do we need

life, let

us' be

cheerful,

blood-purifying

MINOR

SELECTIONS.

it the

and

greatest

these

eminent

medical

anim

properties,

it cures

all

Pellets,

They

are sugar-coal

and ine

in any climate, so that they are always fresh
and reliable.
This is not the case with those
pills which are put up
in cheap
wooden
or

pasteboard boxes.
Recollect that for all diseases where a Laxative, Alterative, or

Hue

Purgative, is indicated, these little Pellets
will
use

disease,
eral Poisons, and
their effects, are
eradicated, and vigorous health and a sound
constitution established.
Erysipel
Salt-

earnest

There is a test-point about you somewhere. Perhaps it is pride; you can not

faculty,

jag
from the worst Serofula to a common
lotch,
Pimple, or Eruption. Mercurial

workers. So, living we shall be his, and |
dying, forever redeemed with Him.

the

closed in glass bottles, their virtues being theres
by preserved unimpaired for any length of time,

physicians Faonounce

and in

——
et
pee

upon

if has

stages of Consumption,

the medical

iscovery
of the age, While it cures the severest Cou,
it strengthens the system and puri«
fies t © blood.
By its great and thorough

{oilers in the field of
God's

that their action

Eructations

economy is universal, not a gland or
tissue escaping their sanative ime
press. Age. does not impair the properties of

astonished

the heart, the Word of God.
Whether we
be laymen or ministers, laborers with the

hands or niental

Sour

is found in the great variety of most obstinate
diseases which it has been found to conquer. In
, the cure of Bronchitis, Severe Coughs,
and the early

and last, and

in the mind

Dizziness,

from the Stomach, Bad taste in the
mouthy Bilious atiacks, Pain in relon
of Kidneys, Internal
Fever,
loatcd feeling about Stomach,Rush
of
Blood
to Head, High=-colored
Urine,
Unsociability
an
Gloomy
Forebodings, tike Dr. Piérce’s Pleas=
ant Pupgat ve Pellets. In explanationof
the remedial power of my Purgative Pellets
over so great a variety of diseases, I wish to sa;

ed are above directed for relief, the discoverer
believes he has combined in harmony more of

improved by. profitable readof the novel, but of history,
the news of our times, and of
can aid us to render to him the

service he asks.

rT

Nature's sovereign curative. properties, which
God has instilled
into the vegetable kingdom

wonderful faculties of the mind, these let
us devote also to God, and invigorated by

study and
ing; not
biography,
whatever

Chest,

, THROAT, LUNGS, LIVER & BLOOD.
In the wonderful medicine to which the afllict-

becomes a man,

childish

particular

care is required while using
them.
They operate without disturbance to the constitution,
diet,
or occupation.
For
Jaundice, Headache,

Let these bodies of ours, his own handiwork, be presented to him, to be rendered vigoroug, and kept so, by useful

creation ; but

Pellet

represents, in a most concentrated form, as much
cathartic power as is embodied in any of the
large pills found for sale in drug-shops. From
their wonderful cathartic power, in comparison
to their size, people whe have not tried them are

endow, and send forthglaborers into his
as vineyard, . that in the coming years,

useful

they are. yet must be lightly esteemed ?
Ministers are called to preach the Word
of God—not science, not history, not
human philosophies, but the word of the
Lord.

81, 1878.

give the most perfect satisfaction to all who
them.
-

' They

rheum, Fever Sores, Scaly or
Rough
Slain, in short, all the numerous diseases caused
by bad blood, are conquered by this powerful,
purifying, and invigorating medicine,
If you feel dull, drowsy, debilitated, have sallow color of skin, or yellowish brown spots on
face or body, frequent headache or dizziness,
bad taste in mouth; internal heat or chills alternated with hot flushes, low spirits, and gloomy
forebodings, irregular appetite, and tongue
coated, you are s ering from Torpid Liver,
or ¢“Riliousness.”®
In many
cases of
Liver Complaint? only part of these
symptoms are experienced. As a remedy for

25

are sold by all Druggists at

cents

a bottle.

R.V. PIERCE, ¥. D., Prop’r,
BUFFALO. N. Y.

all such cases, Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Disc

covery has no equal, as it effects perfect cures,
sible prejudice, that would reject them altoleaving the liver strengthened and healthy, =
lows the attainment of no meager store of gether? For how very much must the mere | bear an affront: you will not confess a
; ‘SOLD BY DRUGGISTS AT $1 PER BOTTLE.
useful information, upen a multitude of beginner in Bible study be able to learn fault.
Prepared by R. V. PIERCE, M. D., Sole
Froprieres, at the WORLD'S DISPENSARY,
topics, of which every person should pos- fromany life-long student of the Word of
Buflalo, N. Y.
.
sess some knowledge. The history which. God. And theyaresuch Biblestudents.who-.
future generations shall eagerly study is have prepared the books of which mention
OF
?
now being acted upon the busy theater of is mow made. And jn years gone. by
life. And are they who now live to be rather than at the present ‘time, it is beignorant of these occurrences which the lieved, objections have
been
urged
periodicals of every week are habitually against schools for the instruction of
LAWRENCEBURG, ANDERSON Co., Ky.
tington.
describing?
Wars are being fought. candidates for the ministry, in Bible
Feb. 10, 1873.
Messrs. Craddock & Co.:
‘ I am convinced that the ministry can
Science is making rapid strides. Inven- knowledge. But ought not such objecGENTLEMEN :—Please send me twelve
tion is fruitful —eminently so—as is shown tions to be accounted as strange and un- never have its true dignity or power till
bottles of Cannabis Indica, one each of
it
is
cut
aloof
from
mendicancy,—till
by the phonograph and the telephone. reasonable? For are not the teachers, the young men whose hearts are set on
Pills and Qintment, for a friend of mine
who is not expected to live; and as Jou
Governments are improved, and laws are instructors in theological schools truly preaching make their way te the pulpit by
medicines cured me of CONSUMPTIGN,
perfected. The industries, the commer- godly and devout,a® well as learned men? the same energy and through the same
some three years ago, I want him to try
difficulties
which
meet
countless
young
cial enterprise of the nations, how de- Are they not sincerely interested, first,
them. I gained fifteen
i
TEI
on
their
wa
ar.
ing the first three bottles, and I know it is
serving careful observation.
Moral en: to learn what the Bible instructions are, — Phillips Brooks.
just the thing for him.
Respectfully,
terprises enlist, and are promoted
by, and then to impart this knowledge to
J. V. HULL.
a
Love,
it
has
been
said,
descends
more
men both strong in intellectual power, them whom the Holy Spirit calls, as he
Dr. H. James’ CANNABIS INDICA, or
and wise and successful in the methods did apostles of the 1st century of the abundantly than it ascends. The love ol
East India Hemp, raised in Calcutta, and
parents for children has always been far
they employ.
And the religious world is Christian era, to be ambassadors of the
prepared on its native soil from the green
more powerful than that of children for
leaf, has become as famous in this country
as wide as the habitable one, wherein cross of Jesus Christ? Do these men their parents; and who among the sons
as in India for the cure of Consumption,
truth is confronting error, and the relig- not teach as well ‘as they are able the of men ever loved God with a thousandth
Bronchitis, and Asthma.
part of the love which God has manifested
ion of the cross multiplies its votaries, doctrines of the Word of God, and even
« We now inform the public that we Lave
to us P— Augustus Hare.
:
made the importation of this article into
and its ambassadors, giving the most in the original languages in which they
the United States our Specialty, and that
It is a great thing, wh:n our Gethsemcheering indications of the hastening on were written? And is it pot their habituin future the afflicted can obtain these
ane
hours
come,
when
the
cup
of
bital
effort
to
exhibit
to
the
student
of
the
of the glad period of final and universal
remedies at all first-class druggists.
As
terness is pressed to our lips, and when
Bible the wisest practical methods of we pray that it may pass away, to feel
we have, at great expense and trouble,
victory.
permanent arrangements in India
but made
Surely the vehicles of such intelligence presenting the gospel to the people to thatitis not fate, that itis not necessity,
for obtaining ‘ Pure Hemp,” gathering it
divine
love
for
good
ends
working
upon
whom
they
may
be
sent
by
the
Holy
at the right season, and having it extracted
must be greatly valued by him who is
us.— Chapin.
upon its own soil from the green leaf
wise in availing himself of the means of Spirit? How, it may well be asked, may
by an old and experienced chemist (said
How humiliating it is to find that I am
:self-instruction, and in“preparing himself this manner of effort be reasonably spoken
chemist being a native), we know that we
pained
when
I
learn
that
N
or
M
does
not
have the genuine article,
for beneficent action in the life that is be- aguinst, at least, by Christian men? Did
not Elisha of old teach in a similar way like my preaching, yet am so calm when
fore him.
IN ALL ITS PURITY AND PERFECTION,
the alphabet, for years, reject my
in a school of the prophets? And now is all
and feel that we are entitled to credence
Master's
message
!—Dr.
J.
W.
Alexander.
The more elaborate and exhaustive
when we say that Cannabis Indica will do,
there danger that young ministers of the
writings of the monthly, quarterly and
all that is claimed for it, and that one
Whoever
would
be
sustained
by
the
gospel shall be too well taught in these
bottle will satisfy the most skeptical of
weekly magazines, and the volumes of
hand of God, let him constantly lean uppractical and essential matters concerning on it; whoever would be defended by it,
its positively . and
permanently curing
the general library, occupy
especial
Consumption, Bronchitis, and" Asthma.
which their life work is to be continually let him patiently repose himself under it.
prominence, it is needless to say, among
Instead of devoting a column to the
— Calvin.
conversant ? We have, dear brethren,
meritsof this strange and wonderful plant,
the sources and appliances of such an edreason for devout thanksgiving to God
we remain silent and let it speak for itself
Ministers are not like Plato and Aristoucation as the minister of the gospel surethrough .other lips than ours, bglieving
that at our two principal literary institu- tle, the originators of their own doctrines,
ly has need to attain. The foundation of
that those who have suffered most can
tions, instruction is received in the sacred or the teachers of the doctrines of other
better tell the story, as the following exthe best secular education is laid in the
doctrines of the Word of the Lord, also men, but simply the dispensers of the
tracts from letters verbatim will show: @
common school. And to the privileges of
truths which God has revealed.— Hodge.
for the number of young men already
Gayoso, PEm1scot, Mo., Nov. 18, 1877.
the common school should be added those
Messrs. Craddock & Co.:
Faith may rise into miracles of might,
sent forth, who "are ° to-day
shedding
of the college, whenever such addition is
GENTLEMEN :(—I must have more of
abroad among the churches the illumina- as some fow wise men have shown; faith
your invaluable medicine, and wish that
practicable. -Our graded schools have
may sink into credulities of weakness, as
tion of the truth that is in them. How
you would place it here on sale, as the
come to be exceedingly valuable. The the future brightens as we take note of the mass of fools have witnessed.—Zupcost of delivery is too high to individuals.
per.
mental cultivation they supply is far
Previous to using the Cannabis Indica, I
their consecrated talents, their zeal and
had used all the medicines usuall preGod wishes to be served joyfully, and
more to be prized as a legacy to the activity, and the work which the Holy
scribed in my son’s case (CONSUMPTION)
the
glory
of
a
good
master
is
to
find
his
young, than many thousands of gold and Spirit is accomplishing through their
I had also consulted the most eminent
servants continually happy and contented
silver. Whatever may be the cost in agency. How very cheering to know, in his service.— Vacation Days,
physicians in the country, and all to no
purpose; but just as soon as he compains-taking and in present sacrifices on that-at the annual Commencement ocecamenced using the Hemp Remedies he
the part of parents, in giving to their off sions of these two colleges,two companies
began to improve in health until I reADVERTISEMENTS.
spring such eulture, by all means should of these strong young men, by the mercy
garded him as about well.
HENRY W. KIMBERLY, M.D.
that solid foundation be securely laid for of God, came forth from the seclusion of
T—C—
the lofty and generous superstructure student's labor and at once began to preach
LovrLACEVILLE, BALLARD Co., Ky.
Gents :(—Please send me three bottles
which the study of a life-time is to build the truth which is the hope of ‘the world. SU NDAY SHO OLN USIG,
te the
Cannabis Indica, box of Pills and pot of
Increase of our ORGAN py PIANO
thereon. 'It is a legacy that abides—one Surely, surely, a very deep and abiding Large
Ointment. Mother has been suffering with
TRADE,
we have decided {0 give up pub=
BRONCHITIS for twenty years, and tried
impossible to be stolen, frittered awuy, or sympathy with the work of our theologi- lishin Sunday-Sehool Music Books, and
will sell our entire Stock at the following
most all kinds of medicine, and says the
lost. Lgt the authority of the parent be cal schools should be in all our hearts.
rices :—SONGS OF CRACE AND 9:
Cannabis Indica is the only thing that
s "eho M
ZI0 i
Fenn ig 186,
H
sternly employed, if need be, in accom- We who are gathered here should daily
gives her relief. Respectfully yours,
Eire aie ELL, DI ADEM HEAplishing this result. The business of aect- ask for all necessary divine graee to rest
y
JANE A. ASHBROOK.
NLY
JH
,
Christian
elo
ar mL
skeet Jia
ive life does not demand that the young upon hoth imstructors and pupils, and dist, and Ghoral
»
Deep
RIVER,
POWESHICK, Iowa.
IC.
0
should enter upon its performance, unti¥ that, called by the Holy Spirit,
GENTLEMEN :—I have just seen your
oll)
many vival i 6c. Day Schoo!
12¢, Boards 15¢, Tohtages Paper 2¢,
advertisement in my
paper; I know all
a broad and liberal mental cultivation has other young men may yet share the in- Paper
Boards 4¢:. Sheet Music at half
price. Plabout the Cannabis Indica. Fifteen years
AMOS
& ORGANS,
NEW,
and
SECOND
been
attained.
And the young can calcuably great . advantages of these
ago itcéured my daughter
of the ASTHMA;
HAND
of FIRST-CLASS
MAKERS
at
not afford to forego such attainment, schools. Letit bea means of promoting
eat BARGAINS for CASH, or INSTALL-~she had it very bad for several years, but
ENTS.
Illustrated Catalogues Mailed.
was perfectly cured, and I used to keep the
| There remains now to be mentioned our personal interest in the results of A liberal discount to Teachers, Ministers,
medicine on hind to accommodate my
Churches, etc. HORACE WATERS & SONS,
of 40
the principal, the chief agency, in a introducing systematized methods
East 14th St., N. XY.
friends. I have taken a cold lately, and
as [ am fearful of it settling on my lungs,
thorough Christian education,and no edu- securing money for the Lord's treasury,
* you will please send me a $9 box of your
cation is sure to be a beneficent one un- that, besides the: support of both the
GREAT OFF
| We will during these
medicine. Respectfully,
HARD TIMES
disless it be truly Christian. This agency is Foreign and Home missionary operations pose of 100 ; NEW
PIANOS & ORGANS, of
se
th JACOB TROUT.
makers,
at lower prices for
the writen {Word of God. Much has been of our people, this also—the support and first-class
cash or Installments than ever before offered.
THERE
IS
NOT
A
SINGLE
said by way of explaining the sources of the encouragement of these schools of the: WATERS’ PIANOS & ORGANS are the
SYMPTOM of Consumption that this remedy will not dissipate, and it will break a fresh
BEST
MADE,
warranted
for
5
years.
Ilpower, the reasons of the success of - that Lord’s chosen prophets will be secured. lustrated Catalogues Mailed. Great in- «cold in twenty-four hours. Ask your druggist
r DR.
JAM
* CANNABIS
{0 the trade. PIANOS, 7 octave
chief of the Evangelists, D. L. Moody. And let not the churches represented in ducements
$130., 7 1-3 octave, $140. ORGANS, 7 IICA, and if they fail you, send to us direct.
conference be
chargeable
with stops, $65. 8 stops, $70. 12 stops, $85 _ ‘One bottle will satisfy the most Jireprion), $2 60
Various,doubtless, are the reasons for that this
per bottle, or three bottles for $6 60.
Pills and
‘cash, in perfeet order not used a year.
ntment, $1 26 each. Address,
at half price, HORACE WAsuccess. He has faith in God. He is neglecting this Christian enterprise which Sheet musie
TERS
&
SON§,
Man’f’rs
and
Dealers,
40
| CRADDOCK& CO., 1032 Race St, .Philadeipiia.
consecrated to God. His industry and is’so fundamental to our success in doing East 14th Street, New York.

whether secular or religious,

is given to

Tike that of every

prepare

that upon which, and about which it employs itself. If there is thought, there
must needs be somewhat to think upon.
And whoever writes or speaks has need
of ideas to express, has need to understand what is worth the attention of his
readers, and of such as listen to his
words. *The sources of such knowledge
are very various. Among them the newspaper and the literary magazine deserve
prominent attention. It is a thing to be
regretted, that a good weekly newspaper
is not found in every family’ in the land.
For if the habit be early induced, of giving a thorough perusalto a weekly paper,

ucation Society has in view the training

a race physically adapted to obey that
* fiat. * The minister's muscular system is

toil,

ment, its stimulus, its stock

of only this class of men. Yet suggestions may be made deserving the attention of all, especially of young men, be
their vocations whatever they may. The
hope is cherished of saying some things
fundamenthlly important to every one.
‘Now, among the fundamental agencies
and methods
for securing a good education, manual labor must not be omitted.
The fiat of the Creator, “In the sweat of
thy fuce shalt thou eat bread,”

manual
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ONE WHO WAS CURED

CONSUMPTION,

\N, B+~CIRCULARS FREE.

’
By.

The very
large number of invalid
people who dafly-visit Buttalo,
m every quarter of fe Peiten States
and Canada, that they may consult Dr. R.V, PIERCE,
and the widely celebrated
Faculty of Specialists in
Medicine and Su
associated with him, rendered
it necessary that he Botades of this institution should
rovide a place on a
grand and commodious scale
or their entertainment and comforts
.
ADVANTAGES OFFERED.—The Invalids’ Hotel
is more complete in its a
intments than any simi--in one of the most healthful and desirable
portions of the City of Buffalo, and commands.a fine view of Lake
Erie,
Niagara River, and the surrounding
country,
being situated in the midst of an extensive system
of beautiful
s. The Hotel is furnished with a
patent safety
passenger elevator, to convey patients
10 and from
the different floors; is provided with all
kinds of approved baths, and has also connected with
it a well-appointed gymnasium and bowling alley te
afford proper means of exercise.
CHRONIC DISEASES of all forms, whether requir.
in fedical, surgical, or mechanical, treatment, come within the province of our several specialties.
DISEASES OF WOMEN.—Especially are the facili- ties of this infirmary of a Superior order as regards
the remedial means and appliances for the cure of
all thosé chronic diseases
uliar to females. The:
employment, in moderation, of tonic, chemical, .
electro-thermal, and other Epproved baths, is in
many cases an invaluable auxiliary to the remedial!
means to which we resort in such cases. “Dry friction:
to the surface, general shampooing, Swedish move-ments, and light calisthenic exercises, to enliven and! equalize the circulation of the blood in the system,
relieve congested
Dp:
improve digestion, an
strengthen
the muscles, Dioduce important beneficial
results in all cases to which these means are applicable. No experimenting is resorted to in the treat-

ment..

The most approved medicines are carefully

employed, and the judicious regulation of the diet,
to suit the condition of the patient, the thorough ven=
ent, the cheering ine
tilation of the sleepl

®

appy results
A
most
¢ DISEASES. —This division of the practice in
y
n=
the Invalids’ Hotel is very ably m an
Bronchial,
tleman of mature judgment and skill.
aly
Throat, and Lung
Diseases are very largely. treat.
in this department, and with results which have been
highly gratifying to both physician and patients.
EYE AND EAR.—Special attention is given to the delicate operations on the eye and ear, a distinished oculist and aurist being under engagement
fo. conduct this branch of the pracuee.. eet
ids arriving in the city and
desiring
to con=
a
should ph
directly to the Hotel. It is easily:
accessible by carriage, onfnibus, or street cars,
LER’S Omnibus Agents, on all incoming trains, cam:
be relied upon to*deliver pussengers and baggage
with security and dispatch.
©

77" Address R. V. PIERCE, M. D., World's Dispen=-

sary and Invalids’ Ilotcl, Butlalo, NY.

GOLD
PLATED
WATCH KES. Cheapest
in the known world, Sample Waich Free ta
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Address, A. CouLTEs & Co., Chicago.
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Best Mixed Cards, with name, in case, 13¢.,
or 25 no 2 alike 10c. Outfit 106.

Bristol, Ct.

Dowd & Co.,

:

tO2
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Michigan Central Railroad.
The

Great Central

Route.

Depot, foot of Lake-st., and foot of Twenty-second
st. Ticket Office, 67 Clark-st.,, Grand Pacific
Hotel, and at Palmer House.
Leave.
Arrive.
Chicago Trains.

Mail (via Main and Air Line)|* 7.00 a. m.|* 6.55 p-m.
Day EXPress,.cciseiesssssnss|*9.00a.m,[* 7.40
p. ms
Kalamazoo

Accommodation. |* 4.00 p.m. 10.30 2. m,.

Atlantic Express (‘daily)....[§ 5.15 p.m. [§ 8.008. m

Night EXPressieessseeeesesss.|f 9.00 p.m.f*{6.45a, m.
* Sunday excepted, 1 Htirday and Sunday excepted
bi
Daily.

I

BichDRE
1. C. WENTWG
ANTE
_G.Ad7 4, Chicas

HB.ogB. i
LEDYARD
LEDYARD.

R. R.
Lake Shore and Mich. Southern
head of La Salles
New Depot, Van Buren Street,
| Depart.
Chicago Trains.

Mail

Arrive.

7:40

sseerees] #7135 am|

(vie main Ne)

York Express | *9:00a m{*7 #0
a
Accommodation ...eeeesssss] 8:40pm) 1:50
8:00
Atlantic N. Y. Expr’ss (daily) 5:15 pm
Night EXPIess «ecessesssess(110:200 mi *5:40

pm

pm
pm
am
2 m

Wtinois Central Railroad,
3

ot,

and foot of Twenty-second

Jal Handolph St.. near Clark.

Renee

DO

~ CHICAGO TRAINS.

Sh Low Bar,
»

u

Cairo

&

as

Leave.

| Arrive.

* 8.40 a. m.|*

NQy

=:

15%

=.

rkan’s & Texas Express,

New Orleans Express,i*

mf ERT

§8 30 p. m,

8.40 a. my,

Cairo
and Peoria Express, * 8.40 a. m,
Springfield Richt
Springfield
Express, - a. § 8.80 p.m.
Peoria and Keokuk
mn) |*8.
Dubuque & Sioux Clvy

3

58, | * 10.004. w.|* 3.40 p.m

Dubuque & Sioux Oity Express, |* 9.30 30 p. m
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.

*

« « «'*430p

|* 6.35 a. «a
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is at 157

Dearborn

The power of money is great, but it has
its limits, limits which we are apt

derrate in daily talk.

Who

to

were held,and a Sunday-school organized.

ger. We presume to know, not only what we

them to spend a season in social converse,

everywhere.

wantnow, but what we shall want
by-andby,and fashioning our ideal for the future

visiting the vestry, Sabbath-school and
other rooms.
To find such a church in
one of the best locations in the city, with
a large organ, well furnished throughout,
and Sree Jram debt, was surely an occasion
of no little gratification. This band of
Christians richly deserve their ‘success.
They began very small, have struggled

and absolute religious freedom in America,
and with the results of the late war in

un-

that kndws

what friendship means will think of
weighing the value thereof in fine gold?
Take all the possessions of all--the rich
people in a city, and would you exchange
the marvelous total for the blank that
would come into your soul should that
friend be no longer a friend to you? Dolars can not buy filial gratitude or parental sympathy.
The desire after riches
has brought out the talents and the genius
of men wonderfully, but it does not induce
rest of soul. From time immemorial men
have tried to bring peace home to their

hearts by offerings of earthly gifts, and

a group of men, singing camp-meeting
refrains, followed by prayers and exhor
tations.

The emigrants behaved themselves excellently. They were accommodating,
obedient, and easily

managed.

Enthusi-

astic religious meetings were held every
night. Most of the emigrants will make
good eitizens in
Liberia.
They do
not go forth because of the speculation of
men who desire to make money.
They
are poor people, rising from the depths
of poverty, and

ignorance,

and

who desire to gain in Africh
possibilities

for

slatery,

the

themselves

largest

and

their

children.
Owing to over-crowding,

the lack of a

physician on board, and the breaking
of the measles,

much

sickness

out:

occurred,

and there were twenty-three deaths.
The Azor reached Africa, touching
at Freetown, in less than one month

first
after

leaving America.
Notwithstanding the
loss of life, the emigrants reached Africa
in good spirits, and filled with joy at en-

forget that when that future comes we
may have been se changed that we shall
not then need what we had deemed to be
just the thing desired.

The

character

is

not formed and matured according to the
A moment may do as
rules of men.
much towards ripening it in some cases
as it requires years to de in other instances.

Yet there must be some safe way for us
to decide whether the object sought is
the right one. Perhaps the secret oPit
may be found in the simple question : Are
we willing to give it up to the Lord?
What we are willing to give up. to the
Lord and yet not give it up ourselves, has
pot that proved itself ac ceptable !?
I

A

ds

EAA

SHALL MURDERERS BE PUNISHED?
With the exception of a few weak and
impracticable
sentimentalists,
public
opinion has long been pronounced in favor

of some severe punishment for murder,
the capital crime against God and man.
A great many good people have, however,

with numerous obstacles, but have been
throughout firm, faithful, self-sacrificing

and perservering. Frequently changing
their location as circumstances required,
generally for the better, prudent and
judicious, availing themselves

of favora-

ble opportunities, worshiping at one time
in a hall, at another in a hired church, or
with some other congregation, at gnother

time purchasing, then selling when it
was deemed best, they have been able
steadily to improve their circumstances
until the present favored
hour. Now
there are very few churches in the denomination in a better condition on the whole.
We have occasionally enjoyed the privilege of meeting with them, so as to know
their history through their various changes,
and we can truly rejoice with them for

With

wealth and influence,

Europe all ih their favor, working toward

social elevation and religious liberty, the
Jews may Ww ell look ‘hopefully on the,
fature.

“ an issue like temperance,

being provided for any person

proved

to

carry

lover of his country, if wiy from patriotic
motives.”
The editor of Sunday Afternoon has a
frank way of putting things.
Witness this:

‘If the pilgrimage

Lins BILL for the severe punishment of
tramps has passed the New Hampshire
Legislature. It provides for their punishment by imprisonment from fifteen
months to five years, the former penalty

practically

ing moral life into political society, is of priceless value and should be gladly seized by every

to America

of the

Rev.

George Muller should have the effect to increase the number of those weak-headed people who are disposed to rely upon faith rather

than upon work for their daily bread, there
will be good reason for wishing that the Rev.
George Muller had staid at home.”
Mormonism will scarcely die a natural death
Judging from the recruits constantly added to

be a tramp. . No wonder that a Boston its ranks from the Old World. Recently there
paper predicts an influx of these vagrants passed through Chicago twenty car-loads of
Mormon proselytes, bound for Utah.
They
into Massachusetts. Probably, Massawere mostly simple-minded Swedes, but of the
chusetts will not be the only State which hardy peasant class which perpetuate
s itself,
will furnish a refuge for these outcasts. Isn'tit about time for the Gov ernment to
The law makers of New Ilampshire have ‘“ regulate” this abomination ?
Our Chicago Baptist neighbor, the Standnot suffered the hot days and nights of
ord, inaugurates this week a “new departthis session to pass over them in vain, if

the effects of this piece of legislation but
half reglize
cates.

the anticipations of its

advo-

ure.”
It will take a week's ** vacation,” and
during August duplicate the ‘experiment.
It

says that cditors<and compositors need

a little

breathing spell as well as ministers, and that
subscribers ought to accord them that priviSPEAKING of the right of the Orange- lege. If this experiment proves successful the
men to parade in the streets of Montreal number of imitators another summer will
J
the Independent fully commits itselfto the be a sight to behold.
Several homes for working girls are contemdoctrine thar if such processions are
plated in London.
One has already
been
allowed by law to any class of the people,
| opened under
encouraging auspices.
very
then they should be allowed and protectWorking girls between the ages of ‘thirteen
ed in respect to all classes behaving them- and eighteen, who have no parents or friends
selves peaceably.” It winds up the par-- in London with whom they can reside, are
agraph with this vigorous sentiment, none boarded for 4 shillings 6 pence pbr week. This
looks inore like business in the: philanthropic
too vigorous for the case,
however:
way than did Judge Hilton's exploits in the
* When a mob underta

persistently and even eloquently held what the Lord has wrought among them
have failed. It is withoutmoney and with- tering upon their new arena of progress with Lord Byron that hanging is about the and by their hand. They have been richout price that the gifts of God are given. and prosperity,
ly blest in the past, anc. we doubt not but
worst use which can be made of a man,
We look upon this movement as very
. Heavenly treasures are for all. who wish
and have advocated life imprisonment a store of blessing is in reserve for them
remarkable. For a great many years the
for them.
;
in the future. May God bless them abuninstead.
In several States this idea has
idea of sending colored people to Liberia
prevailed and capital punishment has dantly.
¢¢ Greater-love hath no man than this, was developed by Colonization Societies, been abolished. Under the test of actual
In many respects the New York church
that a man lay down his life for a friend.” made up of white men. But now the col- experiment,
for
some
years,however,public
may
be well pronounced a model church.
And this love is on the earth to-day. We ored people themselves have entered up- opinion on this question has swung slowly They have had ever the spirit of prayer.
kes to rule, there woman's hotel managemen
t.
may not see many instances of it; per- on the plan with great enthusiasm. This but decidedly back to the old conviction, Whatever their prospects or .discourage- is but one course to be pursued ; and that
The Alliance, our bright Chicago contemhaps, we shall be fortunate if we know of remarkable movement has extended to that capital punishment is the only ad- ments the prayer meeting has been stead- is to give it fair notice, and, unless it porary, has met with a change of managemen
t,
one such circumstance, but we can not Florida, North Carolina, Arkansas, and equate one for capital crime,and the death ily maintained and interesting. With heeds the notice, then to give it a plenty if not a change of heart. Henry L. Shepard,
lose our faith in it. In this world of Texas. In New Orleans there is an or- penalty has pretty generally been restor- them the spirit of prayer has never flag- of ‘grape and canister.” Society should late of the Golden Rule, and Willard Smith,
ganization with more than five hundred
of” the Chicago
moral coarseness and spiritual blindness,
ed.
.ged. The Sabbath-school has constantly shoot down a persistent rioter with as associated in itsRailway Review, have become
ownership.
The immediate
little
hesitati
as
it
would
shoot
a
mad
there are men and women who give up members raising money for the purpose
on
We are all familiar with the leading received large attention, always having
management will be committed to Mr. Shepof
emigrating
to
>
Liberia.
their lives for a friend. This love does
argument of the opponents of the death a very high place. The pulpit has been dog.”
ard. Important additions are to be made to
That Africa presents an admirable field
\
r—
;
not go about the streets crying aloud;
penalty, that society is quite as well well supplied. They have not sought for ——THERE are certain persons who are the editorial and contributing staff, and under
its able and experienced managers a successful
neither can it tell itself to a near heart. for the development of the colored race protected by the perpetual confinement of sensational or eccentric preachers,but men
It is supremely an act, and revolts from we have no doubt. The Republic of - Li- the criminal as by the taking of his life, of sound minds and sound faith, earnest, throwing out hints as to the need of a future seems fully assured.
strong government, of an ‘‘iron man at
expressing itself in words. In the pres- beria wag founded in 1847. It possesses a while the individual is at the same time constant workers, spiritual and devoted. In
the head of affairs,” and so on.
Repudiaence of this great love how insignificant land of fertility, stretching five hundred
ERROR IN THE REGISTER. The Regisafforded generous space for repentance this way they have made steady progress,
tion,Communism
and
Southernism
are all ter for this year gives the days of the
miles
along
the
Atlantic
ocean.
About
and earthly do the common sufferings and
and reformation. It has even been con- have enjoyed numerous
revivals,
and
exaggerated so as to make it scem all the
week wrong in the month of August.
vexations.of life appear; how that ego- twenty thousand emigrants have gone tended that the terror inspired by life gathered durable fruits. They have labormore necessary to have a man of stuljporn
thither
from
the
United
States.
They
The first day should be
Thursday,
¢ism, which tormentsits possessor by conimprisonment
inthe
mind
of
the
woulded
in
the
interest
of
no
clique
or
party,
named shouldbe put
stantly reminding him of the petty mis- have confronted the slave trade and pa- be murderer is as great as that .of pro- class or interest, but sought the good of energy for President. And all this talk,of and every day
course, is made by people desirous of seeganism. They have carried civilization
back one line. The mistake was in the
-eriés of his life, vanishes and for a time
spective hanging. ‘Submitted to the test all. None are too high or low, rich or
ing General Grant -again in the White copy furnished us.
and
evangelization.
They
have
found
a
the soul, looking upop this crowning act
of experience, it is found that both these poor, learned or illiterate to receive their
House.
But all these people fail to state,
of human living, is lifted above itself, and country of fertile soil, of valuable miner- arguments are fallacious and are only. cordial sympathy. They have had an
even if they recognize the truth, pointed
als,
of
tropical
fruits,
of
constant
summer,
feels there is a region of peace of which it
fine spun theories, nothing more. Mur- open hand of charity at home and abroad,
out by the New York Times, that ‘a
of beautiful landscapes, of measureless
Enows but little.
derers, as a rule, are men destitute of that so-that few churches of their means have
strong’ government as the reflection of the
possibilities in the future. They have moral sense which responds to good
done more. God enrich and enlarge the character and will of the President imbrought forth farms, mills, houses, towns,
New Hampton Institution,
‘Fife ‘would run along much
more
motives, possessed of brutal instincts and New York church, and raise up many like 1 | pie Ss usurp ation,or it is meaningless. Li
-smoothly than it now does, if the habit churches, schools, and legislatures, and a consumed by depraved passions, which it all over the land.—J. J. B,
The following is the report of the Exwas more general of taking people for government which holds a place of honor drive them in the line of their inclinations
|
amining
Committee to the Trustees of the
lr.
——WHATEVER may be thought “of Pro“what they are worth. We need to criticize amongst the governments of the world.
until confronted by obstacles which meet
Néw Hampton Institution :
The
ways
of
Divine
Providence
are
full
fessor Huxley's theological notions, it
CURRENT TOPICS.
+ less the special abilities of our neighbors
them on the plane of . their low, brutal |.;
“Fhe-shave trade was abomi=
Your Committee have attended to their
J
ph
must be admitted that he is a keen and inand to “emphasize less their defects. +of mystery:
of the Smith
lives. The fear of the avenging noose TR ESIDENT SEELYE,
nable;
slavery
was
wicked:
yet,
God,
daty
and would report that they found
terested
observer
of
modern
educational
There are some who can not, to any great
awaiting him in mid-air, is’ more potent College for women, sat Northampton,
the teachdre capable and faithful, while
-extent, make a success of conversing on who can bring good out of evil, now per- to, deter the murderer than a thousand Mass., read a paper on the aims and inethods, in regard to which he says:
the students gave proof of hard work and
religious subjects with persons by them- mits the Negro to return from America to moral lectures, or the prospect of an un- successes of that institution, before the
The educational abomination of desolaAfrica,
and
to
carry
with
him
to
that
vast
successful
results.
The classes in Greek
tion
of
the
present
day
is
the
stimulating
selves, but can give effectual exhortations
certain imprisonment,
recent meeting of the Regents in Albany,
of young people to work at high pressure
and
the
more
advanced
.classes in Latin,
in the prayer meeting. These are not to Continent the blessings of Christianity.
Just how uncertain such a punishment N.Y. Among the conclusions which he
by inces sant competitive
examinations.
be condemned for their lack in one direc- Darkness has rested upon Africa for is, is better understood by the criminal reaches is that preparatory and collegiate Some wise man (who probably was not under Mr. Moulton, showed evidence of
»fion or-called hypocrites for their gifts in | thousands of years. But we may fairly classes than by the public at large. As classes can not be united in one institution an early riser) has said of early risérs in thorough drill, accuracy and commendaanother. There are others who do not conclude that great changes for the better a-timely contribution to this subject, the
ithout injury to both ; that the history of general that they are conceited all the | ble progress. The primary class in Latin, ;possese a gift for public speaking, and yet will occul upon that continent; and, in Chicago Inter-Ocean has recently pub- ve College, has demonstrated that a forenoon and stupid all the afternoon. under Miss Rowe, and the classes in
are mot at a loss for ways of doing good. the swift march of modern events, Africa lished some elaborate and reliable statistics female college, no more® than a male, is Now, whether this is true of early risers, French and German, under Miss Butts,
in the common acceptation of the word,
To give due credit to the diversity of - tal- may be, comparatively, * born in a day.” which show that in Illinois for twenty obliged to do both preparatory and colle- or not, I will not pretend to say; but it is were very creditable to their teachers. In
—-b4
nember
that
nts in the world
and
{o
THT
years—past the punishment —of murderers giate work; that women can be highly too often true of the, unhappy children view of the fact that the Continental prothe beam and the mote are of about the
by imprisonment, has been not onlya educated, not only without injury, but "who are forced to rise too early in their nunciation of Latin is becoming general
ONE OR TWO THINGS.
same size when reviewed from the disinfailure, but a disgraceful farce. The with benefit, to health ; that itis the testi- classes; they are conceited all the fore- in our Colleges, and. of its real merits,
Life's battles, hopes, fears, ambitions,
we would suggest whether it be not ad‘terested standpoint—this will banish that aspirations, all depend upon, and draw figures tell the story that of over three mony of Professors from male institutions noon of life, and stupid all its afternoon.
visable for your teachers to adopt it so
pernicious spirit which is ever on the alert their varied energy from, one or two hundred convictions,ninety of which were who have frequently given instructions
to judge men, and which breeds many things. - In fact, we are put in this world for life, less than half remain in prison, to their classes, that the girls study ——WirH all their advantages, there is far as regards future classes.
The classes in moral philosophy, under
.social troubles.
:
recent convictions, better than the boys, and that ‘the average ‘one lamentable influence which emanates
to fight one or two things, or to work for and these mainly
Miss
Rowe, and natural philosophy, unro
itom
our
system
of
public
education,
esnearly
all
of
the
remainder
have
been.
of scholarship is higher ; that there seems
one or two things.
der Mr. Sanborn, exhibited not only a
pecially
in
the
most
systematically
gradpardoned
out,
and
among
them
nearly
to
be
as
varied
abilities
as
among
boys,
There are more kinds of sin than one
"VOYAGE OF THE -BARQUE AZOR.
critical knowledge of the text books but
- Several months ago might have been cares to enumerate; yet we each find fifty of those sentenced for life. The and that the higher mathematics and ed schools of our cities, and that is, in the also of the practical bearings of the vari‘language
of
the
N.
Y.
Observer,
that
seen, moored at one of the wharves of that the most of them do not tempt us actual average term of imprisonment is Greek, so far from being too difficult for
ous truths taught upon the living prob* . Bosten harbor, the barque Azor. This unless we seek the temptation, that the shown by the record to be, about three the feminine mind, are sought after and “ children who have had a course of les- lems of mind and matter.
The classes in
a half years.
We can scarcely studied with an avidity which does not sons in these studies are not willing to go
vessel was interesting both because of her most of them can be overcome with the and
botany,
under
Miss
Rowe,
and geology,
history, and of her intended Voyage. She merest wish to do so; while the one or suppose this to be an exceptional record, characterize the usual college boy; and from school to making baskets or bro- under Mr. Moulton, went beyond the
gans.”
It
also
says:
but
believe
that
investigation
would
rethat co-education is fast proving itselfa
was of a handsome model, was a swift two besetting sins are the torment and
words and pictures of the books, showing
There is no sphere of honest labor that
We fight gloriously veal a similar condition of affairs in other failure. "At this rate, the time is not far
. sailer, of four hundred tons, used, in the misery of our lives.
a scientific acquaintance with the flowers
distant when it will require eminently is not respectable. And if the children of
fruit trade between Boston and the Azore against a host of evils within and without, States.
of the field #nd the rocks of the hills.
the
people
are
not
forced
by
hot-house
edComment
seems
superfluous,
further
that
heroic qualities for one to say a word
“islands, having made ninety-nine voyages but this special thorn in the flesh, this
ucation
into
seeking
employment
in
The classes in arithmetic, algebra and
across the ocean. She was now about to special and peculiar temptation is associat- to deepen the growing conviction that for in behalf of college boys, that they do spheres which are thought to be more geometry, under Mr. Flanders and Miss
sail for Liberia, with a company of Negro ed in our minds with a very common- deliberate murder, the punishment must not belongto a lower species than their genteel than such as are called menial,
Butts, appeared well, answering practiplace sort of fighting, and with a result be ‘short, sharp and decisive,” and that sisters, etc. Bui Mr. Seelye does admit thousands who are now struggling or
emigrants.
starving for want of adequate employment cal questions by the Committee and readthis
wholesale
abuse
of
the
pardoning
too
often
anything
but
glorious.
in
a
brief
sentence
that
the
present
high
The last voyage of the Azor had its orwould be earning a sure and respectable ily solving problems not found in thelr
There are many prizes to be won, power must find somehow at the hands of rank of the abilities of the Smith College support
igin in an extraordinary movement at
in an honest employment.
books.
Charleston, 8. C., where the colored peo- honors of wealth, and social position, and an intelligent people an effective and young ladies ‘“may perhaps be attributed
The classes in analysis, under Miss
v
me
speedy
check.
to
the
select
character
of
‘the
students.”
mle organized, under the presidency of culture, and all the different abilities and
0-0-0-&
Rowe, and telegraphy, under Mr. San4-04
We
do
not
look
for
a
fair
judgment
of
accomplishments
of
life,
yet
any
one
inBRIEF
N
OTES.
Rev. B. F. Porter, pastor of a colored
born, did good work and will be able to
the mooted question of the respective
The
London Saturday Review doubtless
«church of that city, the * Liberia Exodus dividual has a desire for only one or two
A SABBATH IN NEW YORK.
put
in practice in real life what they have
Association.”
This Association raised of them. He may imagine that he would
Most of the large churchesin New York mental abilities of the sexes in regard to thinks of itself as doing a clever thing in call- learned at school. The class in surveying,
ing
George
Francis
Train
the
*
most
Amerihigher
education,
until
there
are
almost
money, with which the Azor was pur- like many of them, that it is his aim to and Brooklyn are either closed for the hot
under Mr. Flanders, deserves especial
as young men can of Americans.”
~chased ; held ent usiastic meetings, at be versatile, but in reality his heart is season, or procure a supply of their pul- as many young women
commendation.
For thoroughness
in
The
humane
sentiment
is
attributed
to
the
-which religious addresses were - made, set on one or two objects only, and itis pits so as to allow their pastors a vacation. pursuing a collegiate course.
Emperor William, that he thinks that imprisgeneral principles, for practical acquaintand hymns sung, and enlisted many color- only for this one or two that he is resolved The day we were there was the last beonment for life is sufficient punishment for his
ance with field work, for accuracy and
* ed persons into a plan for carrying civili- to fight and watch and pray, to work fore this change, so we used the oppor- ——Tae Natiohal Council of American would-be assassins.
beauty of diagrams, the class stands preassiduously and wait patiently.
.zation and the gospel to Africa.
tunity to hear one of the most popular Hebrews which met recently at MilwauThe women have not got through talking eminent.
]
?
i
The sorrows of men multiply as one preachers. It is more than twenty years
The Azor sailed out of Charleston harkee, to form a union of all the various about Judge Hilton and the defunct Woman’s
Your Committee were much pleased
Woman's
«bor, for Liberia, on the twenty-first of last thinks of them until the heart is made since we enjoyed the same privilege. It congregations East and West, was of Hotel. “No room,” says the
with the appearance of the Commercial
April, having
on board 260 colored emi- faint with heaviness, yet there are only is a privilege indeed to worship with the more than ordinary impcrtance. The Words, ¢ for bird-cages or flowers, but plenty College. The questions in book-keeping,
for
rum
and
tobacco,”
one or two that come home to each heart. great congregation of earnest auditors.
grants.
Of this number, 77 were males,
single and double Entry, relating to all
leading objects sought by the council
It is reported that President Hayes has
75 were females, and 152 were over The same event may happen to different But twenty years have left their impress
were three, as follows:
(1) The es- agents in California collecting fucts which shall the more important and difficult principles
twelve years of age. As many more were persons; to some coming asa severe both on minister and people—more ‘than tablishment of institutions for instruction aid him in the study of the Chinese problem of transacting business and keeping ac- *
left for want of room, and await the next affliction, and to others as but a passing | on most, With many, protracted labor in Hebrew literature and theology,includin America, and that there is a probability of counts, were prepared by a member
of
opportunity
to sail for Africa.
Two or- shadow.
find trial refine, elevate, mature, but not ing numerous local preparatory schools his making of the question a special message the Examining Committee.
The
answers
while selfishness is at large always. Sometimes they leave scars, and
on the reassembling of Congress.
ganized churches were on hoard the ves- | Thus,
wherever needed.
(2) The establishwhich were in waiting satisfied us that
It is just possible that these vigorous appeals
sel, the * Azor African Methodist Episco- among men, it is only one or two show in some respects a retrograde ten- ment of fraternal relations with kindred
Prof. Meservey and his assistants
are
for
unity
in
action
special
objects
that
we
hug
closely
to
our
which
some of the champal. Church,” and the -* Shiloh - Baptist
dency. The fault might be in us, or in organizations in different countries, and
masters
of
their
profession,
and
that
they
Chfirch.” ' As the Azor sailed forth, from hearts. We try to be unselfish in every some temporary circumstancess-but there the extension of influence and means for pions of the Democratic party have been neak- are doing a most valuable work’ for the
ing inthe South of Tate, are suggested by the
her deck often arese:from: ‘many voices the other respect and to make ourselves be- was not evidently a change for the better.
their protection and elevation.
(3) To fact that that party in the South shows signs young men under their instruction. Falieve
that
we
can
not
be
justly
called
hymns, "“ The gospel Ship is Sailing, i
We came away edified and benefited, but provide systematically and comprehen- of falling to pieces of its own weight.
cilities for real practice in telegraphy,
and ‘“ We are Bound for the Promised selfish in holding to this simple point. not to the degree that we were twenty
The “ Six Companies” of San Francisco wholésale trades and banking, place the
sively
for
the
religious
instruction
of
the
So we try and cloak this idol with heaven- years ago.
Land.”
young, somewhat after the manner of the state authoritatively that during the past two work of this. department immeasurably
In three days the Azor made 438 nauti- ly attributes and adorn it with choice
In the evening we vepaired to the F. Christian Sunday-school, save that the years the deaths and departures of the Chi- ahead of anything done in this line by an
nese have exceeded by about 500 the acces«cal miles from Charleston. In thirteen virtues and make of it an image of un- Baptist church on 25th St. between 6th
ordinary high school or academy. Not
days the log registered 2,095 miles, an selfish devotion, and thus let the heart and 7th avenues. It was gratifying to Old Testament Scriptures alone will be sions. The entire number of Chinese on the
New Hampton alone ‘but the State has
used
and
the
tenets
of
Judaism
of
course
Corns
Six
“
the
coast
as
by
registered
Pacific
most
willingly
become
blind
to its true find a large and well appearing church
average of nearly seven miles an hour.
reason to be proud of the Commercial
taught. Some interesting stamstics were panies” is only 65,000.
About one half the emigrants could read, nature.
edifice, well filled for a warm summer
College. We esteem the Institution forgiven,
showing
223
organized
congregainseem
does
Italy,
not
of
King
Humbert,
So we close as we began, by repeating evening. The sermon by the pastor, Rev.
.and about a fourth could write. Through
tunate in having so accomplished a teachtions; with 12,000 members, and about clined to conciliate the Pope very much. An
the thoughtfulness: of Rev. Thomas S.° that the Lord has given each but one or N. L. Rowell, ‘was one of much Werk
that number of children under « struction. order has been issued to the officers of the er in penmanship. We consider the supeMalcom, -ahundred Bibles and Testaments, two things to work for and one or two scriptural, instructive; timely and ‘i
army who have been married according to the erior penmanship as seen in all the deand many Sunday-school books and hymn things to fight against, amobject of hope pressive. The people showed that or These figures, however,give, if is claimed, rites of the Catholic church that they must be
partments of the school due in no small |
only a partial estimate of the regularly
books, had
ben procured from generous ‘or fear is near us to teach the calmness were devout and earnest worshipers, and
married according to the requirements of thé:
organized congregations, which is doubt- civil law. This forces on the soldiers a choice degree to the successful efforts of Mr.
friends for the passengers; and many of patience in the waiting and the sweet- rarely have we enjoyed a better service. lesstrue. The whole number of Jews in‘the
Roberts,
r
.
between the Pope and their king.
would
lie about the vessel reading their ness of thankofferings in the enjoying.
It was a great pleasure at the close to take United States is given as 250,000. On
We
take
pleasiwe
in
recording
our
apA writer in the Nat. Tem. Advocdte claims
learning the hymns. any
~ Let it be added, that it is in regard to by hand this beloved pastor, and a good the whole, the prospects of this peculiar
proval of the manly bearing and urbane
A
i an | these one or two things that there is dan Sambepel his excellent memnbers,and with people are brightening marvelously that one of the best means for purifying our Seporment of the students without a sinpolitics is to carry temperance into it, that
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appeared so prevalent among the pupils.

The ministers are now going to work

to

sup-

utside of our
Ifit may not be esteeme
teachers
your
that’
t
sugges
would
we
duty,
are overworked, and that unless their

ply the old churches and raise up new ones,
and at their Association in October the church-

by
usefulness are likely to be shortened
broken constitutions and failing health.

a grand field for ¥. Buptists.,

es will take

dissolve

and organize on our plan.

burdens be lightened the years of their
We

letters,

the

August and
much good.

September

RUTLAND, OHIO,
The second Rutland,
which is under the care of Rev. J. W. Martin,
has been blessed with a gracious revival. The
meetings continued five weeks from the 15th of
January, and over thirty backsliders were re-

This is opening up

he

are some

elaimed, fourteen

aswell.

We

esteem

the

S. C. KiMBALL,

v2 A. CAMPBELL.
June 20,

1878.

competent superintendents and teachers, so
we shall look for bread from this sowing after

ror

many days if not soon.
Since our last Q. M.,
.we have enjoyed a delightful season of baptism when four disciples were baptized and

Central New York Yearly Meeting.
The last session

irda

of the Central

New

York

once

per

by unusual interest,

The Sept. session will be with the church

and a

Islesboro, commencing on the 20th.
J. CoLBY KNOWLTON,

week,

Three

expiration

of

united with our church.
M. A.
Yearly Meeting was held at North Scriba,
June 28-380.
Conference was called to order
Church Organized.
by the clerk, and Rev. J, H. Durkee was chosMineral, X11.
en moderator, and Rev. 8S. R. Evens, assistant.
The brethren in Grafton, N. H., called a
The
heated
term
has been upon us for many
After devotional exercises, Revs. A. E. Wilcouncil, consisting of Revs. N. Jones and G.
days, and with the thermometer at 105 degrees
son, J. H. Durkee and 8S. Coe were chosen
B. Tewksbury, with whose aid a Freewill
in the shade, men falling all around us, many
Baptist church of thirteen members was orcommittee of arrangements.
cases proving fatal, brought fresh to the:memoLetters from the Oswego, Otsego, Rensse- ganized, on July 6. On July 14, Bro. Joseph
laer, Lake George and Whitestown Quarterly
Webster was ordained; and oh the same day | ry of our pastor, Rev. A. M. Totman, and
othgrs, the story told us by Dr. J. L. Phillips
Meetings were received.
Several churches of twelve converts united with the church by
last winter, and yesterday (July 21), Bro.
the Oswego and Lake George Quarterly Meethaptism; and at 4, P. M., a communion service
Totman preached from the text, * The field is
was held, where the presence of the Lord fillings have been stiengthened financially and
the world:”
It was indeed a soul-stirring
spiritually as well as numerically by precious
ed many a heart with a joy not soon to be formissionary sermon; at the close of which a
M. A. JONES.
revivals,
The Rensselacr Q. M. sent words of gotten.
collection was taken, and subscription cards
cheer, peace and harmony prevailing throughcirculated
(as furnished by Bro. Fernald),
out her borders, twenty having been added to
Ordination.
and the sum of twenty-one dollars was secured
the churches by baptism, and several by letter,
A council appointed by the York Co. Q. M.,
for the mission work, six dollars of which was
Whitestown and Otsego Q. Ms. are still true
for the examination and, if thought proper,
paid on the spot.
This was a novel way of
to the principles of the church of Christ.
the ordination of Bro. John F.
Lord, met
raising mission money in this locality, and it
The request of the Lake George Q. M. for the
with the Shapleigh
(Me.) church, June 26,
was done so easily that we would recommend
next session of the Y. M. was granted.
and organized by choosing Rev. H. J. White,
to
other pastors and churches to go and do
The clerk presented a communication from
¢hairman, and Rev. P. Smith, clerk,
After
likewise, and thus free the ¥. Mission Board
tev. J. L. Phillips asking the Y. M. to assist’
a very thorough and satisfactory examination,
of much anxiety.
.
in raising funds to pay the indebtedness of the
voted to proceed to the ordination, according
We
are
holding
our
regular
appointments
Foreign Mission Board, By vote it was made
to the following programme:
Invocation by
with good audiences. We are too far from the
the special order for the morning-hour of SatRev. J. S. Potter, of Lyman; Reading Scripts greater resorts, y even if. we should. des
Revs AEA
on; oH Durkee and
ures by Rev. G. 8. Hill, of Lebanon; Sermon
sireto go. But we don’t propose any vacation.
8. R. Evens, B. McKoon and Brother E.
by Rev. T. Tyrie, of Saco; Ordaining prayer
Those that werk receive
the pay, and our
Thomas were appointed committee to confer toby Rev. P. Smith, of Hollis; Charge by Rev.
country is too full of tramps for Christians to
gether and present the subject to the Y. M.
H. J. White, of Biddeford; Hand of fellowswell the numbers by throwing up their sumAt an early hour Saturday morning the comship by Rev. J. 8. Potter; Address to the mer appointments and sauntering away to
mittee met and after a precious season of
church by Rev. James Nason, of Wells;
watering places.
prayer asking counsel of the heavenly father,
Benediction by the candidate.
The choir furOur Sabbath-school, numbering
one hunthey felt assured the. inoney could be raised
nished excellent music.
;
dred, is full of interest,
We
have several
at the call of conference.
The following resoP. Smith, Clerk of Coundil.
scholars who repeated the titles to the lessons
lution was offered and unanimously adopted :
and the golden texts, at the last yearly review.
Resolved, That we as delegates of the CenWe have also a Red Ribbon Seciety, and nearEast Dixmont, Me.
.
tral New York Yearly Meeting will obligate
ly all of our Sabbath-school scholars, who are
ourselves to raise the sum of $400 toward payThere are three churches in East Dixmont,
old enough, are members.
ing the indebtedness of the Foreign Mission
the Free Baptist, which was organized in 1809;
Board.
:
Harvesting is the principal business with
the
C.
Baptist,
which
was
organized
a
little
PN
:
43
1oa42
3
4+
farmers: — The oat crop is good; but the wheat
ALT
Passing
Lot
ITsuiuuot,
ataliy
—twu
later, and the Christian, which was’ organized
that promised such an abundant yield a few
hours were spent in a spirited discussion of the
more than twenty-five
years
subsequently.
weeks ago, has ripened so quickly that the
subject in which all the delegates participated.
There is but one house of worship at this time,
$84.25 was pledged, and the collection on the the F. B house having been burned June 12, crop willbe very light. Corn has grown very
rapidly since the wet season closed, but is now
Sabbath was $16.15, making $100.40 toward
1877. At present the Christian order predomiE. H. C.
the $400. The pastors of the several churches nates, holding services one-half of the time, the in much need of rain.
of this Y. M. are asked to see to raising 20 other societies the other half. The Free Baptist
cents per member and forward the

money

to

Church has had

8. Coe, Treasurer, or A. KE. Wilson, Clerk,
North Scriba, N. Y., or if they prefer, send direct to E. N. Fernald, Lewiston, Maine, and
send receipt to the Treasurer.
Delegates were chosen to attend the next
session of the Central Association: Rev. E.
Smith and wife, Rev. J. H. Durkee and wife,
Stevens and
A. E. Wilson and wife, T. A.

wife, 8, R. Evens

tory—at its organization, in 1824, and in 1832,
that of 1824

Durkee was chosen to preach

the annual

serapfor

the ensuing year.
Rev. Father McKoon

who

nearly

50

years

organiz-

ed several of the churches, felt a desire

to

turn and look over the field of his labors.

re-

His

presence added much to the interest of the
meeting. © Also Rev. Ansel Griffeth of Chau‘tauqua county, who preached for several years
in ‘this section, returned after thirty years
absence. The fathers and mothers in Israel
_ that attended this convocation hearing those
familiar voices, would ask, Is it possible that

McKoon

and

Ansel

Griffeth

are

here? We can not soon forget the meeting of
the aged veterans. One would say,You led me

to the

Saviour,

another, You

baptized

me.

Saturday afternoon was one of the
most
precious meetings
we ever enjoyed.
Rev.
T. A. Devoe, of Wayne County, and Rev. A.

C. Hogbin, of Ithaca, N. Y., were presentfjand
cheered and encouraged us with

Christian words.
evening.

Rev.

their earnest

The session
B. McKoon

closed Sunday

preached;

theme,

Inspiration of the Bible. It was an able and
interesting discourse. The session was one of
marked interest.
'

Next session will be held at Johnsburg, com-

mencing Friday

befdre

the

last

Sunday

in

June, 1879.

last five

weeks

General Baptists.
I have

spent

in

Ky.

« with the Cumberland Association of General
Baptists. I came here by their request. This
«is a copy of the resolution inviting me here:
That we invite Eld. J. 8. Manning to visit
. us and spend some time with us visiting the
churches.”

wide-spread

and

in the vicinity,

to hear the truth brought forth from that lov-

meeting house, and it was in the school that

many had not beheld a scene as that which took

the revival of that date

began.

here

Although

from

he

the com-

mencement of his pastorate, he labored very
effectually as a traveling
preacher for five
years of that time. He is now eighty-four years
of age, and past labor.
His companion passed
on before him about three years ago, and he,

. having finished his work, only waits to hear
the summons to go to his reward.
been a faithful servant of his Lord and
and will joyfully meet his release from
which is now a burden, to join those

He has
Master,
the life
beyond,

for “the

and

Lord

is

¢ fears no evih”

his

shepherd,”

Beautiful in

he

life, loved

and

respected, he will be mourned in death, but
our loss will be
visits him, and

his gain.
The writer often
never without pleasure, and

listening to his words of faith and trust in the
Saviour, feels. renewed desires for the pure
and good and the true, and can only desire
that if he shall live to old age, it may be as
helpful and peaceful and as trustful.
May his
dissolution be as triumphant. as his life has
He has taken the
been faithful and useful.
Star from its: first number to within a few
weeks when his eyesight failed so that he
could not read,
He was in the office and saw

the proof sheet of the first number. The church
over which he

has

been

pastor

for so

many

The

object

of

this

visit

is thus

stated: * The design of your visit is that we
may devise some plan by

which

we

may

come united and consolidated with your
ple.”
I found them

;
in a very

low,

divided

be-

peostate,

only three churches in the Association receiv© ing any ministerial aid, and only two ministers
that were employed by the churches, and all,
churches and ministers, were discouraged. I

visited seven of the ten churches and all but
two. voted to consolidate

and

take

our

name

_ and polity, and four of the seven ministers de« cided to change their mame to I. Baptists.

ing the strongest in the place, but has not been
able to escape the inevitable law of change,
and at present numbers but nineteen members,
resident’and non-resident, - Its conferences, I

think, have never been allowed to run down.
members

Some of its present

are

among

the

most faithful workers in the cause. It ought
to be perpetuated, and might have been, bug
for cases which it would not be well to state

in this article.

Rev. A. N. Jones, a Congre-

gationalist, is at present supplying this and the
He has labdred very eflicientBaptist Society.

ly here for two years

on alternate Sabbaths,

¥. B.

and attending'the

Conference.

His la-

bors have been biessed to the saving of souls,
‘and to the strengthening of those on the way.
He is engaged for another+year-and though
unusual obstacles beset his path, we hope and

pray that his labors may continue to build up
Zion, and establish the Master's kingdom
among us. He is an able, earnest and trusted
preacher, and we shall miss iim when he goes

from our midst,

as we expect he
\r

will before

ing word that.we so much cherish and hold
the chart and compass of life to guide us

that haven of

eternal -rest.

our Q. M. was much

The

increased

and zeal of Eld. Tufts, of the

interest

by

the

yery interesting and attentive audience.

by letter.

-

at

"Branco (Mich.) Q. M. will

commencing

in Sept.

be

present.

A

A very elegant volume, written in the

deserves and is sure of a wid® popularity.
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the use of medicine of any Rind!

ELECTRIC BELTS
AND

meet every requirement.

The most learned physicians and scientific:
men of Europe and this country indorse them..

h
1879
8
or
for
has been
rister
>
Meetings named

tion
interested,

jons {terested

James Small, Jacob CoulRevs.
profitable.
jard, and E. G. Webber were chosen delegates

to immediate action, or

of

.|

Co.,

Ged
alem,

Scott,

sdale,

of the Com. on resolutions, and adopted by the
:
conference :
‘Whereas, God in his providence has remov-

fd 3

.

NicDmBagD,

:

McHenry,

McLean,

Montville,
Montgomery Ce.,

Ind..

Salem, Neb,,

'
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Missions,
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R. DEERING,

timid,

fulness, confusion of ideas, aversion tosoeciety,
dizziness in the head, dimness of sight, pims
ples and blotches on the face and back, and
othef despondent symptoms? Thousands of
young men, the middle-aged, and even the
old, suffer from. nervous and physical debility. Thousands of females, t00, are broken
down in health and spirits from disorders

x

9.21

Ch Pittsfield Village 8.20 Ch Augusta

you

mare, dreams, palp tation of the heart, bash-
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20.

Are

forgetful, and your mind continually dwelling on the subject? Have you lost confidence
in yourself and energy for business pursuits.
Are Jog subject to any of the following s
toms: Restless nights, broken sleep,
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Do you suffer from rheumatism,
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ecreed the only
Award of Merit for
Electric
Appliances at the
great World’s Exhibitions.
— Paris, Philadelphia, and elsewhere —and
have been found
the most valuable, safe,
simple, and efficient known treatment for
the cure of disease.

and wish to recover the same
degree of
health, strength, and energy as experienced,
in former years? Do any of the following
symptoms or class of symptoms meet
your
diseased condition?
Are you suffering
from.
ill-health in any of its many and multifarious forms, consequent upon a lingering, nerv-.
ous, chronic or functional disease?
you

$6 Springfield Q MEY3,25
Anson iQM SABE
de

St. Francis,
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Huntington,
Jefferson Co.,
Liberty Asso.,
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N. Western Mo.,
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pley.
River Raisin,
Rock & Dane,
Rock River,
ver,
00

Freeborn,
French Creek,
‘Genesee, Mich.,
Hancock & Quincey,
Hawkins Co.,

ed from us our beloved and well tried Bro.
Ezekiel Prescott, who for many years was

:

Amer jon AsS0.,
e River,
on & Berrien,
Cedar Valley,
Chain Lake,
Chéinung,
Chicago,
Corinth,
Eddyville,
Enosburg,
Erie,

Fox River,

introduced by Rev W. H. Littlefield, in behalf

it wi

Norfolk

fort

was chosen clerk and treasurer in place
Bro. E. Prescott (deceased) who so faithfull
We
filled that position for over thirfy years.
missed our dear brother very much at this
gossion, as the following resolution will show,

?

Adair & Schuyler,

a

J! Colby Knowlton

te Towel |

N

too late.

bi e

was altogether very harmonious, and we hope

Bgisie ’

These noted Curative SDpiiaiices have now
stood the test for upward of thirty Joals and
are protected by
Letters-Patent in all the
principal countries of the world. Ines were-

Total _ 217.84

Manchester, N. H.
P.S. Let it not be
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M., therefore,
Q.
clerk and treasurer of. our
Resolved,1. That we sadly miss our dear
brother in our conference, that we deeply de-
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The Great South American Remedy for all special diseases, discovered in the great valley of the
Amazon, as a restorer of the nervous and vital
forces ; its success is marvelous.
The recipe will
be furnished free of charge.
For circular giving
full information, send self-addressed envelope to
Rev. JOSEPH T. INMAN, Station D., Bible House,

’
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Mrs R Deering Portland Me For the support of
Nellie Cole in India and to constitute Emily D
Jordan a life member
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Post-Office’ Addresses.

aid. The Rev. Eli Ray was elected as delegate
to the Yearly Meeting.
.
Tait
Next session of this Q. M. will be held with
the Penelton church, Sept. the 14th.
CoM.

FOO] LATHES

N\\for Churches, Schools,

Alarms, Farms, etc. FuLLy
WARRANTED.
Catalogue
VANDUZEN & TIFT, Cincinnatl,

Bent Free,

Tues

A. M. JoNEs,

BUCKEVE.BELL FOUNDRY,
Bells of Pure Copper and Tin

B

0810 RIVER Y. M, MINISTERS’ and
LAYMEN'S
CONFERENCE will be held the 13th of August, at 9,
A.M. with the Ist Kyger church. The following is
the programme : E, Z. Haning, Exposition of Gen. 1;
26;J.
W. Martin, Heaven; H.J. Carr, Church Extension:B, Vi. Tewksbury, Exposition, Isaiah 52: 7;
S. H. Barrett, Freewill Baptist Publications; W. J.
Fulton, Sanctification: 8. Weed, The Atonement; C.J.
Chase, Call to the Ministry: Alva Crabtree, Sabbathschools;
T. E. Peden, Woman? work in the Church;
J. Masters, Ministerial Department; 'T. J. Ferguson,
Ministerial Support: Ira Hooper, Feeble Churches;
W. H. McNeal,
Life and Labors of David Marks; R.
R.Channell, Prayer; Prof. A. A. Moulton, Religion
aitd Science; Prof, — Slayton; God in History: J.
C.
Campbell, Christian Charavtef;
Charles
Tone
The Christian Warfare; J.C. Evans; Mixed Member=
ship. Any others willing to take part in the Conference willcome prepared.
THOS. E. PEDEN, Clerk..
2t30
.
a
Rev

’

BOSTON.

tendance of laymen and Christian workers is desired.
C. B. MILLS.

the churches for

charming

Attractive as romance, with peculiar power to impress the memory ; comprehensive and reliable, it

three

DAY

*

MASS.

style of the author of “The Heir of Retlclyfle.

courses
of eight lectures each will be delivered by
able professors and ministers. Other exercises will
also add greatly to the interest ot the occasion. We
trust our ministers in the West, and "especially
in
failto

Women.

YOUNG FOLKS HISTORY OF GERMA-NY.
By CHARLOTTE M. YONGE.
Map, and
upwards of 80 illustrations.
470 piges.. $1.50.

” MICHIGAN MINISTERS’ INSTITUTE will be held in
Hillsdale, commencing Tuesday, Sept. 10,at 10 A, M,,
and will continue till Wednesday, Sept, 18. During

Alichigan, will not

2t30

Dressmaking, and Millinery. Send for catalogue.
C. C. BRAGDON, Principal.

KNaArp.

the institute will continue,

spring.

home.
Unusual advantages in Music, Elocution,
Special care of health; manners and morals.
&e.
ivls.
Personal oversight of habits of growing
Pioneer in introducing
instruction in Cooking,

Positive Statement.
The PENOBSCOT YEARLY MEETING will be holden
with the.church in Fort Fairfield, commencing August
21; at 9 o'clock, A. M.,and not Aug. 14, as heretofore
published.
:
J. W.CARR.

days which

natural

A Practical Education Possible to Girls.
Boston privileges, with delightful suburban

bave not done se please forward
reports ot their
schools to me at once, that I may be able to complete

the eight

proper

SEMINARY

Young

AUBURNDALE,

Si ScHOOL REPORTS have been sent to the churches
of the Holland
Purchase Y. M. Will those who

. 81. FRANCIS Co. Q."M.—Held its June session
with the Pilgrims Home church, commencing
on the 22. The business meetings showed
that all the churches were in harmony at present with a good degree of interest manifested.
The churches were all represented by delegation. The weather being good, there was a
large congrggation out on Sunday. The services were spiritual and the churches were generally revived.
Communion at 4 o’clock on
Sunday.
Our
Q. M. is growing some in mem-

ence of our Blessed Jesus was with us: The
social services were particularly graced by his
report
churches
the
of
Some
presence.
some
progress, others steadfastness—while
session
The
are in a low, dreary condition.

to the Yearly Meeting.

Tor

CORRECTION. IOWA Y.M. Ministers’ Institute will
convene Aug. 22, at 2, P. M., instead of the 23d.
Per Order,

G.

those of the

"LASSELL

|

will hold its next session in
Jos. FULLONTON, Clerk.

Tenore ol the Y.M.
e, N.
Y.

spring

The

dorsed by the Faculty.
SOLD B¥ ALL DRUGGISTS.

CALHOUN & NORTH BRANCH Q. M. will convene
with the Girard church, Aug. 9, at 2 o'clock, pr. M.,
and continue over the Sabbath.
D.P. HATCH, Clerk. *

the

Earth

vigor.

This pleasant and effeetive Prepasstion cures constipation, liverdisorder, sick
h eadachie, Indigestion, flatulence and kidney complaints, and is en-

A. L,GERRISH, Clerk.

(3t31)

of Mother

Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient.

Mass, & R. I. Yearly Meeting willbe held with the
Paige St. church, Lowell, Mass., commencing Tues
duy, Sept. 10, at 2, v,>,, and continuing three days.

ROCKINGHAM Q. M.,
Candia, Aug. 21, 22.

the Bosom

Surpass in efficacy

WAUPUN Q. M. willbe held with the Winneconne
chureh, commencing Friday, Aug. 31. at 2 o'clock, pr.
M. Opening sermon Friday evening, by Rev. J. P,
Hewes, of Hortonville.
A. G.BRAND, Clerk.

FARMINGTON Q. M.—Held its June session
with the West Freeman & Avon church.
A
good degree of harmony prevailed, and the
meetings of worship were interesting and
spiritual.
:
Next session will meet with the Chesterville
church, Sept. 11, 12.
D. PEASE, Clerk.

Jos. HIGGINS, Clerk.

Still

its next session

P with the Gilead church, commencing ¥riday evening,
August 10,
C. ¥. MYERS. Clerk.

The reports are not so encouraging

Island church,

iggins
James Boyd, Rev. W. Andrews, Jos.
“he
and-J. P. Palmer.
Next session with the Thorndike church.

ministerial brethren.

hold

From

3. ‘That these resolutions be “entered on the |
records and a copy forwarded to the family of
the deceased.
M Atwood—IL W Brown-S8 D Bates—J W Bridge-—
Resolved, t. That in the recent death of
A G Brand—J W Buell
=} C Buzzell-G 'W Colby—M
Bro. E. M. Bessee, (one of our theological
P Carlton—G WW Colby—L Clark—G
B Clitford—J
students) we recognize a great loss to the
Cross—E B Dolloffl—=R: Deering—A M Davis—W
8
Baston—J Erskine—J A Edmunds—J
Finger—C
8
church and world of a promising young man,
¥rost—J R Gowen—J
F Hart—R B Hutchins—D 'W
who was well qualified to fill an important
Hunt—W C Hulse—A H Hutchinson—J Z Hazeltine—
place in our Zion.
HB Hunt—Mrs H P Hosley—S W Joy—J B Jones—B
2. That we tender our heartfelt sympathies
Jaques—Mrs M. Kitselman—H W Littlefield—S Lilley
—R Murphy—M Otis—Mrs F Oliver—M L Pratt-C 8
to his bereaved family, who mourn the irrepaS Rines—A Record-C L Russell -M 8 H
rable loss of a husband, son and grandson.
: Preble-T
Rogers—J
Randall—-W
Reed—O
Smith—Mrs
MO
The following brethren were chosen deleScott—S Stevens—L I Soule—Mrs WC Tourtellotte—
E W Thayer— I> White—T Wyatt—J N Woodman—
gates to the Yearly Meeting:
W. H. Bowen,
P C Wadsworth—J C Ward—Mrs J Watson—B F Zell—
J. Mariner, C. F. Penney, 1. Manson, E. G.
AE Wilson—S Patterson. .
Page, R. L. Howard,O: B. Cheney, B. M. Edwards, W. H. Yeoman, H. Lockbart, B. F.
Books Forwarded.
Hayes, Geo. Plummer, R. D. Frost, B. G.
BY MAIL.
Blaisdell and A. Libby.
Rev WL Wright Latrobe Pa
Next session to be holden with the Orrs
D McKenzie Marshfield Wis

ftom the Exeter Q. M., whose presence added
very much to the interest of the meeting.
Chose as delegates to the Yearly Meeting, Rey.

of our

—

liquid sources of health and

well,

UNITY (Me.) Q. M.—Held its June session
with the church at Plymouth Village, June
by. let7—9, The churches were all report:
Some of the
ter with the exception of one.
Prosperity
religious
churches are enjoying
where others are in a low state. All the
churches in the Q. M. have well organized
We are hoping and
8. Schools in operation.
We
praying for better days in this Q. M.
were favored with the labors of Revs. M. H.
Tarbox, N. F. Weymouth, and J. P. Nelson

its June

Roh

ATDIRNOS
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ties of

Business Hotices,

MONTVILLE Q. M.—Held

Washington, N. J.

“WHEELOCK Q. M. will hold its next session with the
Newport Center church, Ang, 20-22,
;
W. L. NOYES, Clerk.

UNION (N. Y.) Q. M.—Held its last session
with the Jerusalem church.
On account of
stormy weather the delegation was not large.
The business of the session was done with
dispatch. Among
other things $35.00 was
raised to redeem the pledge made by Rev. L.
Hanson and A. Reed at Gen. Conf. for $100
for Bible .school in India.
And
the whole
en
will be raised within the year we
hope.
:
Next session will be held with the Pultney
Aug. 4, at 2, P. M.
1 church, commencin
81. Cro1x Q. M.—Held its June session Rev. L. Hanson will preach the opening sermon; F. Wildman alternate.
with the Diamond Bluff church, June 14—16.
I. D, SMITH, Clerk.
Business transacted with dispatch and a large
conceurse of people present.
:
Next session will convene with the Maple
Grove church in Baron County, September
R. POSTON, Clerk.
13-15.

with the church at Rockland.
was not as full as we desired,

ead oY

E. TIBBETS, Sec.

aus)

place on the occasion, viz., that of the ordination of brother Isaac Seitz, to the ministry.
This was a solemn scene indeed, and was conducted in the following order:
Reading of the
Scriptures by Eld. J.
B. Lash; Charge by Eld.
Tufts; Imposition of Hands, with prayer by
Eld. Thomas Dimm; and Right hand of fel
lowship by Eld. J. B. Lash,
Next session with the Lykins church, 3d
Sabbath in Aug., commencing on Sat., at-10
1:2, A. M.
I. B. STINEBAUGH, Clerk.

.

wee

RUAN,

“DANIEL arsine

Iowa Yearly Meeting will convene with the Toledo
church at Toledo, Tama Co., Iowa, commencing Aug,
23 at 10, A.M. Toledo is located on the Chicago &
N.W.R.R.
Delegates from the east will arrive at
‘ama City, 9:12, A. M, and 10:40, ». M. From the
west 3:36, A. M., and 6:26, p.m, Toledo is two
miles
on Branch road from Tama city.
E. TIBBETS, Clerk.
(3131)
;

as last year, still most of the churches have
had some revival, and a few have been greatly
blessed. The meetings during the session
were interesting, the preaching good and to
the point, and the social meetings very good.
Bro. J. B. Jordan, of the Auburn church, was
licensed as an evangelist,and Bro. J. F'. Bartlett,
.who is supplying the church in Lisbon, received license to preach.
The following resolutions were passed with request for their- publi.
cation:
:
Whereas, God in his infinite wisdom has removed from our midst another of our faithful
and devoted ministers, the Rev. Albert W.
Purington from Zion’s walls, therefore,
Resolved, 1. That we will renewedly consecrate ourselves to Christ and his cause, and
pray the Lord to raise up faithful laborers to
gather in his harvest.
2. That in the death of Brother Purington
the Q. M. and the denomination
"sustains a
great loss, but we will bow in humble submisSion to the will of Him who doeth all things

labor

session was one of universal interest to us,

fore bu ng PIANG or

Iowa STATE Ep. So, will meet in
lar session
in connection with the fowa Y. M . which convenes at
Toledo, Tama Co.,
To.., Aug. 23. It is desl
that
every member of the Society and every body interest~

"RAGING

1 full rey

ed in the Wilton Collegiate Institute, will be present.

Clerk.

Marion Q. M., | bers, yet we feel the need of more

who with his earnest appeals to effort
duty, brought a listening ear on the part

.

BowDOIN Q. M.—Held its June session with

SENECA & HURON Q. M.—Held its last session with the New Haven church, May 18—19.
A happy season indeed was enjoyed by the
dear brethren and sisters who assembled there

and some are still living who then enlisted in
the service of Christ, and who are now serving
the same Master.
Rev. E. Allen, who came
from New Hampshire, and was ordained at
Belfast, Me., in 1828, was chosen pastor of the
church in 1832, and the relation has never been
dissolved.
He organized a Sunday-school in
1832 in a blacksmith shop, there being no

years, has had its ebbs and flows, at times be-

Cumberland (Ky.)
The

most

has continued to reside

ago labored in the Qswego Q. M. and

Benjamin

being the

powerful of any ever known

’s latest

WAR:

the 1st Lisbon church.
A very good attendance of delegates, considering the busy season
of the year.
Most. of the churches reported

@uarterly Beetings.

It

ORGANS jtecesiete oi,

IN,

Tnomas E. PEpEN, Clerk.

BLUE EARTH VALLEY Q. M.—Held its last
session with the Madilica church.
Brethren
and sisters met in conference.
Business transacted harmoniously.
We have long felt as a
Q. M,, the necessityof a basis upon which to
carry out a home mission work.
At last settled upon a plan of raising a sinking fund to
the amount of three thousand dollars in notes,
drawing ten per cent. interest, the principle
always to remain on interest, Interest to be
used to hire a competent minister in the
field. The brethren and sisters came boldly
forward and gave their notes without a disenting voice. We were blessed with the labors
of Rev. A. J. Davis, of Minneapolis, and Rev.
E. J. Keeville, of Mich., who spoke to our
edification after preaching at 10:30, p. M., b
A. J. Davis on the Sabbath.
Rev.B. F. Kelley, pastor of the church, administered the
ordinance of baptism to thirteen happy converts, and ‘more are to follow at the next regular appointment, as the fruifs of last springs
labor. Rev. KE. J. Keeville preached to a
large and attentive audience in the afternoon,
after which the Lord’s Supper was administered. Meeting also in the evening. Upon the
whole the brothers and sisters went home
feeling that the meeting was a success.
Rev.
E. J. Keeville, by the earnest request of Bro.
Kelley wus prevailed upon to return and take
the pastorate of the Janesville church.
Bro..
B. F. Kelley has been pastor of that church
since its organization, for seven years, and
now leaves it in a prosperous condition.
Next session is to be held with the Freedom
church, commencing Sept. 6.
J
J. C. BANKER, Clerk.

has had three very marked revivals in” its his-

was chosen to correspond with the Union and
the St. Lawrence Yearly Meeting, in regard to
consolidating the three in one.
Rev. J. H.
mon at the next session. The clerk was
pointed
to collect Sunday-school statistics

regular pastors—Revs.

Simeon Emery, David Swett, and E. Allen.

E. Wilson

A.

wife.

and

three

4 hg

\

the year. Now this is the first church .in the
Ohio River Y. M., as faras I know, at least,
in the Meigs Q. Meeting, that has adopted the
card system.
It is hoped that others will join
us. Some, who opposed it bitterly, after hear=
ing a full explanation of the use to be made of
the money, and that it was our own cause we
were propagating, cheerfully pledged themselves to give what they were able.
We like
this way of giving admirably.
It equalizes
the burden so that none feel it. The want of
having the matter faithfully pressed upon the
minds of the people in this Y. M., i3 wherein
we are greatly delinquent.® Several hundred
dollars could be raised annually to aid the
weaker. portions of our work, thus gaining
strength for ourselves.
0. J.C.

SurToN, Vr.
There is a general prosperity
in the cause of Christ here. The Sabbath
school interest is such that we continue in full
operation
a center school and three branch
schools, reaching from two to four mi
from
the center, so doing a good work for#all parts
of the town.
These schools have good and

I. A. CHASE,

organized,

have realized fifty dollars at the

¥,

A. H. KELSEY,
AprTON L. DICKERMAN,

meets

P.M, and continue over the Sabbath

blot upon our civilization, not to say Chris
tianity, and ought to be denouncéd and re-

probated by every friend of humanity.

2 o'clock; 1".

JouN W, : RENDEL .
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OHIO RIVER Yearly Meeting will
hold its next s
sion with 1st Kyger church, Friday. hota ty 10, ve 2,

alnright
SoH
symp:
e

4. That the alarming increase of divorce
bills granted at our civil courts, is a most foul

and some

young men have solicited our prayers, and
manifested a desire to seek the Saviour.
The
repeated and earnest
cries for help in the
missionary field abroad have brought us to a
deeper sense of obligation to regularly con-:
tribute something. At our last church meeting,
our pastor appealed to us in behalfof the Foreign Missions, and explained the card system,
urging that system of giving.
Over forty persons pledged themselves to give on the card
system for one year.
If ail prove punctual,
contributing what they signed, the church will

bath, July 21, at' Fremont, N. H. It was a
good day for the church.
The members are
feeling encouraged. © Meetings are interesting.

©.

has been

prayer-meeting which

Ministers and Churches.

Hampten Institution worthy of public
patronage, an honor to the State, and an
important factor in its educational forces.
All'of which is respectfully submitted.

letter,

will be held with the Wawaka

chureh, commending Friday, Avg. 2. at

with our dear Bro. J. Colby Knowlton and

Recently there have been

ful Sabbath-school
is characterized

New

by

© LAGRANGEQ. M.
MM.

family in the sad death of his dear son, Rev.
Charles E. Knowlton, a young man of much
promise to the church and the ministry ; stricken down in the prime of life. Truly a zealous,
faithful and beloved one has fallen,

home mission workers appointed to reach adJjacent neighborhoods.
In one place a success-

could accomplish
J. 8. MANNING.

presg our most decided convictions did
Wr are just informed that Rev. C. Burch,
we not suggest that its present flourishing condition is in no small degree due of Greenfield, Penn., died in March last.
to the sleepless vigilance, the untiring
EV, B. G. BLAISDELL has accepted a call
zeal and the Christian toil of the Princifrom the ¥. B. church at Springvale, Me., to
pal of the Institution. The considerate enter upon his labors Aug. 4,
politeness of both teachers and pupils
rendered the duty of your Committee a | Rev. J. GRANVILLE baptized four on Sabpleasure

added

sixty by baptism.

Carrsville, Livingston Co., Ky.

, assistant teachers, we should fail to ex-

elt sympathies and
earnestly
p
gu Ju ise up others to in i DO
at we most profoundly

Western.

very able ministers in that Association, some
that will compare favorably with our best
ministers. They want help, If some good
minister from the north could visit them in

appearance of the school as a whole and
the special success of the Commercial
College. While appreciating the value of
your parental care for the school, and the
hearty co-opperation of an able corps of

* Lo.

ll

Association

There

glorious mementoes, and a shining example
worthy of our following.
:
2. That we tenderto the family of our deceased brother, and also to the
church of
Wiieh he as an hovered Mauer, our hearts

and * still

282283

aspiring,” ¢ still acquiring,” *“ still achieving”
he labors on, until the Master comes,

Hotices nd 3ppointments,

plore our loss and Zion's loss. His sterling
Btegrity, constancy and consistent piety, are

roope

appointed:to organize a Q. M., but the high
water prevented us from reaching the place.

There are hearts that are true,

‘The first Sabbath in July, we had a meeting

congratulate you upon the good

He labors ¢ with an eye single to the

glory of God,” and the upbuilding of His cause.

co WO Sngn

feature of the school partly to the well
directed energy of the teachers and partly
to that genuine Christian sentiment which

long.

Someof the ministers I did not see. I think
they will «ll come to the same conclusion.

EEE

‘We attribute this pleasing

ole exception.

.

Broadway,

New

York.

pe Avoid b us appliances elaiming elec
tric qualities. Our Pamphlet explains how ta

- distinguish the genuine

from the spurious.

THE
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Poetry.”
A SONG OF DAYS.
Weep as if you thought of Janghter!
Smile as tears were coming after!
Marry your pleasures with your woes,
And think life’s green well worth its rose.

No sorrow will your heart betide
‘Without a comfort by its side;
But you have starlight overhead.
‘When opened wide, will wither soon;
‘Will turn them suddenly to night.

Browning.

>

PUTNAM.

And still with us life’s busy eares roll on.
strife
is wounded
life
smile

once

more.
bridegroom

sometimes

steals

away

his

bride,

Fearing¥a mother's or a sister's woe,
So death, who knew how we should miss our
guide,
:
Stole softly on him when we did not know.
To paint a picture of that sudden woe
Too pale are any colors I can blend,

Nor is there need, O friends! the tale ye know,
The deathly faintness and the sudden end.

Not from his home his spirit passed away,

Call it not bitter fate with moan and sigh;
Hishome was in the people’s hearts,—and
say

‘Was it noffitting in their midst to die?
To

die’~he
is not dead—the well-known
smile,
The eyes wherein we loved to look have
}
fled;
We see his face no more, yet all the while
Our hearts rebel and say, “ He is not dead.”

The work he loved so well must still go on;

The school he counted as his dearest pride,

The church that mourns

a

on the night he died

and Thor said, ¢¢ T thank

earthquake,

your

long’

honor,

land, but you told us, the
¢¢ And so he did,” replied

I

only

‘all

fight?”

tried

leader]

gone,
Must grow in strength as if he had not died.
‘0 wife and children whom his heart held dear!
O people dwelling in our goodly town!
The path of duty lies before you clear;
Finish the work his hands so late laid down.

replied Robbie.

ends

on

the

the

leaving

opposite

shores

SHOULD

the

fect child.

the

as

word

handed,” applying it equally to the mere
right-handed child, and to the mere
left-handed child, and declare them both
to be equally imperfect, and on the road
to deformity. Language, that great instrument of truth or falsehood, being thus
cleared, I offer a few crude but practical
hints. Infants are overhandled. Their
live pets pine before our eyes from that
very cause; and it is a caution.
More
floor and less lap ; more-safety-chair,
with

both arms free, and less hugging, cuddling and carrying, with one liftle arm
crippled against a nurse’s body. 'Children must be carried out-of-doors for air;

but even there the nurse must carry them
an equal time on each arm. It is necessary to her own body, and to the child it
is
vital. Nothing will require more
parental vigilance and determination than
this. Carrying for anh hour on one arm
and five minutes on the other makes the
nurse lop-sided and theinfantlop-handed.
ful eye that both arms are free, bring pretty
things opposite his hands, and never let
body.

either

hand

across

Teach him to throw things

with either hand alternately, and

ask-

his

down
-by-and-

by with both hands at the same time.
Let him-be-a-quadruped and a suckling
rather longer than usual, not shorter.
When those tender limbs will bear the
erect body without the injury a parent's
loving impatience has sometimes caused,
let him toddle, not to anybody’s apron,
but to a horizontal bar held across for

ed him where the combat should be.”
* Iwill come over to Ireland and fight
thee with pleasure,” replied Fingal: «I
only am sorry that I must cross the water,
as wet feet give me a cold, and cough.”

a week,”

will build you
not wet your

him, and teach him to seize it with

both

feet.”
hands exactly at the same time.
ThrowHe went to work immediately, with ing is a great matter in itself, and the
the help of Shyla, his wife. They went | road to efficient striking which is a great
in search of huge rocks which he hewed part of labor, sport and war. Throwing
| into columns, and set in’ their places | with either hand can not bé commenced
where they stand to this day. One day too soon nor followed up too diligently.
Shyla had filled her apron with rocks, Taking these few hints as the mere basis
and was wading out into the sea, to carry of a system, those affectionate and intelliIRISH LEGENDS.
them to her husband, when
her apron
gent parents who have written to me will
BY V. G. RAMSEY.
gave way and her burden slipped out at very soon expand the matter, and go beher feet, forming the island Rathlin. yond their counsellor in their training of
I.
FINMACAUL, THE GIANT.
Finmacaul was angry, and scolded her, infants.
:
‘¢ And was there ever such children?” and when she returned to Coleraine, she
And now make a jump, and go to the
wept so much that there was a great
said Mary, the Irish nurse.
Always
children. When it comes to reading,

“Family

Circle.|

wanting stories, the darlings,—and what

shall the story be about to-night?”
‘ About giants,” cried Robbie. ¢ Pinkie
G30

I&ITY

STO

g

as

IZ,

my turn to choose.”
¢ Is it about giants, my

ald

NOW

1t

honey?”

Mary, with a good-natured smile.
well, my blessed mother used

18

said

* Ah

to tell

us

the loveliest stories about giants, when
we were little children, my brother Jamie
and myself. She would sit at her wheel
and spin the beautiful linen thread, from
which the fine lace is made,
such as

Pinkie has on her apron; and

while the

wheel went round,

whizzing,

whizzing,

and the thread grew on the spindle,

she

told us wonderful stories of the banshees,
the’goblins, the fairies, and the giants
that once dwelt in the land.”
¢¢ I want to hear about the

banshees,”

flood, and if he had

not

comforted

her,

to Scotland, and Fingal came

out wetting his feet.

over

with-

said

Mary,

Finmaeatl, who they

say was

once

great king that ruled over Ireland

the

and

Scotland.”
:
*“ Was he as big as Goliath?” asked
Pinkie.
“¢ As big as Goliath! bless your soul,
my honey, Goliath might have kept house
in one of Finmacaul's boots, and had

and confident of success, and he brought

“ Did the old giant

make

himself?” cried Robbie.
“ So they say, and there

The biggest organ

it

either

hand.

selves; but it should be done with

either

hand.

I ac-

Short-hand

writing, ditta.

vise parents to have their boys and girls
taught short-hand writing and type-writing. Few adults have patience to learn
type-writing ; but perhaps a boy or girl
would find it as easy as hand-writing;

A short-hand-writer who could type-write
that was ever made | his note would be safer frofa poverty

on the earth. There are a thousand
pipes, and they are more than a hundred
feet high. The people there will tell you
that at the hour of Christmas night, the
ghost of the giant returns, and plays a
tune on his organ, just to see if it is in
the genealogy of our blessed Lord

back-

the

battledoor with

because we write for readers, not for our-

stands.

reads

on

of the

ease to which we owe illegibility. The
writing should always be from left to right,

his organ

stands on a certain high rock, and

was

center

actly vertical, the slope being a mere dis-

they
Irecan
also

‘“ Was he so big he could touch the
stars?” inquired Robbie.
‘I should think he might, surely, for

born,

the

opposite the writer’s nose, the letters ex-

of stone, and there, their feet in the sea,

plenty of room for all his kindred.”

place where I was

sewing,

Have no mercy on her if she plays her
bass notes inaccurately, or thumps them
and only plays the treble. Writing should
be taught thus: the center of the paper

his four sons with him that they might
witness his victory; but Finmacaul just
struck him one blaw with his great fist,
and he fell down dead. His four sons
were 80 filled with horror and amazement, that they were turned into pillars

order;

his legs and hisarms were very long.
My mother’s cottage, the very blessed

and play

He was very brave,

and their heads high in the air,
“ Now hush,” cried Robbie, ¢ I choose stand to this day. “When yougo to
to hear about giants at this time. To- land you must see them. Any child
morrow night you may have banshees if point them out to you, and they will
show you Finmacaul’s organ.”
you please.”
“Now be quiet, will you,”

and

and stopped her tears, it is believed all
paper or book should be opposite to the
Ireland would have been overflowed.”
nose; indeed, all objects should be so
i
ig, big story” said Pinkie.
looked at, to make the sight even and
‘¢ bigger than the broken bottle that made correct, - A little girl in threading her
a lake. I wishIcould see Mr. Finmaneedle should hold it well out, opposite
caul and his wife ; but did he fight with |
her nose, and thread it sometimes with
Fingal?” |
one hand, sometimes with the other, and
¢ Yes, darling, at the end of the week, should
use
needle or scissors with
the causeway was finished “from Ireland either hand ; also throw and catch balls,

said Pinkie.

‘and I will tell you about the great. giant

writing

and then if a perfect Christian

wards, he will behold the

sea

open,

and

discover beneoth its waters, a great’ city
that was swallowed up, like Sodom and
Gomorrah, on account of its crimes,”

¢ Oh!” cried Robbie,
shore of Lake Glendalough, and there is
city
swallowed up?’ a mountain on the north, and a mountain

¢“ When

was that

than a great Greek scholar. Boys and
girls should all be taught to swim three
times earlier than they ever are. Many
a life has been literally thrown away for
want of this easy accomplishment, that
can be learned in a week; and it is an
either-handed practice invaluable to the
growing body. So is rowing, especially

with sculls.

At present the most either-

handed game is * fives.” It can be played in almost any court-yard by making the
pavement smooth. But, as the hand
drives a ball feebly, racket hats must be

substituted, with the handle reduced to

saw,

foil,

fatal

to

even

sight,

THE

but the best practice of all,

per-
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The favorable reception accorded the Cyelo-

in the ruin of a home;

a little

too

much

pride, until it leads to wrong methods
obtaining wealth; a little too ‘much
per, until it produces crime.
Queen Elizabeth is one of the

of
tem-

eminent

queens of history. Her conduct at the
time of the threatened Spanish invasion of
England was truly noble,and places her in
the front rank of heroines. Her defense of
the Reformation and undeviating devotion to the Protestant cause in Europe,
give her a conspicuous name among the
protectors. of the Church.
But she early exhibited a strong personal vanity. She encouraged flattery, until

the desire for it became

a passion,

and

dwarfed her nature, and ruled her lif.

The nobility int her court, knowing her
weakness in this respect,sought her favor
b

y

by appealing to her vanity.
.

y

1

>,

:

Sir W i
“Raleione
ghof the most illustrious names
.

“34

r,

in her reign, once wrote to her, when he
had fallen under her displeasure,—
’
‘How can I live alone in prison while
she is afar off 7—I who was once wont to
behold her riding like an Alexander,

hunting like Dian; walking like a Venus,

the gentle wind blowing her fair hair
about her cheeks like a nymph.”
This humiliating flattery so influenced
the Queen as to procure his pardon.
But there came a time when her vanity
could no longer be deceived. She sought
to keep from sight the white hairs and
wrinkles of age by every art, but nature
did its work as with Canute and the sea.
When her form and features began to
lose whatever of beauty they once possessed, she tried

to

banish

from

her

mind

the reality that she was past her prime,
by viewing herself in false and flattering
mirrors.
But the wrinkles grew deeper, and the

white hairs multiplied, and her limbs lost
their power, and her strength at last was

gone. Her flatterers still fed her fondness
for admiration with their arts, and while
life offered her any prospect she still
smiled upon those whom she must have
suspected were deceiving her.

_ **One day,” says her attendant, Lady
Southwell,
she desired to see a true
glass, which in twenty years before she
had not seen, but only such an one as
on purpose was made to deceive her
sight.”
- They brought it to the poor, withered
Queen. She raised it to her face with her

bony hands, ‘and looked.

For: the first

time for years she saw herself.
It was a revelation. Her old rage
came back” agdin. She pointed to her
flatterers with scorn, and ordered them to

it
quit her presence.
Then came the Archbishop of Canterbury, disgracing his sacred office by his
words. ‘ Madam,” said he, ‘‘ your piety,
your zeal-and the admirable work of the
Reformation, afford great grounds of con-

;
.
fidence for you.”
But the wretchedly disenchanted woman could no longer be deceived.
“My lord,” she said, ‘the crown thal
I have borne so long has given me enough
of vanity in my time. I beseech you not
to augment it at this hour.”

zabeth Stuart Phelps, Thomas

others,

In

Books are in

work,

and

fact

these

complements

show

Year-

of the

the educational

progress

His INHERITANCE.
By :Agdeline
Trafton,
author of “ An American
Girl Abroad,’
** Katherine Earle,” etc. Boston:
Lee &
Shepard.
12mo. pp. 428. ($1.50).
The location of this story is in a-rude fort on
the
Arkansas river. The heroine is Blossom, the daughter of a post-sutler.
She has
been sent to the States to be educated, and the
story opens, after a short account of her early
days, with the description of an emigrant
train, winding its way #cross the western
plains, In one of the wagons the sutler is taking his daughter home from the States, where
at theage of seventeen she has completed her

IRE

eth

boring camp of Indians obliges him to send’
her to the fort under protection of Capt.
Elyot, who is dispatched for reinforcements.

During the attack, which

occurred

the next

morning, the sutler is killed, and Blossom is
left to the care of her mother,~kind, but rade

and illiterate,~and the Captain.

The ladies of

the fort refuse to receive into their society the
daughter of a sutler, evéh though she be refined, educated and beautiful. The neglect
shown her exasperated Capt. Elyot, and driven by opposition, he marries her, relinquishing
an inheritance which, if he had married in accordance with his Uncle’s wishes, would have
been —his:—Bigssom’s subsequent Tite is in
striking opposition to her pleasant name.
Miss Trafton is an author with a good, pure
style,
a talent for description that paints the
scenes like pictures before the mind’s eye,and a
versatility that, while bringing the plot of her
story to a successful close, constantly changes
the scene so there is no weariness of monoto-

ny.

The

adventures

with

the Indians,

the

soldier life at the fort, the mystery attending
the inhabitants of the Block house, the sad
fate of Blossom and the bright future unfolding for Remember will be read with
inéreas-

ing interest till the close of the book is reaches
ed.

(August number).

The devices on the cover

suggest the bright, cool, airy nature of the
contents within, in the midst of which one

lingers most pleasantly. Especially adapted to
the idea of- this number are the illustrated
sketches of “ New England Farm-life,” “ A
Sea-port on the Pacific,” * Our
Tavern,”
“ Bharp eyes,” the poems “ Old & Young,”

“ Midsummer,” and. ¢ Off Scarbarough, September, 1779.” Admirers of the late William
Cullen Bryant—and who is not among them?
—will find his portrait engraved by T. Cole
from a drawing by Wyatt Baton, and also an
illustrated paper, describing Bryant and his
homes.
The paper was written by Horatio
N. Powers, and illustrated by C. A. Vander-

hoof

and

Guest,”
land,
James,
stafl’s

an illustrated poem by Dr. J. G. Holis full of a strange interest. Henry
Jr., has a pleasant story on ¢ LongMarriage,’ and there are numcrous

A.

R.

Waud.

* The

Puritan's

short stories, besides the regular serials.

The

usual departments are admirably filled. Take
this number along with you to the beach or
mountains.
New York: Scribner & Co.’
Sunday Afternoon
its standard,

is keeping

well

up

to

¢ Faith

as a Fj.

The August Atlantic gives a bright, varieq

and entertaining series of papers

People will perhaps

Jr.,

for

peans.”

writing

for

summer

pardon

so much

Henry
when

he

One Too Many,” by E. W.

Olney,

is an unusually excellent short story, and

Aldricl’s burletta, ¢ Moonshine,”
charming. The present condition

Mr.

is simply
of * The

Stage in Germany,” is enthusiastically

ed by Mr. Sylvester Baxter.
the Prophet,” the chief fete

describ.

* The Montid of
of the Orienfal

year, is vividly depicted by Charles Warren
Stoddard.” Richard Grant White writes of
“ John Bull,” and M. E. W. 8. of
New

England Women,” and both articles will be
found eminently readable and
suggestive,
There is one of those admirable critical articles in which the Atlantic excels, “ The New
Republic, and Other Novels.” Henry Van
Brunt tells of the “ Growth

of Conscience

in

Decorative Arts,” and Prof. N. 8. “Shaler

scribes “ Reelfoot Lake.”

de-

The poetry for the

month includes “Lancelot,” by W. W. Young,

* After-Life,”
Garden,” by
‘ Content,”
Contributors’
good things.
between an

* Confessions

by C. P. Cranch, ¢ Fessenden’s
Elizabeth
Akers Allen, and by Catherine J. Schiller.
The
Club is even fuller than usual of
“ A Confidential Conversation”
author and his publisher,
the

of a Contributor,”

¢ Printed

Scandal,” ** Literary Taste in the South,”
*“ American Customs in Fiction,” and “ Flea

body and other Queer Names,”

are

especially

noticeable.
Recent Literature reviews Miss
Stebbins’s “ Life
of Charlotte
Cushman,”
Mouti’s ¢ Adventures of an American Consul

Abroad,” “ L'Art,” and the , Leopold Shaks-

pere.”—Boston : Houghton, Osgood &
Co.

The Phrenological
filled

with

a

study

of

an

Bronson

of

matter,

is quite

is

especially

line of work.

accompanying

Alcott

.

Journal for August

variety

adapted to its particular

The

portrait

of

interesting.

A.

New

York: 737 Broadway.

The August

Wide Awake

beams

with

pic-

tures, some very beautiful, and some very
funny: and with its sixteen-page pictorial
Natural History Supplement will tax
the
child who attempts to complete it in one
month.
A biographical sketch of Elizabeth

Stuart Phelps is illustrated from fine drawings
by Miss L. B. Humphrey, among them being
a picture of the famous Andover study

where

so many of the important Christianizing movementsof the day have had their beginning.
The poems are varied and generally good.
With the exception of Nora Perry’s
Story of

a Dress” and “ Buff and Blue”

by

Mrs.

Bry-

ant, the stories of the number are amusing,
notably
That which Happened to Tommy”
by Eliza Weed; “A Mis'bte Day? “by Florence Tri

Allen, and *“ Mrs.
Eleanor

Kirk.

Hubbell’s

“ Miss

Live

Muslin”

Stock”
goes

by

fishing

with Miltiades, and “ Nippiny Fidget” has an
adventure in Large Print, with pictures, for

the very small Wide Awakes.
History Supplement is devoted

opens with

a Yellow

The Natural
to Birds.
It

Bird. paper by Ernest

Ingersoll, followed by “ The Swan” by Elmer
Lynnde, the amusing story of “ Daniel” and
an account of some “ Trained Canaries” by J.
A. Sever,—Boston: D. Lothrop & Co.
The National
Temperance Society (New
York) has just published a book bearing the
title, The Two Chains; the twenty-nine Articles of Temperance, written by Rev. W. F.
Crafts, of Chicago.
The first chain represents,

in a series

of brief,

pointed

chapters,

or

‘“ links,” replete with striking incidents and
illustrations, the specific, unhappy results of
strong drink.
The second chain presents in a
similar manner the varied methods and agencies to be employed for protection
dnd redemption from the drink bondage.
This instructive little. volume has heen prepared specially for popular circulation among busy people, and it should have a wide circulation.
Messrs. Ford,
York, announce

The triumph of Magazine-making, whether
cousidered in its artistic, mechanical or literary
features, appears in the Midsummer Scribner

have

writes so weland
l,
will be glad to find here
the second installment of his “ The Euro-

main

principal religious
denominations.
In this
have also been included brief accounts of the
proceedings of important educational conventions and associations in this and other countries. Among the subjects which
have -received special attention in this volume, as
either widely discussed or particularly illustrating the drift of educational activity at the
present.time, are the co-education of the sexes, compulsory school attendance, denominational schools, social economy, pedagogic museums, the metric system, and school savings
banks.

and

we

an there is a goodly array of
wa
‘ Literature,”
Spring.
.

and the

For

Table

Drunkards,”

James,

following.

L. Rogers

Editor's

nancier,” ete,
book notices
field, Mass.

reading.

years

the

“Tramps and

pedia of Education, issued by this publisher
last year, has created something like a demand
for the present volume.
And a demand for a
similar volume will.exist next year, of course,

ceedings and institutions of learning of all the

An uncheeked faultin youth often becomes a ruling passion and a fixed habit
in middle life.
A little jealousy may grow until it ends

|

Howard; * Superfiuous Praying,” by Wash
ington Gladden; and there are poems by Eli.

Edited by the Superintendent and Assistants
Superintendent of Public Schools in New

and

HAD SEEN HERSELF.

In his chair, or so placed under a watch-

out

guage,

‘

made from year to year. The department of
forward and backward; this will soon
educations] publications,
the list of educareveal any deficiency that exists, and, if tional institutions which forms an appendix
persisted in, will do wonders to cure it. to the volume, and the catalogue of puyblicaare
Never let stays in any form come near a tions on Education and General Philolog¥
useful and valuable features of the book.
growing girl. It is a wicked action.
Some of the best-known educators in this
Hang her petticoats by braces, as a boy country and Europe have contributed to the
does his trowsers.
volume. . Its scope, in the language of the
I offer these crude hints to parents as a prefice, is intended to be as comprehensive as
friend, not an oracle. Iam sure of the that of the’ Cyclopedia, embracing—though,
general truth ; but as to the best mode of of course, with no attempt at exhaustiveness,
applying it, why, we are all groping our in any single year’s issue—the principles and
methods of pedagogics and school economy;
way out of heathen darkness six thousand
the adniinistration of the school systems of
years old. We must put our heads to- this and other countries ; school legisiation and
gether; and my great hope -of helping statistics; and educational literature and biogparents. in this great benefit to their ofi- raphy, including notices of distinguished eduspring and to mankind lies in this: that I cators, and others prominently connected with
education, deceased during the
year.
The
am willing to be a medium of communicharacter of the work as an annual publicacation between one parent and another.
tion involves, however, the necessity of giving
Their love and their intelligence will, ‘1 to some of these departments a fuller treatdare say, soon make me their pupil, ment than to others; and, accordingly, the
whom, at first starting, they have been editors have endeavored especially to afford a
complete record of the progress of education
pleased to accept as a teacher.—Charies
in the different States and Territories of the
Reade, in Harper's Weekly.
Union, including the chief cities in each, and
ee
in the most important countries of the world,
| as well as an account of the educational pro-

Next impress the word * lop-

him stretch

and

hatchet,

Literary Bebieko,

haps, is to stand on each leg in turn, and
swing the other as high as possible both

BE .EITHER-

first fix

hammer,

a while;

¢¢ either-handed” in the minds of the whole
household, and never let a day pass without using it aloud to denote the only per-

‘I heard

“ We will put off the battle

the

our Creator intended,

papa talking with Mr. White, who has
Jjust returned from Europe, about-it.”
¢¢ When you go to Europe you will not
fail to visit this great wonder.
Travelers are never weary of admiring it.
They will tell you there, that this was
the work of Finmacaul, and that, like
Lake Glendalough, it was also caused by
a quarrel. There was a Scottish giant
named Fingal, who in some way had
given Finmacaul offence, and he sent

said Finmaecaul, “andl
a bridge,
so you shall

up

Use

governments are often very ignorant.
Should any inequality appear in the. legs,
practice digging, hopping, and kicking
foot-ball, with the inferior limb only for

a great

swallowed

carriage

of the body in the act of throwing.

It is needless,

* but

HANDED,
To make children as either-handed

asked

him a challenge to fight g.duel, and

Mary,

there was

which

CHILDREN

¢ Oh, no, they did not fight, for when
they saw all the dead people floating in
the lake, they were sorry they had quarreled ; and they went to work to give
them decent burial. Thor made the
hearses, Finmacaul dug the graves, and
Ossian sang over them, so the three
giants were reconciled to each other. Jf
you were at Lake Glendalough, they
would show you the mounds on the side
of the mountain where these people were
buried.”
You have heard of the Giant's causeway?”
¢¢ Oh, yes,”

all

which may be seen to this day.”

in the

and

built

principal part of the causeway,

¢She

said there was a beautiful village
valley, that was overflowed,

giant

ardent

single-stick with either hand. Do not let
your son squint down the basgel of a gun
or rifle because the government orders it.

the way from one country to the other.”

Pinkie.

Not as of yore we meet, we meet to-day;
A friend and leader from our midst is gone;
Hdw strange it seems that he has passed away,

v

on a graceful, easy, and

tale. Then Robbie got a map, and: examined it carefully. What has become
of the causeway?” he said, ‘‘ Here is the
North channel between Ireland and Scot-

he was not so large as Finmacaul, he
was a very brave and warlike giant.
Finmacaul fancied to have a drink before
the battle, so he drew his bottle from his
pocket. Not wishing to be impolite,
he said, ‘¢ Wilt thou have a drop too?”

poor people perished.”
“But did the giants

NOT DEAD.

It must be so;—the warrior in the
May mourn at will ‘when he
sore,
:
But we poor victims of the ills of
Must cover up our wounds and

though

ed mother told me,” replied Mary.

It is that they are spread to go.

C.B,

for

“I am only telling you, what my bless-

And when they look the gayest, know

As

to fight,

J

said

make a lake.”

Joy, most changeful of all things,

Flits away on rainbow wings,

;

he was quite ready

Thor

origin of Lake Glendalough.”
¢* Pshaw!” said Robbie, “I dont believe that breaking a giant’s bottle would

Italian days without twilight
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duel.

and let it fall.
It broke in the valley between the mountains, and that was the

The rose of June,

=Mrs.

a

will most gladly.” Then he took the
bottle, but he was an awkward fellow,

The sun may sleep in his sea-bed,

Trust not to joy.

challenged Thor to

Howard & Hulbert, of New
a Biographical Memoir of

William Cullen Bryant,
intimate

friend,

Gen.

from
James

the pen of his
Grant

Wilson,

himself a poet, editor, and author. Gen. Wilson has much original material for such a memoir, and something of decided interest may
be looked for, giving valuable literary and personal reminiscences of the venerable poet.

This will be incorporated in a * Memorial
Edition” of Mr. Bryant's well-known “ Library of Poetry and Song,” undoubtedly the

most marked popular success of his literary
labors, as, in its two editions (the octavo and

the more elaborate quarto),
copies have been sold, .

nearly

100,000
i

“ The English in Ireland,” by Thomas Adol-

phus, which, though just published, has made
a decided hit in this country,has been purchass
edby F, W. Robinson & Co.,Philadelphia. The

first edition is nearly exhausted and a second
‘is in active preparation, The little brochure
is a very sharp reply to Freeman's “ Turks
Europe,”

in’

The Living Age has recently begun the
publication of a new serial story (“ A Doubt~
ing Heart”), by Miss Keary, author of the
very popular story ‘“ Castle Daly,” ete.
It is
also publishing two other serials, one by Mrs.

Oliphant

(“ Within

the

Precincts,” which

and getting hosts of compliments.
four inches. The game thus played,
promises to be one of her best), and one by
We trust that it also gets subscribers, and that
‘ No one can tell. It wasa ong time which I suppose is much the same as
William Black. All three are published from
on the south. One day, it happened that
it will continue to carry a level head. The
ago; they say that when it is washed hand-ball'in Ireland, would be invaluThe last weekly number
a giant from Sweden named Thor, and
August number has a readable variety, well advance sheets.
(dated July 27) contains, also from advance
adapted to the hot Sunday afternoons of the
another from Scotland, named Ossian white from all its sins, it will rise again able, and could be played by girls as well
She had seen herself, and the world
came to pay Finmacaul a visit. He sat and be the most glorious city in the as boys, which ¢ fives” can hardly be; it also, in the frue glass. The early bud of season. E. E. Hale’s serial makes good prog- sheets,a short story by Katherine 8. Macquoid,
world, the capital of dear Ireland which | would be too hard upon a girl's hand. At
ress:
Chips from a North-western Log,” by author of ‘ Patty,” entitled “ The Ferry of
on the
northern mountain,
for that
will no longer be poor and oppressed, cricket I advise fielding with either hand, vanity had produced it§ own fruit.— Campbell Wheaton, has a second installment, Carnoet, a Breton Beggar's Story,” which is
was his throne, and a green on the side
very quaint and interesting. Besides/the ficYouth's Companion.
giving a vivid account of a settler’s experience
tion, this standard eclectic weekly continues to.
of the lake was his footstool. When he but she will be a queen among the na- batting right-handed, and bowling left‘| with Indians, and dealing with the Indian
SO.
0-0
tions of the earth.”
:
44044
give to its readers the most valuable articles,
handed. It would be an abuse of a good |
was disposed to bathe his feet in the
question ; and a new serial ¢¢ Fishers of Men”
by the ablest writers of Europe, on all sub¢¢
And
how
long
will
it
be
first?”
inis
begun,
thing
to
bat
either-handed
and
bowl
which
At
a
funeral
in
Treland
the
clergyman
promises
ocean, which was not more. than ten
well. There are Jects as contained
in the important foreign required Pinkie.
either-handed;- this would entail waste of had not been informed of the sex of the two good, complete stories. * A Bit of Flotmiles away, he could just stretch out his
views, magazines and papers ; rendering it alsam,”
which
gives
vividly
a
bit
of
summer
“No
onecan
tell
how
long.
It
will
time and loss of skill. As to throwing deceased. He accordingly leaned over to
legs, and dip them in the waves.
But I
most indispensable to American readers. For
life at the séaside; and * Beppo,” ‘telling of a
was telling you, Thor and Ossian came not be till there shall be a man so holy, either-handed, every sea-beach with shin- the sexton and said : ‘Shall I'say¢ broth- little
fifty-two numbers, of sixty-four large pages
Italian street violinist's career.
¢ Foreto visit him, and they sat down on the that the sea will open at his bidding, and gles is a natural gymnasium. The boy er or sister here departed.’ ” « It’s neither castle Jack” pictures the various ways in each (or more than 8000 pages a. year), the
. mountain to the south. For a while they he will carry the holy bread and wine, of seven or eight should be trained to sirr,”whispered the man; ¢ shure he was 1 which Jack Tar is treated at sea, mostly bad subscription price ($8) is low; or for $10.50
any one of the American $4 ‘monthlies
or
talked in a very friendly way, but when the body and the blood of our blessed stoop, raise with his left a pebble the sea only an gdequaintance!”
ways.
Other light articles are ¢ The Badness
weeklies is sent with The Living Age for a
of
Hymns,”
by
Fredrick
M.
Bird,
and
“.Jnci, Thorto show how stronghe was, seized Lord, down into the temples, where the has smoothed for him, advance .his right
wb
T
>
year, both postpaid. Littell & Gay, Boston,
dents of the Greek Revolution,” by'8. G. W.
- his hammer, and struck a neighboring wicked people once burned their children foot, ,and throw with his left at some
An irrepressible Western tourist, who Benjamin, and “ My Minister,” one of the are the publishers.
J
hill, breaking it into two, just as you to idols. Then it will be purified, and mark, the body erect and graceful, the recently visited an Italian convent and
muscular
kind,
as
the
sketch
entertainingly
would crack a nut—many are the times the waters will roll back, and leave it right foot well advanced. He should then was shown by a monk a consecrated lamp tells us. It is by Mrs. C. H. Dall. “ A Prise
Canon Farrar’s new
volume, * Saintly
1 have climbed among the rocks, which fair and clean, a fit habitation for a holy stoop again, raise a pebble, advance the which had never gone out during five cen- on for Women,” by Mrs. C. T. Leonard, is a Workers,” will be issued in August by his
;
you might see were rent apart, for the people.”
left foot freely, and throw with the right, turies, bent over and gave the flame a de- graphic account of the institution at South American publishers, E. P. Dutton & Co.

great craggy

sides just fitted to each

other—then Finmacaul

was angry, and

The children were silent awhile, filled

and so on in rotation. This is invaluable
dil especially if the instructor insists

with awe and wonder at this strange J

cisive puff, and remarked with cool

com-

placency, ¢ Well, I guess it’s out now!”

Framingham, Mass. . Other articles are * Voltaire in Geneva,”by Gerald Smith; “ The
Royal Mother

of a

Royal

Race,”

by Rid

H.

They will also bring out the setond volume

of

Bishop Ellicott’s ¢ New Testament Commentary” in this country early in September.

i

THINGS TO REMEMBER.
In the warld there’s tribulation,

In the warld there is wae;

But the warld iv is bonnie,
For our Father made it sac;

It winna

YN

@@

yr

ro.

than

Then brides up YOuESFOR,
,
An’ be happy as ye gang,
Though your sky be often clouded,
men,

minds

Bovee.

All who

their own

wear

know

their own

mind

hearts.—Rochefoucauld.

oan

5

the plea-

both

of

them.

They

were

brought to mind when noticing the
the death that occurred not long since,
Allan

A, Burton,

who was the young Kentuckian seeking

the

ralsehood always endeavored to copy
WL piv attitude of truth.— Johnson.

There is no happiness in life, there is no
misery, like that growing out of the dispositions which consecrate or desecrate a home.
— Chapin.

ee

with

at Forest, I1l., of Hon.

sreat men undertake great things because
they are great ; and fools because they think

wl

tance

not

know

had

sure of an intimate and agreeable acquain-

out.—

rust

more

out;

night passed

one of the parties, and we

— Rev. Dr, Joseph Parker.
Few

Another

quickly in the recital by the parties of
their life's adventures. The story of each
was of thrilling interest to the other.
These incidents were related to us by

be for lang.

Precedent is the terror of second-rate

described.

knowledge

under

difficulties,

as

de-

seribed in this article. The Pennsylvanian
still lives, and perhaps his name should
not be mentioned.
Since his meeting
with his old friend while in Congress, he
has served on the Centennial Commis-

them easy .— Vauvenargues.

sion;

was

of

essential

service on that

body, and now represents this country at
the Paris Exhibition. - He is the soul of
honor, and bears the name of Daniel J.
Morrill. — Madison (Wist) Jougnal.

It is an easy and vulgar thing to. please the
mob, and not a very
arduous task to astonish
them, but essentially to benefit and improve
them is a work
fraught with difliculty and
teeming with danger,— Colton.

A PRACTICAL POINT.
The detective system for the discovery
of criminals is liable doubtless to great
abuse, and so great as

to incline some to

doubt the propriety of even employing
concealment of your purpose, when seeking the evidence against law-breakers.

Vithout now entering

question,

there

pium—a

disgusting

black fly—the puncture of which,

scarcely noticeable, leaves behind

at

first

it, un-

perorate in elevated language,

wrists and

necks are almost black with their wounds,
the
irritation from them being also and ordered, for his luncheon, *‘ une ame
:
quite unbearable. The pium infests the frite.”
whole of the Upper Amazon and its tribIt is noticeable that the names of some
utaries, beginning its work at six o'clock of the most celebrated men that have ever
in the morning, and ending at the same lived are mainly perpetuated by artihour in the evening. Happily, however, cles in common use.
Napoleon lives in
this pest has its enemy, in the shape of English-speaking countries ina kind of
a small ichneumon fly, which seizes it, boot christened after him; so does Weltucks it between its legs,

and

carries

it’

balmed in a well-known carriage. Lord
Derby has transmitted his name and fame
to a fashionable hat. Raglan, the unjustly abused leader of the British forces

these insect tormentors, as well

as to noxious animals of every kind, the
Amazonians apply
the comprehensive
Portuguese word Bicho, which may be
taken to mean a disagreeable creature
of any species save the human

one;

into the general

is one point of present

in the Crimea, survivesin a coat.
stone is rendered memorable by

and,

his

hopes.

The night passed rapidly in ‘this conversation.
Kindred spirits had met.

as has been said, Bichos have pretty much

turned-over

their own way at present in these regions,
although when the forests are somewhat

separating, the

kind

traveler,

believing

that he could be of use to his young
friend, suggested to him that his acquaintance in
Philadelphia might enable him
to procure books for him at a liberal discount, and he gave the farmer boy ia the
backwoods a card containing the names
of afirm of booksellers with whom he
u

REG

aintad

icing

that

2

his returh to the city he would endeavor

to make arrangements that would insure
cheap books for his new-found friend.
The young Kentuckian was extremely
grateful for this proffer of aid in just the
directionthe most desired. After breakfast the traveler took leave of the family
and went on his way. He did not forget
his promise to intercede “with the Philadelphia booksellers, to let his Kentucky
friend have the advantage of cheap books.
Years rolled on; the country prospered

for a time, and after many years it was
scourged with civil war lasting for four
years. The young men whose
uainttance was made as above related, had
never heard of each other's operations.
Both had prospered ; the young Pennsyl- vanian had become wealthy and prominent. He was honored with position
and influence ; had become a member of
Congress, and oacupieda high position
in that body.
Indeed, he was ranked
among the ablest and best men in PennSylvania, honored and respected whereever known.
One evening in 1870,while
at hisroom in Washington, a card was

handed to him by a servant. Onlooking
at it, he did not recognize the name as
being that of any acquaintance, but ‘the
stranger was invited into his room. There
was no recognition between the men—then
» both past middle age. The visitor inquired of the

Congressman

if his

name

was —— ———,
The answer was in
the affirmative. The visitor then handed
the Congressman an old card, atid asked
if he recognized that. On looking care-

least is clear, no wrong is done to the
vender of the unlawful wares; he is taken

athis own word. And agents of the Jaw
have learned not only from experience,but
from Scripture that it ‘‘is in vain the net
is spread in the sight of any bird.”—
Ii. Christian Weekly.
NE

(di

RR

It is said

of

Professor

Fawcett,

the

blind member of Parliament,
that no sooner had he recognized that he was hope-

lessly blind for life—he was shot in the

£388 by a companion while out partridge
shooting—than he determined that °it

should

make

no

difference,’

except

perhaps that his career should be political
rather than legal. Already entered at
Lincoln's Inn, he relinquished, after some
thought, a legal career entirely, and, to
the amazement of his friends, proceeded
to active political work. How completey his own opinion has been justified at
the expense of that of his friends is now

well known;

but success

could hardly

“PARTICULAR

It surprised the shiners and newsboys
around jthe post-office the other day to
see “Limpy Tim” come among them in a
“Boys,

I want to sell my kit.

two brushes,

a

hull

box of

ONE HUNDRED

“Goin’

away,

THE PARIS SHOP-KEEPER.
- Your Paris shop-keeper is always something of an artist. The nameless grace
which you can find nowhere else is native
or indigenous here. Italian art is of the
past; German art is heavy; English art
is solid; but the French
paint, print,
move, write and talk with a lightness and

skill, proved by the fact that they are imitated—by all —others.—And-so-the Paris
shop-keeper is the model for others. He
can tell whether your hat or coat is
English or American; and of course he
can divine your country atonce. There
is no trouble too much for him. He is
the most dangerous of confidence men,
your

opinions

to

The ease of

his manner is not less interesting than
the harmony of the colors in which he or
she dress themselves,

their

shelves,

or

in

Parliament,

he made

is

re-

*

public.

WORDS,

the

and for those

haste. It was Beau Brommel,

sistants. Spring
first-class school.
sical.

i
rns
A
+ A——

en,

for the coming

March 26, 1878.

Special

Spring

arrange.

term begins

For particulars address

the

Prin.

Secretary.

Wilton Junction, Iowa.

EW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.—Six regular
courses for both sexes. Four terms of ten weeks
each. Commercial College. Cheapest and best of
any in New England. Spring term begins Monday,
Jan, 28, 1878. Summer term begins Monday, April

over

15, and

closes

Thursday, June

20, 1878.

Fall

upon the food in the stoiael
ning its being
converted into fat.
Taken
\n u
tune with dis
rections, it will reduce a fat
person from two to five
pounds per
week.

s

New Hampton, N. H., July 26, 1877.
IKE SEMINARY.—Pike, Wyoming
Co., New
York.
This school was never in better condi.
tion for doing thorough work in Academic Instruction. No primary instruction.
With three carefully arranged courses of study.
The Classical,
Seminary and English Course.
For full catalogue
address the Principal.
IRVING

sent by per-

HITESTOWN

term

the less s0 to-day,
Sold

by

BOTANIC

term will

begin Aug.

27,

1878.

Fall Term begins August 20, 1878.
INS,

A.

B.,

Principal.

address . the

For

principal,

or

best

ORTHWOOD

P. R. CLASON,

For

HAYES,
.

J, BRIDE & CO.,

The Morning
Star.
is a large religious paper of eight pages, inits
fifty-third volume.
It is able, literary and progressive.
Chicago,

The
publication offices are Boston and
but all Sommuuicitions, save for the

Western Department, should be addvessed to Do.
ver, N. H.

Terms per
hin

year

in

a com-

particulars

address the Principal, or E. TASKER, Secretary.
Spring Term commences Tuesday, Jan. 29, 1878.
aa
Ridge, N. H., Nov. 1, 1877.

- = =

advance,

-

.

vs

83.00

o.

$2.50

Special offers, stricily in advance,
with no commission paic :
One old and one new

subscriber,

Clubs of six or more, one:(kird
scribers,

each

new

-

are

Sabbath-school

«

|

sus-

-

Postage is paid by the publisher.
The Little Star and Myrtle

$2.00

papers, printed alternate

weeks, on superior
paper, beautifully illustrated
Both papers are of the same size, but the LITTLB
STAR

is

for

an

older

class

of readers

MYRTLE.
Terms: single copy; each, =
Packages of ten or more to one address,

further

Twenty Fish.

Freewill Baptist Publications.

colleges.

A. B., Principal, with

& GAME.

+ 13625

SEMINARY .—Northwood, N. H.,

plete board of assistants.

CLAW.”
Onebaitwillcatch

Sentbymeil,

new

Sec. Trustees.
W. Lebanon, Me., July 25, 1878.

EACLE

N. XY

Mfrs., 297 Broadway, New-York,
Send for Catalogue
of useful novelties
and mention this paper,

particulars,

ELIHU

CO.,
Bu¥aio.

.

J. W. HUTCH-

further

MEDICINE

1game, &c.
Nor forfor ordange 2h minsA mwskoatey
i. 736

EBANON ACADEMY-—Pupils fitted for: busithe

re-

No.1,

EST
VIRGINIA
COLLEGE.—Flemington,
Taylor Co., West Virginia.
This Institution
offers to students important and peculiar advantaes. For particular information, send for a circu.
ar to Rev. W. COEEGROVE, A. M., President.

or

is none
upon

Address,

>

‘ommercial, College Preparatory and two College

schools

express,

FISH, ANIMALS

courses, viz.: €lassical and Scientific:
Board, (including room rent) from $2 to $2,50
Jo week.
For further information appiy to Rev. Z. HANING, Pres. of Trustees, Rio Grande, Gallia Co., Ohio.
;

scientific

»
then

The best Trap inthe World for catching

Institution is already acquiring a reputation for
the thorough manner in which instruction is imported.
The courses of study are the Normal,

ness,

by

“THE
be-

This

sent,

Provrietors,

RS GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia
Co., Ohio. The college year consists of four
Fall

wis true

or

what

Quarter-dozen $400.

gins Aug 26, 1878. This Institution is gne of
the largest and best in the State.
Terms moderate.
Send for Catalogue.
!
J. 8. GANDINER, Principal,
Whitestown, Oneida
Co., N. Y.

terms of ten weeks. each.

ro, and

druggists,

geipt of $1.00.

USTIN ACADEMY.—Center Strafford, N. H.
Rooms for self-boarding and board in private
families at reasonable rates. Two
full courses,
English and Classical.
For further information
address the Principal, Rev. S. C. KIMBALL, A. M.
Center Strafford, July 31, 1877.

.

Corpulene

harbinger of
thousand year

B. SMITH

SEMINARY. — Fall

It nets

1s purely vegetable ‘and

term

begins Monday, Ang. 26, Send for Catalogue and
circular to
hk
Rev. A. B. MESERVEY, Ph. D. Principal.

each,

-

than the

35 cents,

-

25 cents.

Payment always in advance, and no commission
allowed on money sent.
Sample copies sent free.
Lesson Papers
of the International Series, for both adults
and children, are printed monthly, at therate of
100 copies to one address for $6.00. If the order

LAW.

AT

are published in pamphlet form at the close
of every session, and the bound volumes embrace

Over Cocheco Bank, Dover. N. H.

the proceedings of the first sixteen sessicns.

Salary. Salesmen wanted to sell our
Staple Goods to dealers. No peddling.
E
paid. P
employ
meut. address S. A. GRANT & CO,
2, 4, 6 & 8 Home St., Cincinnati, O.

Canvassers everywhere.
Address MUNSEY
WANT

B~AGENTS

WANTED

UNIVERSAL

FOR

Oulfits free.

& PLUMMER,
Lisbon Falls, Me.

E
THE

HISTORY.

A Clear and Concise History of all Nations
Commencing with the Earliest Periods, and end-

and

daughters

he leaves

By in immense practice, extending through a
period of years, having within that time treajed
many thousand cases of those diseases peculiar
to woman, I have been enabled to perfect a

most potent and agreeable medicine
the indications

presented

by

that

that meets

class

of dis-

Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription.

a

they could see no more.

* He died in a good

old age, full of days, riches and honor.”
And
Jesus called him to the rest of heaven and to
the reward of the faithful.
J.J. HALL.
.

Goucatronal,
ILLSDALE
ate,

COLLEGE.—Michigan.

Scientific,

Theological,

Collegi-

Commercial, Pre-

paratory, Music and Art
Departments. Elective
studies. Admits both sexes.
Best of religious influences,
Thorough and Sheap. Finest college
buildings in the
Northwest?
Tuition, incidental
and library fees, only $15 a year. Board, $2 to
$2.25 a week.

Room, 40 to 75 cents a week.

Schol-

arship for Commercial course, unlimited time, $30.
Masie $12 and Painting $12 a term. For Catalogue
address,
.
:
Spring Term commences Mar. 20. D. 3. C. DURGIN, President,
)
Hillsdale, Mich.
REEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.—Waterbury
Center, Vt.
LizziE
COLLEY,
Principal;
ADELLE L. BALDWIN, Asgociate. With competent
assistants.

Expenses are

moderate.

which
my
Favorite
Prescription
has
worked cures, as if by magic, and with a certainty never before attained
by any medicine:
Leucorrhma,
Excessive
Flowing,
Painful
Monthly Periods, Suppressions when from unnatural causes, Irregularities, Weak Back, Pro-lapsus, or falling of the Uterus, Anteversion and

Retroversion,

For

further

Jlurticulats address the Principal,at Hill, N. H,, or
Rev. A. M. FREEMAN, Waterbury Center, Vt.

—For

further

information

address

the

Pres.

ident, O. B. CHENEY, D. D., or Prof. JOHN FULLONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine.
J. A. HOWE, Sec.

Our
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purpose,

being

a most
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Jre for adults an
ESSONS for
Every

Biographies
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and

progress

of this hogy

of

of

their

The History of the Freewill Baptists
detail, the
history.

early events

$1.00; postage,

of our

denominational

10 cents.

:

Memoir of George T'. Bay,
contains a Narrative of his
Life, Letters, Sermons aud Lectures. Price 75 cents, See “ Club
Rates’ with the Morning Star.
k
The

Church

Jember’'s Book

is a valuable little work,

yould
3 ots.

be benefited

Butler's

by

and every Christian

reading it. 25 cts; postage

Theology

discusses briefly, but clearly, all the questions

of doctrinal theology, and the author’s views
are those generally accepted by the denomination.
‘$1.60 postage, 12 cents.

Butler's Commentary
by the same author,—Prof. J. J. Butler, contains” two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the
other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians,
It is an
excellent help for Sabbath schools and family
reading. $1.00; postage, 12 cents,
:
The Register
.
contains, in addition to the usual Calendar,
the names of all Freewill Baptist churches, arranged in tneir appropriate Quarterly and Year!
meetings, with their statistics; the names of
al
.ministers and their post-office addresses, officers
of our

benevolent

societies,

an

account

of our

literary institutions. obitaaries of deceased ministers, &c., &c.
Price, 10 cents a copy; 96 &
dozen, $7 a hundred. Postage, 1 cent per copy.
Lectures
ON THE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE; an excel-

lent book for all who would

‘search the Scrip.

tures.” Twenty-two lectures on the most importan points of Bible study, 1.00; pos tage, 9
ots.
3
’
Tracts
.
were not stereotyped till within the last few
years, and we can furnish only the following:
ots. per dozen;50 cts. per hundred.
ominational,

Penowi contains a historical statement, and
a brief notice of our doctrinal basis,churc : pol
ily and institutions,
:
~~
Establishment
Printing
is a Pet historical statement, &c. Publish
and for
Conference,
General
the
of
ed by order
gratuitous distrib ution.

The above named books are sold 8 the dozen,
at 20 per cent. discount for cash with
i
or on receiving the books.
Send your
orders to

X.

the order,
:

I. D. STEWART, Dover. N. H,
For sale also by

Ill.
FAIRBANKS & CO., 46 Madison 8t., Chicage,
PENFIELD & CO., Hillsdale, Mich,
D. LoraroP & Co. 32 Franklin 8t., Bosto
;
Mass.

Noa, TL weigh A ID. STEWART.
©

post,
1005 cents.
fe
»

covers the first half century of our existence,
from 1780 to 1830. It describes with considerable

Two of Fairbanks? Scales have been used in
0.

$1.00,
A

cents.

this office, one which we will sell.
Xo.
ou Truck wil e hh 3000 1bs.

er

of

give the rise

Scales for Sale.

Dover, N, H.

,02

union with the Freewill Baptists. $1.00.
Christian Baptism
a book of 113 pages, Price 25 ot. ; postage

SOLD

N.

,I8, postage

The Memorials of the Free Baptisls

R. V. PIERCE, M. D., Prop’,
BUFFALO,

:

Christians in New York, till the time

& book

PRESCRIPTION

Chiltan.
Sunday,

David Marks, - - William Burr, - - Daniel Jackson, - John Stevens, - -

of over 900 pages; sent, post-paid, on receipt
of $1.50.
It treats minutely of those diseases
peculiar to Femaies, and gives much valuable
advice in regard to the management of those
allections.

‘BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

ie,

postage. 10 cents.

perfect

ADVISER,

Covenant

SToRY of Jesus. ry ? *15.
Rag 02
WONDERFUL Works of Jesus, 15,
“02
Rules of Order.
are the same as those in the Manual, thick
paper covers, 10 cents.
.5iy
:
The Book of Worship
*
only
a few copies left. All gilt edge, $1.00;

It will not disappoint, nor will

MEDICAL

and

just issued, designed especially for ministers,
but useful for all church membvers. It contains
Scripture Selections for more than thirty different
occasions; Order of Exercises for ten or a dozen
different meetings; Formulas and Suggestions.
The Rules of Order are comprehensive, and yet
very concise and well arranged; stating in fifteen
pages all the important parliamentary rules of deiberative bodies. Price, Flexible Leather, 75
cents; Cloth, 60 cents, postage paid.
Sabbath School
Question Books

it do harm, in any state or condition.
Those who desire
further information
on
these subjects can obtain it in THE PEOPLE'S

COMMON

Faith

Ministers Manual,

specific in all chronic diseases of the sexual sys-

thor-

ongh a manner as possible, Expenses are moderate. Send for a Catalogue.
:
A. M. JONES, Sec.,
Lewiston, Me.
ATES COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.

tage, 1 cent.

Prescription works cures —the marvel of
the world.
This medicine I do not extol asa
cure-all, but it admirably fulfills a single=

tem of woman.

Treatise

contains a brief statement of the doctrines
held by the denomination,
and our general
nsages in church-building. It 18 published by au-*
thorwy of the General Conference. 25 cents; pose

diseases incident to woman not mentioned here.
In all affections of this' nature, my Favorite

ICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL,—The special work
of the school is to prepare the students for college, and every effort is made to do this in as

Bearing Down Sensations, Inter-

nal Heat, Nervous Dcpression, Debility, Despondency,
Threatened
Miscarriage,
Chronic
Congestion, Inflammation and Ulceration of the
Uterus, Impotency, Barronness, or Sterility, Female Weakness, and very many other chronic

ness

50

postage, 9 cents.

The

cases with positive certainty and exactness.
To designate this natural specific compound,
I have named it

behind.
Their affection for him was pathetically shown when his three sens, with his
son-in-law, officiated as bearers, and carried
to its last resting place the earthly remains of
The term, however, is but a feeble expression
« of my high appreciation of its value, based upon
the father they so dearly loved. As a Chrismy
own pelsonal observation.
As a close obtian, the name and memory of Deacon Osgood
server, I have, while witnessing its positive rePaige will long be cherished.
While devoted
sults in the few special diseases incident to the
to his denomination he ever manifested that
separate organism of woman, singled it ouf as
spirit of the Master, which honors all who
the climax or crowning gem of m
honor Christ. He was eminently
a man of
medical career. On its merits, as a positive, safe, and effectual remedy for this class
prayer, very reverential, and rich in Chrisof diseases, and one that will, at all times and
tian experience and knowledge.
He loved his
under all circumstances, act kindly and in harchurch, and was’ always faithful to her bests]
mony with the laws which govern the female
interest, so that even from his death-bed he
system, I am willing to stake myreputation as a
sent a testimony of God’s unfailing goodness,
physician.
Nay, even more, soxonfident am I
that it will not S}sappoins the most sanguine
and earnestly exhorted his brethren to diliexpectations
of a single invalid lady who uses it
gence in the Master’s cause.
He was fond of
for any of the ailments for which I recommend i
quietude and wished that no parade or exthat X offer and sell it under A POSITIV.
travagance be shown regarding him.
Well
GUARANTEE.
If a beneficial effect is not
may he have said, ¢* I die in peace, and wish
experienced by the time two-thirds of the contents of the bottle are used, I will, on return of
to be carried to the grave in peace, and free
the bottle, two-thirds of the medicine having
from the vanities and the pomp
of this
been taken according to directions, and the case
world.” On the 20th inst., the funeral service
being one for which I recommend it, prompily
took place in the Pine St. church.
The serrefund the money paid for it. Had 1 not the
mon was preached by the undersigned, and
most perfect confidence in its virtues, I could not
the Rev, Dr. Wallace made appropriate reoffer it as I do under these conditions; but having witnessed its truly miraculous cures in thoumarks upon
. the excellent character of, and
sands of cases, I feel warranted
and
the long
personal acquaintance which he had
perfectly
safe in risking
both
my
enjoyed
with, our departed brother. Many
reputation
and my
money
on
its
were the friends who gathered in the church
merits. >
.
to give the last look at that face which soon
The following are among those ‘diseases in

by his

cents;

is a confession of 17 articles of faith and a desirable church covenant.

ILLUSTRATED

‘| ing with the most recent Important Events, including The Turco-Russian War, the Administration of
[Special.]
President Hayes, &c. 3 books gn one. Low price,
DEACON 03GoOD PAIGE departed this life
quick sales, extra terms. Address,
13t12
J.C. McCurdy & Co., Philada., Pa.
Thursday, July 18, at the residence of his sonin-law, Dea, J. B. Daniels, of Manchester, N.
aweek in your own town.
Terms
and a $5
H. The deceased was in his 85th year; and
$
outfit free.
Address
H. HALLETT & Co.
during his last sickness had the great satisfacnd, Maine,
1y 5
tion of the attendance of nearly all his remaining family.
Bro. Paige had been a Christian for more than 58 years, and nearly the

a second

nN

Iowa.

year.

'

13
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Clas-

INSTITUTE.—Wil-

cipal, Ozro G. AUGIR, or A. O. MUDGE,

MRS. SALLY CRANDALL, daughter of the
late Russell and Katy Sanders, and wife of
John Crandall, died in Chesterfield, Mich.,
July 14, aged 66 years.
She was born in
Westerly, R. I. Atthe early age of 15 she
was converted under the preaching of Rev. J.
F. Joslin, evangelist, and joined the Six Principle Baptist church in Richmond.
In 1837,
she went to Mich., and as she found no church
of her own denomination there, she joined the
Methodist Episcopal church of which she rea
uray and righteous member until
The toils and tribulations of her
life-were many and she looked forward to
death anly as a sweet rest.
Com.

liv-

receives

and

CALVIN SANDERS,

ing, and whose average wages afe $3.50
retired admiral, who

COLLEGIATE

COUNSELLOR

Mrs S. K. Bolten, of Cleveland, has
been chosen an associate editor of = the
Congregationalist.
There are said to be in New York city

brother,

English

AMOS WILSON died at his residence in CamIDGEVILLE
COLLEGE.—The Spring Term is_for less than four months at a time, the charge
will open March 12, 1878, and close May 30. will be at the rate of $7.00 per hundred. Pay
den, June 30, aged 51 years.
Brother W, was
Annual
meeting
of
Trustees May 28. Commencemer in advance. Sample copies sent free.
a kind husband, tender father, a good citizen,
ment Thursday, May 30. For catalogue address
and a man of good business qualities. A few
the Secretary,
WM. REED,
The Psalmody
months before he died, he sought the Lord
Ridgeville, Indiana.
is the denominational Hymn Book, exten
with his whole heart, and found him to the
sively. used. Large book, in Sheep, $1.00; Moroc. _Moxoceo
Bis
- 43
2.00.
joy of his soul.
His constant theme to all who
Gi 3
Bibs.
visited
ith Was Jesus wid the preciousness of
9 cents each. Small, Morocco, 85 cts;
“ADVERTISEMENTS. =
ToPostage
postage
8
cents.
3
:
religion. He arranged all his business affairs, |
requested - the writer to preach his funeral
;
The Sacred Melod, y
;
sermon, and calmly fell asleep in Jesus. He
“is
a small book of 225 hymns and severai
leaves an aged mother, wife and one child,
tunes selected especially for prayer meetings.
35
with a large circle of friends to mourn their
cents; postage, 2 cents.
loss.
F. COOPER, JR.
The Minutes of the General Conference

to the honored sons

own

term begins March 12; 1878. A
Three complete courses of study,

ton, Muscatine Co.,

ments

DA. HIRAM W. SAVORY died in Manchester, May 16, of paralysis, aged 69 years and
6 months.
He gave all for Christ in early life,
was haptized by Rev. I. Peasley of Sutton,
and ever after maintained a consistent Christian life, of a positive character, interested in
all our benevolent enterprises, and died, as
might have been anticipated, fully resigned to
the Divine Will.
A lonely widow and an only
gon share the sympathies and prayers of his
brethren and
friends. Funeral services by
Rev. H. F. Wood, assisted by Rev. J. J. Hall
and the writer.
.
N. BROOKS.

PARAGRAPHS.

earnthere

as-

Lyndonville, Vt.

24, she married John 8S. Batchelder of that
place, and, taking letters, they both joined the
Methodist church at Warren, N. H., where
they lived together for forty years and raised
two sons. She was a worthy Christian. . Fervent prayers, warm exhortations and "Christian work and devotion to the cause she loved
so well, characterized her life. She leaves a
husband, two children, seven grandchildren
and many other friends to mourn their loss.
F. MORRISON.

“Is that a funeral P” ¢ Yes, sir.”
¢ Whois itthat died ?” ¢* The gintleman

100,000 women who

8.

competent

Send for Catalogue. Address,
.
I. W. BANBORN, Sec. & T'reas.,

ILTON

Star from its first issue, and gladly read its
ages week by week.
As a man, Deacon
2aige was respected for his sterling. integrity.
‘by all who knew him.
He early identifie
himself with the cause of temperance and of
unti-slavery, being, in his community, a pioneer to these things, and remaining through
success or apparent failure, steadfast to his
convictions.
As a parent his name is sacred

I think,

who said he had bought many more pairs
of gloves in Paris than he needed, simply
that he might watch the shop-girls trying
them on his hands.—Col. Forney's Paris
Letter.

term

, INSTITUTE.—J.

A. M., Principal, with

—Collegiate, Scientific, Ladies’,

be

excess

LITERARY

BROWN,

.

For

Summer

whole of that time a deacon of the Free Baptist church, He contributed. for the Morning

their windows. ‘And to crown all,’ they
never speak too loud, or move with vul-

salary of $5000 annually.
at Cambridge,
which, as
well . as
The average duration of life in Dena
subsequent
venture
at Brighton,
mark is fifty years,in England fifty-five,
fully at the card the Congressman did resulted in defeat. At the general elec- in France thirty-two, and in Italy only
recognize it as the identical one he had tion of 1865 "he
contested
Brighton thirty years.
.
given to his backwoods Kentucky friend again, and was then elected by a
large
more than 30 years before, containing the ‘majority. Again beaten at Brighton in . The highest rate of taxation of the 28
names of the firm of Philadelphia book1874, he was shortly
afterward returned largest cities of the United States is that
sellers before alluded to, and the visitor for Hackney.
Meanwhile he became of 1roy, N. Y., being 5.14 per centum;
proved to be the bed-fellow of the Ken- Professor of Political Economy at the the lowest ig-that of Detroit, Mich., 1.24
tucky log cabin, The old friends of a University of Cambridge, a post which per centum.
night had met ; the incidents of the life of he now holds.— N. Y. Tribune.
An Indiana preacher made use of the
each were briefly recited ; the trials, the
expression ¢ the iconoclastic segregate of
successes, the mishaps, and the honors
| sin” last Sunday,and has already received
THE PESTS OF THE AMAZON,
received were talked over most freely.
a call to a church in Boston.— (in. BreakThe
position of the Pennsylvanian has
Imagination fails to conceive their num- Jast Table.
‘been ted.
Of the Kentuckian, we bers and variety ; mosquitoes, some kinds
A museum of relics and souvenirs of
will say a few words.
He availed him- of which have bills of immense length,
self of the offer of cheap books, and was
and inflict a sting as sharp as if they had Sir Walter Scott has been opened in the
successful in procuring them from time
been plunged into strong acid; ticks, of Scott Monument, in Edinburgh, in a room
designed for the purpose, and the donaio time, a8 means would permit, and he several varieties
; venomous ants; minute
attributed his future success in life largely bees, which persist in drinking the mois- tion or loan of such articles is invited by
i
to the effect of the card. He became weit ture from the human eye; and large bees, the Town Council.
educated, studied law, and was'admitted more like beetles, that can hit a blow by
There is a village in New Hampshire
to the bar ; took prominent position in his their ownimpetus whichislong rememberwhich has produced twenty-six editors,
native State ; advocated th& abolition of ed by the unhappy receiver; wasps of all and it was in allusion to this circumslavery; was recognized as one of the sorts, from the little ones that make their stance that a pious deacon remarked :
ablest lawyers in Kentucky, and became
nests under single leaves, and can be re- “ Yes, there are twenty-six on ‘em but
one of the prominent Republican leaders moved without much danger if you whis- as they've all left town, I reckon the
of that State. ,In 1861 he was appointed tle to them while carefully breaking
off Lord won't lay it up agin us.”
by President Lincoln as Minister to New the twig upon which they are found, to
triumph of British honesty is seen
Granada, where he remained
several
the fierce marabuntas, which, when they in The
the
success of the London co-operayears, and gained for himself an enviable attack in numbers, can easily deal out tive stores
which, beginning with the
rank as a diplomatist. In 1871 he was death to their enemies, one single sting
of a single chest of tea, have
appointed by President Grant Secreta
causing violent pain and swelling; may- venture
ofthe San Domingo Commission, a posi- flies attracted by light, coming on board risen to the sale in a single store of seven
_ tionfor which he was well fitted by reason in thousands of an evening, and falling millions of dollars a year: nearly eight
of his accomplishments as a linguist, A into the food, so that it was sometimes thousand sovereigns have been taken
few weeks ago the degree of LL. D., was | found preferable to consume dinner al- over the counter in one day. Members’
«conferred upon him
by Centre College, most in the dark ; motucas of two Kinds, tickets are bequeathed in wills, and they
Xn moky. For several years he has been species of cow-flies, which not only
give seem never to have suffered from de:
v
in poor
health, devoting his leisure to a painful bite, but are able to suck
a falcations.
study. He wag a man of incorruptible large amount of blood, if undiscovered ;
The London World tells this: Lord
integrity, possessing a mind of great and lastly, perhaps the worst pest of all, Beaconsfield asked Lord Oddo: Russel
seat

YNDON'

Tim ?” queried one.

per week.
Lord Derby’s estateis managed

and he only retired from the contest
when Mr. Layard was brought forward.
Unsuccessful in his first attempt to gain a

XIV.

Monday, Jan, 28, 1878.

Principal for a Catalogue.

WoopBURY WHIPPLE died in Concord, Vt.,
*“ Not ‘zactly,boys,but I want a quarter June
12, aged T4 years. He was a worthy
the awfulest kind just now.”
member of the F. B. church in Concord.
“Goin’ on a ’scursion? ” asked another.
8S. ROLLES.
“Not to-day,but I must have a quarter,”
MRS. SUSAN BATCHELDER died in Warren,
he answered.
;..
'N. H., in the 69th year of her age. She exOne of the lads passed over the change ‘ perienced religion when but fifteen years of
and took the kit, and Tim walked straight age, and soon after was baptized and joined
to the counting-room of a daily paper, put the M. E. church of Northfield. At the age of

concur with you heartily.

begins

begins
Monday, Apr. 19, 1878. Fall term begins
Monday, Aug. 19, 1878. Send to the Secretary or

sons who do not patronize the Morning Star, it
is but just that cAsH should accompany the copy
at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER LINE of eight
words. VERSES are inadmissible.

a

good stout box and the outfit goes for two
shillin’s,”

age, however,

friends,

Louis

NOTICE. Obituaries should

BRIEF and for the

Here's

blacking,

in the coffin, sir.”

many

term

* Obituaries.

atest
dled el mt —

have been predicted for the blind ‘young
man who, without money, connections,
or political backing of any kind, came up
to town on the death of
Sir Chailes Napier and, attended only by his secretary,
took a committee-room and proposed to
the electors of Southwark that he should
represent them in Parliament. His courmade -him

collar;

kd

quiet way, and to hear him say :

Scituate, R. I.

AINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE. — Pittsfield,
Maine. College Preparatory, Normal, Classical, Scientific courses of study for both sexes.
Full board of teachers. Expenses low.
Spring

The Spectator.

and he has only to find

PROFESSOR FAWCETT.

Gladcra-

produced in furniture; Louis
XV. in
woman's high heels, and Cavour in a
cheap cigar.

cleared, it may be hoped that these
plagues will also take their departure.—

crime which else he would not have committed? for this we suggest is the im-

moral element in temptation, ‘‘the incitement to something wrong by presenting arguments or persuasives.” Dut in
both cases the sellers need no arguments,
they want none, their very business is to
do the thing which the detective gives
them the opportunity of doing. This at

a

vat, Bryon’s immortality is assured by a

interest in the minds of many. Isit right
for the agents of the Society for the sup" ‘THE STORY OF TWO AMERICAN BOYS. pression of vile literature to answer advertisements of the wretches who thus
Some 40 years ago, A young man from offer for sale their unlawful wares? Is it
the Keystone State, a descendant from right for the agents of the Society for the
the Quakers, was traveling in Kentucky,
Prevention of Crime to purchase liquor at
on horseback, on some business connected semi-closed saloons
in order to obtain
with a Philadelphia house. He was poor evidence aganst those who persistently down the money, and said ;I guess I can write if you'll give me
and struggling hard to gain the means of defy the law?
livelihood. One night he stopped at a
Some of our contemporaries have an- a pencil.”
With slow moving fingers he wrote a
rude log cabin to seek shelter for the swered in the negative on thé assumption
night.
The accomodations were few; that these agents tempt the law-breakers death . notice.. It went into the paper
but upon condition that the traveler would. to break the law. Is this a fair statement almost as he wrote it, but you might not
sleep in the same bed with one of the of the case? Let us see. Some self- have seen it. He wrote:
Died—Litul Ted—of scarlet fever ; aiged
elder sons of the family—there being styled doctor advertises in a blind way,
quite a number of children—he was told, but so as to be understood by an expert three yeres. Funeral to-morrer; gon up
he might stop over night.” These terms agent, a licentious book or picture, and to Heaven ; left one bruther.
“Was it your brother?” asked the
were accepted.
When the comforts’of offers to send it by mail on the receipt of
.
his horse had received due attention,and a a certain sum of money.
He wishes to cashier.
Tim tried to brace up, but he could
primitive supper of corn-dodgers and sell it, he seeks a buyer, he is tempting
pork had been partaken of by the family the unwary to their ruin. The agent of not. The big tears came up, his chin
quivered, and he pointed to the notice on
and their guest, thebeds were prepared, the Society, takes him at his word, sends
and our traveling friend, with a stout lad the money, and receives the evidence that the counter and gasped:
¢I—I had to sellmy kitto do it, b—but
of 18 years, retired to the attic of the secures his arrest and punishment.
cabin. The stranger was a young man
The agent seeking to- stop the illicit he had his arms aroun’ my neck when he
;
of fair intelligence, reasonably well vers- sale of liquor learns that a certain saloon d—died!”
He hurried away home, but the news
ed in what was going'on in the world. keeps its bar in operation on the Sabbath
His fellow for the night was of an inquisi- and without. license.
The proprietor went to the boys, and they gathered in a
tive turn of mind: had read all the books stands behind it and waits to supply all group and talked. Tim had not been
he could find in that sparsely populated that come. He longs for customers and home an hour before a bare-footed boy
part of Kentucky, and was extremely sends out his runners to entice them in. left the kit on the doorstep, and in the
anxious to obtain an education, but was
With others the detective walks in through box was a boquet of flowers, which had
destitute of means to accomplish that the side door,buys the cursed stuff,throws been purchased in the market by pennies
worthy object in the usual way. Finding | L+the-cotnter—informs-against-the--contributed by the crowd .of ragged but.
~ his. traveling friend was intelligent, he unlawful vender and’ secures his=} convie- big-hearted urchins. Did God ever make
talked to him nearly the whole night, tion. Is this tempting the man to crime? a heart which would not respond. if the
obtaining from him a fund of information, In either of the cases supposed does the right chord was touched?— Detroit Free
and, in confidence, explained to him his detective induce the seller to commit a Press.
fmbitions, his privations, and

No

lington; while Brougham has become em-

off, to store up as food for its own larvze.
To all

APHAM INSTITUTE.—North Scituate R. IL
This Institution enters upon its fiftieth
ear
Sept. 2, 1878, For further particulars ad ess
the Principal.
J. W. STOCKBRIDGE.

and never

thinking of the humble fish so familiar in
‘our domestic life. Late inthe day he
heard with consternation that the Premier
had repaired to a well-known restaurant

and these creatures attack the unfortupate human being in myriads, itis not unto see persons whose

1878.

|

der the skin, a little round spot of blood,

common

31.

what was the French for sole. ¢ Une
ame,” he answered, supposing, of course,
that his eloquent chief was intending to

little

WHY A BOOT BLACK SOLD HIS “KIT.”

Mp

President
MecCosh, in his Baccalaureate
sermon, said to the graduating boys: “I say
to you intending lawyers, see that ye yield to
no crookedness; and to you intending
merchants, that ye be honorable in all
your
transactions; to you intending journalists,
that ye write only what ye know to be true:
and you, ministers of the everlasting
Gospel,
that your aim be to win souls to Christ; and
to all that ye live soberly, righteously and
godly.”

the detestable

STAR, JULY

=

Literary Wiscellany.

-

tS

breadth and compass, and one capable of
grasping and mastering the most intricate
subjects. With such men, ~the pleasure
of the meeting in Washington,
after a
sepuration of more than 30 years—and
with an acquaintance cf only one brief
night, when both were struggling with
poverty in youth—can better be imagined

MORNING

1D8.

—
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.
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We have no doubt but there is “more” truth

AR

Catholics and

the Orangemen.

civil rights of the Orangemen
the

mayor.

Catholic

As

we

papers

defend

to secure them

of Montreal by

expected,

most

of the

the outrage.

The

was

death of Miss Abagail

murder; but the

mayor of the

the better part of valor, and

If am
umarmed
procession
citizens on the public, street is

A
humane
Journal, and

of
cal-

There

who

Spain could searcely do worse.
Secretary Sherman Testifies.
On Thursday, Secretary Sherman testified
before the Potter Committee, his examination
continuing four hours. He positively and une-

charge

protests of the
Feliciana.
This

|

«doubtless ends the last thread of interest by
the general public in this investigation. The

idea is altogether too ridiculous to think of
. comparing the relative reliability of the testimony of the Secretary with that of the miserable Anderson.
Cave

"The New York Times thus discourses on a
passage
of Scripture, and with a deal of per-

of
to

the Cave of Adullam, and. every one in distress, and every one in debt, and every one
«discontented gathered thémselves unto him.’
The Adullam of to-day is America.
What
does not Europe owe us for relieving her of
her black sheep?
Communists, Fenians, ne’er-

do-wells of all sorts, kinds, and
crop up here

in

rich

variety and

turn

farther

in

the

resolutions

trouble from

principles

of

the State

Greenback-Labor convention held in Syracuse, N.Y., last week, it is evident that there
are some votes behind the movement, how
many or how
few, we do not pretend to

judge.

Bd

“of Roman Catholicism by the abolition

of pa-

pal supremacy; popular election of priests,
Kidnapping Chinamen.
It is sad to reflect on the strength of brutal | vernacular liturgies, and liberty of marriage
for priests.

instincts in the buman kind. A Panama dis.
‘patch-says that a regular system of kidnapping Chinese and sending them as laborers on
the plantations in the northern part of Peru,
has been discovered in Callao.
It is asserted
that once on the plantations, their condition
is worse than ever was seen among the slaves
of the Bouth.
They are poorly paid, badly fed

The
hotel
letter
wife,

ernment has begun to correct and reform the
labor system, and make the condition of the
Electric Light.

gag

It

of like

Minister Noyes thinks that the Potter Come
mittee should publicly exonerate him.

character all over the country, if there is any
probability of frightening those hitherto imperturbable men who have held the light of the
cities in their arbitrary hands. Closely connected with this subject is the item that the
New York Times is fitting up its composing
room with the electriclight, and expects thus
.to save $1,200 annually.
’

2

"Le Voltaire is the

name

of a new

Yellow fever
Vicksburg.

made

its appearance
:

paper.

»

|

4

widow

Cyprus.

year. The garrison is to consist of 10,000 men,
7,000 of them nativés of India. The cost of this
garrison, together with the improvements to be

at £2,000,000

on Tuesday.

She

the mother and child survived but a few hours.

The weight of Mrs. Newell was but forty-five
“pounds.
It will be remembered that the sister

Warren,

tered.

witnessed in the country.

.

banks will

not take gold

Advance Agent Grare was sent ahead

°
+--+

The
is something worse than a newspaper interCollege
viewer, Mr. Edigon, the phonograph man, | during the year just closed has been TEE by
nearly one-third than it was during the prewhile in Chieago, the other day,told a reporter seding year; and the prospect
is fair
that he liked newspaper men well enou h, considerable increase during the coming foryear.a
——The
salaries
of female teachers in Ch ago
“but what I object to are those Jersey farmers
Fuge from $359 to $750.——Professor Alexthat come to see me every day, and have me ander
Agassiz

explain the phonograph to them, That’s what
worries me, My assistant
has almost
grown
ant. has

E

g

guising the faet, and there should

~

be no

at-

tempt to do so, that a large number of Repub-

licansin this State, especially those who be-

* lieve in Civil Service Reform and who’ do not
believe in either the wisdom

en

il

Harvard

or the necessity

senior onking

having been made a Fellow of
College, has resignehis
d position on

the Board SY
:

Fhe Independent delivers itself thus concerning Senator Conkling: “ There is no dis-

veg

:

”

ctseers

5.1.

of

ege will

We

same

probably

Justin:

receive

less
than $100,000 from the heli of the late Time

its

icy

favorite

of

that it shall this

coming

Late

Autumn

occupy

A few

value,

We

cer-

was

a

pleasure

indeed

to

The berries of the

to
to

Pio-

obtained by simply

putting

the

afterwards

ground,

them,

as

and

a rich

soil,

and

the

plants _ in

neglecting

freedom

from

Weeds are very important items in’ obtaining them.

Col. Cheney would be a'favorite

if the

quality of the fruit was not at times so in-

ferior.
However, we
do not have
to
search long among our fifty or sixty varie-

ties before finding plenty of treasures to
make amends for what it lacks.
Forest
Rose, President Lincoln, Crescent Seedling
and Great American with their four to
eleven inch berries, each appear in turn to

claim our attention,

but we

othy Dwight Porter, instead of half a million

to

endow

the Latin

New York, has given

mouth Col

fit,

'chair.——Some

the Trustees

one

in

of Dart.

a check for $25,000, to' be

used

Welsh

laborers,

are

still

primitive.

nominal and the

of a lamp an

are also excellent for sending to n distance, as many of my friends and correspondents report having equal success with
those that I have sent to them.
Por
haps some future time, I may be permitted
to give some hints, as to the best ways to
be employed in growing these extra large
berries.
R. H. HaixNgs.

you

cleauses the pores of

the

skin,

LABOR AND WAGES IN WALES.

The Consul at Cardiff, reportsto the De-

29,

1878, the following statistics and facts
relative to'trade and labor in Wales
:

ship

carpenters $1.62 a day; coopers, $1.12;
engine drivers $1.25 to $2; firemen, $1 to

any

is as

In-

do

do

air to good

common

have been

made

5

11)%c¢;

#

For

sosssrssnsssnssnssssseil
9
11

§ 12
@ 10
gn

for med

ment

with sales mostly at $2 per

apparently

ing, were

which,

usurped

if more

the

not attended with
an equal |

“amount
of peril.”
a

—

wa ARS

CATTLE.

A sudden

and

radical

change of food for cattle is always attended with ill consequences.
PLANTING POTATOES. Mr. J. J. Thomas
has found; 4s a resplt of numerons experiments, that five inches

is

the

—

Natives, per bbl
Natok

of new

best

depth

at which to plant potatoes, and that anything beyond very slight hilling is injurious.—N. Y. Tribune.
BREEDING MARES.
Doubtless much injury has been caused by neglecting proper
precautions in selecting mares for breeding. There has been far too much stress
laid upon the importance of the sire and
his power of overcoming defects in the
dam.— Agriculturist.

following

bbl.

We quote (—

?

years

may

be

added

to

his

at once covered with a brine composed of

atea cup of salt dissolved in a gallon of
water, canbe kept nearlyall the year without noticeable loss of freshness of taste.
O-0-0-o
* EO

This is the age ot newspapers and mag.

azines,
and such
is the
competition
that only the
very highest-class periodicals can live long.
Among these is

‘ Andrews’ Bazar,” which stands par
excellence as the best household and family

magazine in the land.
Its tone is pure
and healthful, -and great care is exercised
in admitting only talented writers into its

columns.

The literary standard of the

publication is worthy of all praise.
dition,

it fornishes a

In ad-

fashion department,

embellished with plates, and all the
society

news,

served

up

in

latest

admirable

Chicago; Newhall

J. E. Ditson & Co.,

922 Chestnut St., Phila.

LARGE

NEW

TYPE (Illustrated y

TESTAMENT,

WITH NOTES, is a splendid work for
agents.
Nothing like it. AllLwantit. Price $2.00. Address
H. 8. GOODSPEED®&
ti. O,

Many

of

200
oy

e——

Co., New York or Cincinna.
26116

of our best citizens inform us that Dr,

Erysipelas,

$

private terms:

combing

v4

and

15,000

Tex-

Eastern do, 15,000 and 40,000 1bs. lake,

136

bags

as, 60,000 10s. and 8,000 Ibs. Western do, 12,000 Tbs,

1y88 .

Me.

1y5>

A Day to Agents canvassing

Penn-

above Ohio, 26,000 Ibs. fall California,

of the Bkin.

per day at home. Samples worth
#5 free. Address STINSON & Co.

fo
ortland,

fleece, 25,000 Ibs, combings,

4,000 Ibs. low

H,

R cumatiem, sand all formset...

scrofula, and all hsuma

sylvania, 55,000 Ibs. unwashed, 30,000 Ibs. X

side

Visitor.

Terms

and

fer the Fire.
Outfit Free.

Address PF. 0. VICKERY, Augusta, M6
yh

lambs’ pulled, 10 bags superior do., 12 bags comb-

ing do, 2 bags shearlings, 2 bags No.
Ibs Georgia.

2 and

3,500

KILLS all the

FLIES in a cD
soom in TWO
;
HOURS.
f

TH

ECOMPLETE

HERBALIST.

10c¢. worth
will kill
more flies

1 will give such terms. and furnish such advertising facilities that no man need make less than
$200 per
month, and
all expenses -no matter
whether he ever canvassed before or not. Address DR. O. PHELPS BROWN, 21 Grand Street,

than $10 JW
vjorth of
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TARAEE GARIBITIONS
Wid of RECENT TABS;
Paris,

Santiago,

1867;

1875;
HAVE

Vienna,

1873;

Philadelphia,

1876;

THEIR

AWARDED

HIGHEST

8 an able and
pgsive paper; devoted large.
Ii to Religious onjcare and lutelligence, but on
tains departments on,
Sabbath Schools,
The Family Circle,

Bhi Frye

eveland,O.

Matchless —Unequaled,~FRANZ LI82T.

~

a

ANY

oxi any:

News
ummary, &c.,&cs
It is under the direction and patronage of the
wil
Baptists, but is liberal towards all, and is
taken by many of other religious views, beciuse of
its real worth.

TERMS:

$3.00 per year

vance, $2,560,

of, if paid in ad-

REMITTANCES must be thade in mon
4 ey-orders or bankschecks if possible, or in #
istered letter and at our risk and expense,
n writing

HONORS

to this office, persons will

designate their STATE, as well as

MASON & HAMLIN

give

both the old and new

address

please

town, and

when

they

order a change in the direction of their paper.
The Star foes to press Tuesday morning,

style.
Those who wish to surprise their
CABINET ORGANS
for
wives agreeably should send 10 cents for
Demonstrated
Superiority,
NEW STYLES at reduced prices, from $54 up.
a specimen copy, to W. R. Andrews, Cinwards.
Cash Prices;
Five
OCTAVE,
Dounig
cinnati.
*| Reed, $100; NINE STOPS, $108% in ELEGANT Up.

and communications
for insertion onght to be
here on Saturday previous.
Each subscriber will please notice the date
of payment on the label of his paper, and not

GOLD

Two Sabbath-school papers, The Little Star
and Myrtle, are published alternate weeks, and

RIGHT CASE, NEW

Bronze

THE
BUTTER,

CHEESE,

Hen

Reported by HILTON BROS
Merchants

eggs,

and

beans,

dealers

dried

in

AND
butter,

apples, &c.
po.3

Quincy Market, Boston.

EGGS.
Commission
cheese

Celle

No

3

The receipts of Flour for the week have been 23,318 bbls of all kinds against 16,432 bbls for the corresponding week of'1877, and {24,186 bbls in 1876.
The exports for the same time have been 7,245
bbls, ot which 300 bbls were to Liverpool, 3,142 to
Flores and a market, 200 to Port Elizabeth, 190 to
Africa, 100 to St. Thomas, 200 to St. Domingo, 200
to West Indies, ig do to Halifax, and 2,853 bbls to
thie British Provinces. The demand for Flour has
been good and the market has become very firm
both for winter wheats and Patents. although the
latter are still most sought after and continue to be
fold up close. The adyance in Patents, {rom the
lowest point some weeks ago, have been from 25
@ 50c per bbl,
ut this advance is obtained onl
as

BOSTON.

NEW

YORK.

allow it to be in arrears.

_

8.8. PAPERS.

:

Lesson Papers of the International Series, for
both aduits and children, are published monthly. Paym ént for these papers should be
in advance.
;
Sample copies sent free.
Address,
Rev. I. D. STEWART,

CHICAGO,

and

FLOUR.

scarcity,

A small Organ of best cuality
payment of $7.20 per qaarter,

for ten quarters,
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES and
PRICE
List, free.
MASON
& HAMLIN
ORGAN
co.,
154 Tremant St., 25 Union 8q., 250 Wabash Ave.,

SATURDAY, July 20.
& CO.,

in JET AND

$135. * Sold also for installments or rent-

ed until rent pays.
may be obtained by

MARKETS.

STYLE, $126;

old

stocks have been pretty much closed up. There
has been no improvement in prices of ‘winter
wheats, but the
best brands are more 8aleable
‘than for some time past, and at the current prices
there is a firmer feeling. The new winter wheat
Flour has also given excellent satisfaction so far,
and jobbers are stocking up with more confidence.
The present Paice of winter wheats are from $3
@# 3o0perbbl lower than at this time last
The
injury to the Minnesota spring yhgat cropyear,
has
doubt also had its influence in’ adding strength no
to
the market and it looksas if we had touched the
(§
lowest point.
BUTTER.
The receipts of Butter for the week have
be
11888 packages, including 1,289 boxes and 10,642
tubs, against 10,440 packages for the correspond.
ing week last year and 11,197 in 1876. Total
re
ce, hts since the first of January
841,008
packa es
aga nst 289,820 packages. for
the same
time
last
Jou: Exports

for the week have been 980 pack:

MISFIT
:

:

|

and

A.
B, No. 337 Congress St., Portland,
| Me,, never fails in the cure of the severest forms

¢

'sales were made on

THE DINGEE

eight or ten

conver

York

DITSON & CO., Boston.

ABBOTT'S

WorkING Corts. Many persons put their Jersey City, New Jersey, and full particulars will.
be sent by return mail.
horses at hard work too young, thereby
killing all the life and sport in them:
whereas, if the colt is not taxed with any |
work that is not actually demanded for |
BEAUTIFUL
LOOMING .
exercise,before he is fouror five years old, |
life and usefulness.
To Keer Tomartors.
The Rural says
that tomatoes picked when just ripe and
with a portion of the stems, retained, and

& Healy,

tf16

200

50,000 Ibs. XX Ohio,

& Co., in Boston, New

country.

OLIVER

New York, July 20.~Market fairly active and
-firm; 25,000 Ibs. spring California sold at 22426.
The

($1.00), the best Instruction Book

Philadelphia; Lyon

potatoes,

Long Island

| 25.000 Ibs. old Ohio

Four-Part

ERYSIPELAS.

supply

Potatoes—

Base,

|

THIS AND THAT.
FEEDING

New

Glees,

at Cincinnati; Sherman, Hyde & Co., San Francis.
€o, and with all prominent dealers throughout the

POTATOES.

disgust-

QUAR-

:

A3~The above, and a multitude of other

The sales or yous have been in small lots as
wanted at steady prices. We quote :—
Choice Canada, per bul....eense.s Sesreae 110a120

There has been a fair

:

ient and useful books, may be seen at the stores o

PEAS,

Common
dO
....eevvennicss. Fersssanee 0 a 100
Green PRB. cove ps svsnntcrunssinassvnnss 110a120

Also his *‘ SACRED

Choruses,

OLIVER DITSON

....... wees tns 230 @ 23
...oneee wees 2082

schoolboys who have been the victims
of such an assault. Surely, schoolmasters ought to have learned long ere this
the danger of a mode of personal chastise-

our

ough

Do
common. .
«155 @ 160
Medium, choice....cei inane
.160 @ 165
Do
common to good..... teerennen 150 @ 155

~~ : ~.
~~

Book.

for learning to play Chord Music.for Psalm
Tunes, Glees, &c. Also his Chorus Choir
Instruction Boek. (#12 per dozen), a very
complete manual and class book. Worth care.
ful study.

picked.
Yellow Eyes are in light receipt and
still command $2 30 @ $2.35 per bu. Red
Kidneys
are scarce and will command $250 @ $2 75 per
bu. We quote :—
Pea, Northern HP per bu...
$175 @ 180
Do Western H P........
1708 175

YellowEyes
Red Kidneys

of use.

Songs, &c., in Pamphlet Form.. (5 to 10 ots.
pach), very extensively used by Choirs, Socie,~ ties, &e. Catalogues furnished.
Examine Johnson's New Method for Thor-

ums, with sales of choice at §1 60 g $1 65 per bd.
Pea are selling moderately mm lots as wanted at
$1 70 @ $1 80 per bu, the outside tor extra hand

and

number

Emerson's mew
¢ ON.
per dozen); his best book for
Also his new ¢ CHURCH
(812 per dozen), a splendid

($£2.00.)

Examine

§ BET BEANS,

upon the ear. There are, for example under
observation at the present moment two

has

Anthem

tets,”

of some

The market has been dull but Steady

SPEAKING of boxing the ears of children
as a mode of punishment, the London
Lancet says: ‘‘ Medical men alone can be
fally aware how fruitful a source of suffering and danger is represented by the box

that

Examine
L. 0.
WARD,” ($7.50
Singing Schools.
OFFERING,”

lots being forced off at 8 @ 9%¢ per dozen. Island
sold mostly at 11 @ 113c per dozen. We quote :—
KasterNe.sueasencessnss sessisnsanesnsees
1 iF@ 13
Northern ..cooee.
Western...
P. E. Island
Limed...ceees

Musicians,

ful Music Books, prepared by Oliver Ditson & Co.
especially for their use.

587

dozen.

we- hear

all Professional

Vacations in examining
the largé

S84

at 10 @ 12¢

sales have been at 11 @

prevents those little black specks, which
so many people complain of, and try every
remedy but the right one (soap and water
and a rough towel) to cure.
It is not
well, however to rub the body too hard
with a coarse towel or brash.

place of others,

And

are invited to improve a portion of their Summer

7

@ 7%
EE

eomas

Music Teashers, Choristers, Organi

TY
@

BY

~ [No.8.]

‘quantity,

a

lively expression 3

Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in, Medicine.

Welquote — 8
ho

with

MANUFACTURED

much

Choice New
ssussnansnnsesasesnsneetiy
Western factory, choice,
Ee
Do

op

R. P. HALL & Co., Nashua, N. H.

northern 12¢ is an extreme price, and most of the

can

A piece of flannel is better to wash the
face with than a sponge. The slight roughness

7%c

COMMON «eaves vsnesss A

sales

it in the

and

and

range

800s sssneeesssvassnsnncerin

Do

weak

scalp cool, clean and soft—under which conditions

EGGS.
There has heen a dull and uncertain market for
eggs, with a wide range of prices, owing to the
poor condition in which a large portion of the
stock is received.
The outside quotation for
strictly fresh eastern is 13¢, but a great many

marble by applying a paste of crude potash and whiting in this manner.
:

on account of their comparative

makers earn $2.50 to $7.50 a week;

Wages

cost of living

instant,

close

Northern factory choice

’

CG

the

ows

The stock of cheese is not very large, but

FRIrt0

brashy,

diseases of the scalp are impossible,

5 BRODIE NEW CHEESE. JEN

a

the

method

partment of State under date of June

as

enough,

weather,

the trade are not disposed to carry

To clean smoky marble, brusli a paste of
chloride of lime and water over the“surface; grease spots can be removed from

must defer

are more and more pleased with

The

at

the

and operate only in a small way.

cut it with shears.

their claims until some other time.
We

ferior lobe affected by

depressed

To cut whaleboue easily, hold
flame

has ceased bearing, will
certainly render-it-a favorite with many. ¥t-|
|
isalso the possessor of other goed qualities,
and perhaps the chief of these is its adaptation to heavy clay soils, as well as to
those of lighter texture.
Among its demerits, if such they can be called, is its
only moderate size, only one single berry
measuring six inches in circumference,
but most of them much smaller.
How-

of the ordinary kinds.

a very

8 gans to healthy activi.

falling hair is checked and stablished; thin haiy
thickens; and faded or gray hairs resume their
original color. Its operation is sure and harmless
It cures dandrufY, heals all humors, and keeps the

boxes

high as the market will bear for straight lots.

VARIOUS HINTS.

lateness and productiveness, and the fact
that it continues to yield tine crops
of
fruit, days, yes, almost- weeks after many

to

in

PALER

as

seems

is

proportional.

well as those of demerit.
Its name reveals its two qualities of greatest value—

correspondents

district

are there’

berry, and yet possessed of so many sterling qualities, that we are led to single it
of

lower.

of the people

a remarkable

out, and point out its traits

because very little offering is good

Mean-

It stim.

ulates the nutritive oy.

il)

ty, and preserves both

only a few small lots at that figure Most of the
sales have been 7 @ 7x¢ per ponnd, with 7c as

by

\' faded or gray.

Thus

The receipts for the week have been 5,905

not

LIEN

Awe
in

and always surely res.
(ores its color, whey

sickly hair becomés glossy, pliable and strengt)
.
regr

tion.

the

RRR
\

en renews the 8rowth;

Bh

ened; lost hair

the outside for best, and

thanj others.

use, has proven that it

stops the falling of the
"hair immediately; of.

against 7,857 boxes for jhe same week last year.
Xxports jar the week have been 1,670 boxes. An
efford was made to get 9rices up to Sc on best fac.
tory early in the weey butbuyers did not respond,

vegetables,

The poorer classes have profited

command

CHEESE,

of

has

and

.

call-

importation

after

-AYER'S HAIR Vicon,
by leng and extensive

Bakers...

class are thriftier than the Irish or English. In some parts of Wales the habits

decide

it now covers.

Prolific—Not

the

This potent influence

ployment.

feet farther on we come to—
Kerr's

for

FOR RESTORING GRAY HAIR

TO ITS NATURAL VITALITY AND
COLOR.

Common to fa

condition. There is much distress among
the
laboring classes for want of em-

fomner

but our delight, and we

triple the ground

societies

creameries,

Creameries.....
Choice dairy lot:
Fair to good ..

the tendency is downward. Trade through-

years—but now so far eclipsed bysorhe of
the more recent arrivals, that we decide
that this year has been the last in which
it shall occupy our gardens.
A little farther on, with its light green foliage thickly covering the ground, isa comparative
stranger—the envy
of'its more humble
neighbors,

the

only reduced the cost of living, but has
given an impetus to trade and competi-

out

Lateron came the frequent and

to a variety—a

not

this movement more

ture make up to us for the havoc performed by her destructive frosts.
But we
will continue our examination of the various occupants of the garden Now we
come

eries have been more sought

time, the rate of wagers has decreased and

copious raius, swelling to the utmost limit
what fruit the frost had left us, and as we
walk along noting each, we remember with
pleasure the berries and rich feasts that
many of them afforded us.
Thus did na-

as was -expected.——On the 10th inst., Earl |. Farm laborers
can’ earn from $1.50 to
Granville, as Chancellor of the University
London, laid the corner stone of the newof: $3.50 per week, varying in different
coundings whi¢h are to be added to University | ties
more or less distant from railroads.
College
at a cost of about £100,000, ~=Dy"
,
George Manners, of New Richmond,
Privileges of house-room and beer may be
has
given $10,000 to Asbury University forInd.,
a fund added to the wages. In towns, brick-

as they see
“a

treasures.

| comparatively new

News.

Hducational.
attendance at West Virginia

There is one man of fame who declares there

a

in

neer are of good quality, of a bright red
color, and sometimes very large, measuring in the vicinity of eight inches in eircumference.
Let no one suppose however, that these mammoth berries can be

$5000 as compensa-

with $500, and has, it is said, left for parts
unknown.
Instead of the band being advertised through Germuny, they arrived there
unannounced and the agent missing.

married

‘Tom Thumb, and the four little dwarfs made
the most interesting spectacle of the kind ever

TAI

May grasped

the 6th of July.

1801.

Latest

gave birth to a child weighing six pounds, and

of Minnie Warren, Lavinia

frost in

of increasing
Sendtor Voorhees opened the Ohio Demo- |
our plantations in August and September,
cratic campaign in a speech at South Bend,
Baturday.——A queer
by setting out plants that have been prereport comes of Gils
more’s Band, which has been traveling in
viously started in small 2 1-2 inch flower
Europe.
A letter just received from one of |
their number states that the company has dis- pots, as they grow [so vigorously
as, to
banded through utter failure. In England and
give us nearly a full crop of berries in less
Ireland Gilmore did fairly, but in France and
than 10 months.
Germany nothing but hard luck was encounThese pot-grown plants

possi

Minnie Warren, wife,of “Major? * Newell,

died at Fall River, Mass.,

different

medium and late varieties, ‘continued
furnish an almost
unbroken feast up

coin for greenbacks.
Hennepin County, Minn., has nearly $460,000 in its treasury.
George Muller says that he traveled 19,000
miles in America.
;
Lord Beaconsfield has received the Order of
the Garter.
The path
of
dut —Through the Custom
House.— Turners Falls Reporter.
i
[|

.

4 year for teh years, after which it may
blywpay its own expenses.

wants

The Deadwood

Sir Garnet Wolsey
has been
appointed’
‘Governor of «Cyprus at a salary of £5,000 a

made on that island is estimated

+6

in the late war.
=
A Liverpool
pedestrian has walked 14600
miles in nineteen days.
All the awards at the Paris Expesition are
to be made by Aug. 1.
-

$30,000, per

the late

Benefit

choice

20 @ 21¢ Jen pound, but the supply is quite limited .
Choice
dairy packed Western would command
14 @ 16¢ per pound, if here, but the bulk of the
Western 1uns poor and sells mostly at 9 @ 12¢ per
pound, with 13¢ as an outside price. The demand
frem out-of-town dealers is gradually improving
and the Prospect is growing
brighter every week
for sound, serviceable stock, but as a large preportion ot the Butter coming
in is more or less
affected by the hot weather, it is difficult to make
satisfactory returns to shippers. We quote:

bread-

are also very frequently

it

and fruits.

we are led to recall to mind how

gardens, as it

The Russians lost 255 out of 2,839 surgeons

Prince
of Prussia, has heen voted a grant of
$50,000 a year on his marriage,
and on the

and

commence with the early berries on the
26th of last May, which together with the

>-B-0-6

Swinbume' is going to edit a dramatie dictionary.
Bi
:
A statue of Lamartine is to be unveiled at
Macon, France, August 17.

.of the,royal family, The Duke of Cannaught,
the ‘third son of ‘Queen Victoria, being betrothed to marry a daughter of the Crown
death, his

at

The first steamer appeared on the Thames

‘One-of the precious privileges of the loyal
Britoniis to shut up his eyes and swallow down
the'large sums appropriated for the sustenance

respects,

tainly do not wonder that many persons
like to have early varieties also in their

tion for a kick.
The Earl of Fife’s life is insured for $2,500,in

A Cost of Royalty.

event of his
Annum,

Paris

Miscellaneous.

A New Yorker

:

has

fingers some of the most promising fruitstalks of this variety, and then skipping
that one near at hand,
seemed to know
only too well the location of our greatest

ahead

Corsica is to have railroads.
The shah of Persia has 38 wives.
Mexican dollars are not legal tender.

Shipwreck,

:

has

pd

A letter from Australia says the British ship
- [Lochard from London for Melbourne, with a
«cargo valued at $350,000, was lost near Cape
«Olway on.the morning of June 1. Miss Evy
‘Carmicheal wis the only passenger saved out
of seventeen, and a midshipman named Thos.
Pearce is the sole survivor of a crew number-

ing 32.

newshoys

Colonel Moshy says that Gen. Grant is the
only Republican who can carry any Southern
State.

A company has been formed to introduce
companies

varieties,

the

American beef, canned meats,

passed

as we walk to and fro among thé

ever one of my

* Nothing in this country,” says the New
York Times. ¢ would so disarm Communism
as some form of rational co-operation.”

Chinese laborers more tolerable.

would be advisable to form

been a peculiar one in some

however,

active place in

peculiar to Wales.

VARIETIES.

just

They

1873 were

have met with much better success—growing ore berry almost nine inches in measurement. Again it is only moderately firm
for shipping—a quality
however
that
many lovers
of this fruit will say concerns them not.
Pioneeror ** King of the North’—now
attracts our attention, and right royally
did it bestow its wonderful gifts. Its
very early time of ripening will commend
itto many who have long sought for a
large variety that would ripen some days

they have made

war on all street hawkers. Even
are destined to become silent.

Gov-

the

public cowhiding of a lawyer by a
proprietor, on ‘account of an insulting
written by the former to the latter’s
is the sensation in Baltimore.

In Birmingham, England,

they are hunted down with the greatest zeal.

the electric light in Philadelphia, and

»

In a published letter, Congressman
Blair,
of the third New Hampshire district, positively declines a renomination.

and treated shamefully.
Their houses are like
prisons, and should they endeavor to escape

companies
are talking of lowering rates.

has

are,

ed the ¢ Friendly Sisters” prevail among
the women.
The cost of living in Wales
would be somewhat higher now than in

Father Hyacinth, in his closing lecture in
another variety
Paris, is reported to have advocated a reform :

in
a

We are glad ta learn, however, that the

POPULAR

who

treasurers of the marital firm, keeping
the weekly outlay for jollification as near
the minimun as possible.
Among the occupations of women are letter-carriers,

WALKS AMONG THE BERRIES.
AND

fill a more

bands.

0-0-0
* +o

The season: that

The cost of living

class,

Vermont and

but on medium grades, of which the bulk of the
stock is composed, there 18 no improvement. Gootl
to choice New York and Vermont dairles,including
early and late make have been selling at 15 a164¢
per pound, and some bring 16e. This range covers
the bulk of the business, so far as Northens is’
concerned. Fine lots of Franklin County, Vt.,
will readily command 17}; @ 18c, and perhaps
more, but they are difficult to find. Choice cream -

winning scheme than women do in America. Many go off to their work every morning of their lives as regularly as their hus-

* Cease troubling me ? Why should I not be glad?
For hard hath been my toil, and long the strife;
Now will I laugh and fill my heart with joy,
And live right merrily the rest of life.”
“ 0 fool,” the angel whispered with a sigh,
‘ Repent, for thou, this very night shalt die.”

farmer

The Boston Herald makes up this item: ¢ A
phil osophic tramp remarked to a Pennsylvania reporter that there was no danger of any
man’s starving to death in this country, if he
ain’t ashamed to wear ragged clothes and has
cheek enough to ask for grub.”

embodied

profusion.

take. usin”

no

‘Whatever aay be thought of the

descriptions,

‘We take them all in and not a few of them

will receive

one Minnesota

men

Still plead that angel whisper, low and sweet—
‘“ Give to the poor who have no food to eat.”

NEW

iS probably

New methods of smuggling are constantly
being brought to light. The revenue officers,
on Thursday,
captured 17,000 Havana
cigars, floating in rubber
bags, near Sandy
Hook, having been thrown overboard from an
Havana steamboat.

of Adullam.

tinency, too: * In the twenty-first chapter
[First Samuel we read that ¢ David escaped

‘“ There is not room within those little sheds

—Selected,

Pedestrianism under water is really coming
into fashion.
A New York dispatch states
that Roland J. Russell, a sub-marine diver, on
Thursday afternoon accomplished the task of
walking eight miles on the bottom of the river
near Rickers’s Island in five hours.

had an interview with Anderson or Don Web-

The

Providence
might stir

had been invited.

against him by Anderson and E. L. Webber in
their testimony.
He testified under oath that
he never wrote the Sherman letter, and never

of the
West

impulse stirs the
one which we wish

this

per pounfl has been established on

fine dairy. lots of

somewhat given to Jollification, especially
those not of Welsh blood.
It is an im.
portant fact’ that the wives of laboring

To store from loss and theft my yellow grain;
So I will build me greater, that I may
Rejoice and cheer my soul with this my grain.”

Her

The great of the earth are liable to vulgar
knocks and bruises,it seems.
‘At any rate, it
is related that Sir Strafford Northcote recently knocked his head severely against a win.
dow-frame,in his official residence, and was
disabled from attending the Cabinet Council,
or even going to a dinner-party to which he

mustbe met by an armed mob acting under
cover of law and led by a Catholic mayor!

berupon the subjects
parishes
. of East and

aged 82 years.

tramps, if the reportis correct that comes
from St. Paul, to the effect that a farmer near
Faribault shot and instantly killed two tramps
whom he caught in the act of setting fire to
the harvesting machine in his wheat field. He
gave himself up, but was instantly released.

above extract and then imagine it to have appeared in some Protestant journal? Montreal
can fill her streets om St. Patrick’s day with
«drunken Catholic Irishmen with impunity, but
+ a processien of sober Protestant Irishman

every

of Glaston-

among

‘Ayer’s Hair Vigor,

Owing to the scarcity of choice grades,an advance

of about one ¢.

averages from $3 to $5 a week for a
family. There is a fair amountof thrift

1

suffering animals.”,

stitute “ Cathelicism™ and ‘ Catholics ” for
for“ Qrangeism ” and *‘ Orangemen ? in the

and

IH. Smith,

ers 15 cents an hour.

.
Lg

paint-

ers, 14 cents; masons, 16 cents; carpen|
- | ters, 16 cents ; plumbers,15 cents; plaster-

And cried, with pride upwelling from his heart,
“Lo, what the toil of my two hands hath done I”
A sweet voice whispered from the rustling wheat—
“To God, who giveth increase, praise is meet.”

who has witnessed the transportation of live
stock can have failed to pray for a spasm of
humanity in behalf of the greatly and long-

ple to be the one chargeable with * riotous
proceedings.”
Suppose the Telegraph sub-

each

claim

the hearts of less disinterested parties: “No ote

culated ** to incite to murder” it is worth while
to inquire who are expected to do the killing.
The attacking party would seem to most jeo-

quivocally denied

who

hour;

\]

The farmer smiled to see his bursting barns,
His flelds yet ripening in the summer’s sun,

the

They are known to the general public principally from the fact of hasing theirs cows sold.
at auction to pay the sheriff from year to year,
as these ladies refused to pay their taxes without the right of suffrage was granted them.

quietly abandoned their riotous proceedings.
‘We hope we have seen the last of these mad,
lamentable, religious feuds in Canada and this
country.”
peaceable

yet

sister Julia survives her and is 86 years of age.

city declared the procession illegal, and read
the riot act to these annual disturbers of the
peace.
The valiant
Orangemen
thought

prudence was

tramps,

bury, Cona,. on Tuesday,

denied

an opportunity of showing its brutality. last
week in Montreal. A procession wag organized to incite to

And

$1.12; laborers, 10 cents per

“THOU FOOL, THIS NIGHT.”

One of the honorable vetrans of the woman’ssuffrage movement has passed away in the

Journal, Here is what the Catholic Telegraph
* Orangeism

at that price.

country is overrun with
they can not get work.”

Western Catholic
(Chicago) forms dn exception, however, and talks like an enlightened
hasto say about it:

CBural and Domestic.

than exaggeration in the statement of the South
Bend (Ind.) Tribune of July 20: ¢ The farmers in the central and southern portion of this
State and Illinois are paying $2 to $2.50 a day
and board for harvest hands, and are unable

‘We have waited with some curiosity to see
what would be the attitude of the Catholic press
toward the outrage perpetrated
against the
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CARPETS.
(Trade Mark Copyrighted.)

English Brussels, Three-Ply and Ingrain. Elegant Stair Rods; also
Stair
Uarpets, Carpet Lining, Velvet Rugs, Oil Cloths, Crumb Cloths, Mattings,
&e., &c., very cheap, at the old place,

112 FULTON STREET, NEW YORE.
Carpets

‘carefully packed and sent to any part of the United States,
C. 0. D,, free of Express Charges. Call or send for Explanatory Circular

J. A. BENDALL.

and Price List.

BAKING _
POWDER
utely Pure.

powders combined—because of its Snguesioned {
RAPE CREAM
it has . roeived:
nent physicians
1 ever be

the place
Soda, Ralerat
“bread never hassourstaken
nor cakes, neverof put
up in rbeny SAN
»

;

!
Yonet; n"hn
CARS only
tin cans
omy ofof Grocers.
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